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Abstract 

With the growing importance of software on which human lives increasingly depend, the 

correctness requirement of the underlying software becomes especially critical. However, 

the increasing complexities and sizes of modern software systems pose special challenges 

on the effectiveness as well as efficiency of software verification. Two major obstacles 

include the quality of test generation in terms of error detection in software testing and 

the state space explosion problem in software formal verification (model checking).  

In this dissertation, we investigate several hybrid techniques that explore dynamic (with 

program execution), static (without program execution) as well as the synergies of 

multiple approaches in software verification from the perspectives of testing and model 

checking. For software testing, a new simulation-based internal variable range coverage 

metric is proposed with the goal of enhancing the error detection capability of the 

generated test data when applied as the target metric. For software model checking, we 

utilize various dynamic analysis methods, such as data mining, swarm intelligence (ant 

colony optimization), to extract useful high-level information from program execution 

data. Despite being incomplete, dynamic program execution can still help to uncover 

important program structure features and variable correlations. The extracted knowledge, 

such as invariants in different forms, promising control flows, etc., is then used to 

facilitate code-level program abstraction (under-approximation/over-approximation), 

and/or state space partition, which in turn improve the performance of property 

verification.  
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In order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid approaches, a wide range of 

experiments on academic and real-world programs were designed and conducted, with 

results compared against the original as well as the relevant verification methods. 

Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our methods in improving the 

quality as well as performance of software verification. For software testing, the newly 

proposed coverage metric constructed based on dynamic program execution data is able 

to improve the quality of test cases generated in terms of mutation killing — a widely 

applied measurement for error detection. For software model checking, the proposed 

hybrid techniques greatly take advantage of the complementary benefits from both 

dynamic and static approaches: the lightweight dynamic techniques provide flexibility in 

extracting valuable high-level information that can be used to guide the scope and the 

direction of static reasoning process. It consequently results in significant performance 

improvement in software model checking. On the other hand, the static techniques 

guarantee the completeness of the verification results, compensating the weakness of 

dynamic methods.   
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, software systems are playing an increasingly important role in our lives both 

economically and socially. On one hand, software correctness is essential; poor quality or 

failures are no longer acceptable and can even result in catastrophic losses. On the other 

hand, where there is software, there are bugs. The fallibility of its human designers and 

the inherently complex nature of software make software systems prone to faults. In order 

to address this dilemma, it is necessary but also challenging to accompany the software 

development process with effective and efficient software reliability assurance activities 

with the goal of early detection of both design and program errors. Software verification 

is such a broad discipline with the goal of assuring that the software under verification 

fully satisfies all the expected requirements. The scope of software verification could 

span over various aspects of the software, including functionality, performance, usability, 

security, etc. In this dissertation, by verification, we especially refer to verifying 

functionality requirements specified in the software design specification.   
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The current practice in the software design industry is to use testing to verify software, 

which is a dynamic process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors. 

However, such testing is typically not exhaustive and therefore is not sufficient to 

guarantee correctness − it cannot show the absence of errors. Such a problem can to a 

great extent be mitigated by formal verification of software, which rigorously and 

statically proves the correctness of computer programs against the design specification 

through an implicit, yet complete search over the entire state space without executing the 

program. Formal methods guarantee the compliance of the code to the specification but at 

the cost of complexity and performance, especially for large and intricate software 

programs.  

In this dissertation, we explore the utilization of dynamic program execution in software 

verification mechanisms, including both dynamic (testing) and static (formal verification) 

methods. At the same time, we would also discuss the applicability of hybrid solutions 

that combine dynamic program execution, testing and verification techniques together to 

further enhance the effectiveness and performance of software verification.  

1.1 Problem Scope and Motivation 

1.1.1 Software Testing 

Software testing is an activity of identifying the quality of programs. In particular, we 

focus on functional testing, which establishes the correct operations of the software 

against expected behaviors defined in the design specification. Although testing has been 

widely deployed during the process of software development, the increasing complexities 

and uncertainties of the software systems have made it an expensive, labor-intensive and 

error-prone activity. Studies have shown that testing accounts for about half the total cost 

of software development and maintenance [53], which places significant demands on 

automated and effective software testing strategies. The major process of the functional 

testing involves exercising the program with designed test cases to validate whether the 

software behaves in accordance to the requirements until certain coverage threshold is 

reached in terms of code coverage. Therefore, test case generation and code coverage 
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metric are two critical factors for achieving automation and effectiveness in software 

testing.  

Partition testing [7] represents a fundamental class of sub-domain-based functional 

testing strategies. The main idea is to divide the overall input domain D into a collection 

of k sub-domains D1, D2 ,…, Dk, either disjoint or overlapping, based on specification 

and/or program structure. A sub-domain usually consists of inputs that satisfy certain 

equivalent properties or relations depending on the specific testing coverage applied, e.g., 

statement coverage, branch coverage, path coverage, etc. The partition testing then 

selects one or more test cases from each sub-domain and tests them accordingly.  

It is apparent that the effectiveness of the partition testing highly depends on how the 

input sub-domains are defined. An ideal domain partition would be to produce 

homogeneous sub-domains, that is, all the test points from a sub-domain cause the 

program to succeed or all cause it to fail [54]. However, in practical situations, the simple 

partition strategies for sub-domain coverage are found to be inadequate, particularly for 

programs specifying or implementing the sub-domains involving numeric input 

variables [24], sub-domain definition based merely on program structures may be too 

coarse to detect data-related faults. Moreover, for programs with complex work flows, 

where the direct relationship between external input variables and the internal 

implementation and logic may not be established easily, it may consequently incur higher 

input domain partition overhead. In other words, domain partition design and coverage 

metric turn out to be the most challenging tasks for the test case generation of partition 

testing.  

1.1.2 Software Formal Verification 

Formal verification of software is a process of using formal methods to prove the 

correctness of a computer program with respect to its design specification. Model 

checking, as one of the formal methods, explores all the paths in the model and has been 

very successful for verifying finite-state systems. When applicable, it automatically 

provides complete proofs of correctness, or explains, via counter-examples, why a system 

is not correct. Despite the great success the model checking gained in the verification of 
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hardware designs, verifying software systems, however, is a different and harder problem 

because such systems are inherently infinite-state: many variables are (essentially) 

infinite-domain and the heap is of unbounded size. Cost and scalability remain the major 

obstacles of software model checking due to the extremely large state space. 

Bounded Model Checking (BMC) [1, 2] is an automatic verification technique that 

checks the temporal logic property based on unfolding the system's transition relation for 

a given finite depth.  BMC first translates the design under verification that violates 

certain specification(s) into a propositional formula and thus converts the problem into a 

propositional satisfiability (SAT) problem. Then, a SAT-solver is used to search for a 

counterexample whose length is bounded by a pre-defined bound k. By leveraging the 

advances in modern SAT-solvers, SAT-based BMC has become a scalable verification 

alternative to the Binary Decision Diagram(BDD)-based symbolic model checking and 

gained wide acceptance for the automatic analysis of finite state systems. In addition to 

the success in hardware community, recent research efforts [6, 37] have also applied it as 

an effective verification method on inherently infinite state software systems via 

transforming the program code into a Boolean representation with bounded unwinding 

length. However, BMC essentially reduces the size and complexity of the design under 

verification in the form of limited unwinding depth, which may not be a thorough 

solution for designs with industrial-size or the unwound parts already involve complex 

structures.  

Hence, effective state reduction techniques are still needed to alleviate the potential state 

space explosion problem of software formal verification.  Abstraction techniques, which 

reduce system complexity by removing irrelevant information while retaining only useful 

portions, have provided promising direction towards countering the problem. Program 

abstraction refers to simplifying the original code with either reduced control/data 

structure or coarser details. As a result, the abstracted program with decreased complexity 

tends to show higher scalability and performance than the original in terms of property 

checking. Nevertheless, taking the complexity of software into account, to what extent 

can the strengths of program abstraction be taken advantage of still relies heavily on how 

and where the abstraction is applied within the code. 
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In recent years, hybrid approaches that synergize multiple analysis techniques with 

formal verification have drawn growing interests [64, 65, 66, 67].  Among these 

approaches, the dynamic techniques associated with program execution usually exhibit 

complementary benefits compared to the static techniques, such as efficiency, flexibility, 

straightforwardness, etc.  Thus, the hybrid techniques demonstrate promising capability 

of exploring useful and desired knowledge on the sophisticated program structure for 

software model checking, while keeping the overhead feasible.  

1.2 Contributions of the Dissertation 

In this dissertation, our contributions cover two aspects of software verification: 1) For 

software testing (Section 1.2.1), we aim to raise the quality of testing in error detection 

through an enhanced coverage metric. Different from the existing code coverage, like 

statement coverage, path coverage, etc., which mainly associates with the static control 

flow structures, our metric explores the alternative data aspects of variables according to 

the dynamic program execution profiles, such that value-related computation errors can 

also be captured;  2) For software formal verification (Section 1.2.2−1.2.5), we propose 

hybrid techniques combining various dynamic approaches with static formal verification 

to leverage the complementary power from both. On one hand, the results of dynamic 

analysis can be utilized to facilitate the program abstraction as well as to speedup the 

property checking, which might otherwise be expensive for pure static proving; on the 

other hand, the formal methods guarantee the completeness of verification results, which 

usually can’t be expected from the dynamic program execution.  

1.2.1 Internal Variable Range Coverage Metric 

We present a new sub-domain-based testing strategy which is associated with a new 

coverage metric called Internal Variable Range (IVR) coverage [94]. Unlike the 

traditional input domain partition techniques, we apply partitioning on the value ranges of 

critical internal variables in a program. A dynamic-program-execution-based approach is 

proposed for range analysis and range definition according to the variable data value 

distribution as well as the program structure information related to the internal variables. 

In addition, we exploit a sub-range transition system to facilitate the internal variable 
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range coverage oriented automated test data generation process. Our experimental results 

showed the effectiveness of our model in test set generation targeting the internal variable 

range coverage compared to random approaches. In addition, such a test set also exhibits 

better quality in terms of mutation killing, especially for applications that are more 

arithmetic computation related.  

1.2.2 Mining-Based Invariant Extraction for Software BMC 

Studies showed that invariants play critical roles in the process of automated formal 

verification; however, SAT-based BMC has the limitation that requires translating high-

level program into one large propositional formula, which could place extra burden to the 

reasoning process by re-discovering crucial high-level constraints at the Boolean level. 

Motivated by such a gap, we propose a novel framework for software formal verification 

that uses data mining to help improve the performance of software bounded model 

checking [95]. Data mining is the process of analyzing and extracting useful but implicit 

knowledge from large amounts of data. In our mining-based framework, we use an 

association rule mining [10, 11] approach to discover potential high-level property 

invariants according to the dynamic execution data of the software programs. 

Optimization algorithms are then applied to minimize the number of properties by 

removing both redundant and false positives being discovered.  As a result, the cost of the 

potential property verification is reduced as well. Finally, the verified mined properties 

are added as constraints to the original program to help reduce the search space of the 

model checking. The experimental results demonstrated that our approach could lead to 

up to an order of magnitude of improvement on the performance of software bounded 

model checking. 

1.2.3 Ant-Colony Optimization Guided Under-Approximation 

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) is a class of meta-heuristic, bio-inspired swarm 

intelligence algorithms that simulate the foraging behaviors of real-world ants. By 

leveraging of power of ACO in finding approximate solutions for optimization and search 

problems, we propose an ACO-directed under-approximation based abstraction technique 

to facilitate the construction of path-level code abstraction for software model checking 
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[96]. In this work, a set of artificial ant agents are sent out to explore the concrete state 

space of the program as well as the corresponding program control flow with the aim of 

negating the target property to be checked.  By means of leaving pheromone trails along 

the software paths traveled, ant agents are able to cooperate with each other indirectly 

towards achieving the common goal. In addition, centralized daemon actions are taken 

periodically to pull the ant solutions out of tendencies of “local optimum”. Therefore, 

eventually, the traces with biased pheromone levels tend to reveal the most promising 

program structures in terms of refuting the target property, which can further be used to 

construct program abstraction via neglecting less useful code portions. Subsequently, an 

abstraction-based software model checking framework is also proposed to guide the 

verification process over the reduced program through iterative refinement, until it 

contains enough details to find a real counterexample or verify the property.  

Experimental results on various property falsification instances demonstrate the strength 

of ACO in guiding the construction of an effective under-approximated program 

abstraction, as well as in the performance savings of software bounded model checking.  

1.2.4 Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction with Mined Invariants 

By further exploring the feature of mined invariants in depicting essential correlations 

among program variables from the work described in Section 1.2.2, we propose a 

constraint-reduction-based program abstraction (CRA) for software model checking 

under the guidance of learned invariants. Rather than simply applying the invariants as 

additional constraints, we use them to build an over-approximation of the program 

behaviors by relaxing the original relations which are responsible for the inference of the 

invariants. In other words, we free related variables involved in the invariants, while at 

the same time, appending the invariants to where they belong to avoid over-freeing the 

state space. In order to maximally expand the power of invariant-directed CRA, heuristics 

are also discussed on how to select effective invariants to be applied. We present a new 

counterexample guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) framework to gradually refine 

the coarse abstraction by adding back the removed relations according to the analysis of 

the spurious counterexamples until reaching a verification conclusion. Significant 

performance improvement can be achieved using the invariant-directed CRA abstraction 
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according to the experiments on both academic and real-world programs. It also 

outperforms the work from Section 1.2.2 where invariants are only added as additional 

constraints with no over-approximation applied.   

1.2.5 Partitioned CRA 

Considering that this invariant-directed CRA requires the underlying invariants to hold 

globally over the entire program, we further introduce the notion of partitioning to the 

abstraction to break this limitation.  A path-level partitioning scheme is proposed 

according to the mining results on invariants inferred from certain local flow structure, 

rather than global linear relations. It divides the state space of program into functionally 

disjoint subspaces in the form of control paths, and separate CRA abstraction can then be 

constructed and refined within each partition independently. The path-level partitioned 

CRA expands the applicability and effectiveness of global invariant-directed CRA, as it 

enables more local invariants to be involved in the abstraction applying over a set of 

more aggressively simplified programs (i.e., partitions) such that the complexity of the  

program under verification can be further reduced. At the same time, it potentially offers 

an abstraction paradigm with higher flexibility by allowing the construction of non-

uniform abstraction methods over different partitions. In combination with the CEGAR 

framework, the partitioned abstraction technique is able to greatly enhance the 

performance of software bounded model checking due to the drastically reduced program 

complexity brought by the integration of partitioning and abstraction. Moreover, it also 

demonstrates higher capability of performance savings than the global invariant-directed 

CRA abstraction in most of the experiments.  

1.3 Organization of the Dissertation 

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we provide 

background knowledge and a review of literature in the area of software testing, software 

model checking as well as invariant discovery and swarm intelligence techniques. In the 

next five chapters (3–7), we present various hybrid techniques with the purpose of 

improving the quality as well as performance of software verification. Our dynamic-

program-execution-based internal variable range coverage metric and test generation 
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model are described in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we propose a new mining based invariant 

extraction technique to help reduce the state space of software model checking. A novel 

Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) directed under-approximation based abstraction 

technique is given in Chapter 5 to aggressively speedup the property falsification, and 

Chapter 6 presents a new CEGAR framework built on invariant-directed constraint-

reduction-based abstraction (CRA) technique. Chapter 7 further extends the work in 

Chapter 6 and applies the CRA over partitions of the program control flows. Finally, in 

Chapter 8, we summarize the dissertation by concluding our discoveries and discussing 

the future work.   

 



 

 

Chapter 2 

2. Background and Literature Review 

In this chapter, we introduce the background knowledge of software verification 

techniques: software testing and model checking, together with invariant discovery 

approaches and swarm intelligence. A review of literature in each area will also be 

provided.  

2.1 Software Testing 

Software testing is oriented toward the 'detection' of faults in a program in a minimum 

amount of time and with a minimum amount of effort. It usually intentionally attempts to 

make the software go wrong to determine if the program behaviors happen when they 

shouldn't or don't happen when they should. A secondary benefit of testing is that it 

demonstrates that the software appears to be working as stated in the specifications. The 

data collected through testing can also provide an indication of the software's reliability 

and quality.  

2.1.1 Test Coverage Criteria 

Test coverage (or code coverage) is a measure of how thoroughly the tests exercise the 

code base, which can be considered as an indirect measure of test quality because it 

evaluates the degree to what the tests cover the target code. Therefore, code coverage can 

be used to guide the testing process and help devising test cases/inputs or configuration 
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sets towards the direction of covering those untested parts of the program. There is a 

number of different ways of measuring code coverage. The fundamental ones include: 1) 

statement coverage (i.e., has each line of the source code been executed?), 2) 

decision/branch coverage (i.e., has each evaluation point (such as a true/false decision) 

been executed?) and 3) path coverage (i.e., has every possible route through a given part 

of the code been executed?).  

New coverage metrics were also proposed to complement/enhance the existing criteria. 

Modified Condition/Decision Coverage (MC/DC) [46] is a widely applied variation of 

decision coverage. It enhances the decision/branch coverage criterion by requiring that 

each Boolean sub-expression to independently affect the outcome of the decision, such 

that the effect of each condition can be tested relative to the other conditions.  

Ball [47] proposed a new form of coverage metric called Predicate-Complete Test (PCT) 

coverage with the goal of covering every reachable observable state in a program, that is, 

an evaluation of the n predicates under some state at a program statement. Considering 

the program fragment given in Figure 2.1[47], the two if-statements correspond to a 

predicate set containing four atomic predicates: {p1=(x<0), p2=(y<0), p3=(w<x), 

p4=(z>y)}. PCT requires that every Boolean combination over the set be tested at every 

statement in the program (6 in this case: L1 thru L6). For example, {L1, TTFT} and {L2, 

TFFT} represent two such observable states.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 An Example of PCT Coverage 

The PCT coverage subsumes many existing control-flow coverage criteria such as 

statement, branch and multiple condition coverage. Taking Figure 2.1 as an example, 

complete PCT coverage clearly implies full coverage of statements and branches. While 

L1:   if  ((x<0) || (y<0)) 
L2:          S  
         else    
L3:          T 
L4:    if  ((w<x) || (z>y)) 
L5:          U 
         else   
L6:          V 

Predicate Set:  
 p1=(x<0) 
 p2= (y<0) 
 p3= (w<x) 
p4= (z>y)
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the multiple condition coverage only requires that every Boolean combination over {p1, 

p2} be tested at L1 and that every Boolean combination over {p3, p4} be tested at L4, 

which can be subsumed by PCT coverage as well. In addition, PCT can be viewed as an 

alternative to path coverage that has its “exhaustive” quality but induces a finite (rather 

than infinite) state space. 

Other than the classical code-based coverage criteria, investigations have been made on 

other types of coverage criteria to evaluate the test adequacy from different perspectives 

or for different applications. For example, Memon et al. [48] presented new coverage 

criteria in terms of GUI events and their interactions to help determine whether a GUI has 

been adequately tested. A new family of model-based coverage criteria was proposed 

in [49], based on formalizing boundary-value testing heuristics extracted from the 

specification. The boundary coverage criteria form a hierarchy of data-oriented coverage 

criteria, and can be applied to any formal notation that uses variables and values.  

2.1.2 Automated Test Data Generation 

Test data generation in program testing is the process of identifying a set of program 

inputs which satisfies selected testing coverage criteria. The cost of software testing can 

be greatly reduced if the process of test data generation is automated. Due to the 

complexity, diversity and uncertainty of the software systems, automated generation for 

high-quality and yet maintainable test suite remains an area of great research interest.  

2.1.2.1 Search-Based Test Data Generation 

Meta-heuristic search is a dynamic technique that has been widely applied on automatic 

test data generation. It generally involves the transformation of test criteria to objective 

functions, which can be used to direct the test data search into potentially promising areas 

of the search space. In practice, a fitness value is associated to the objective function for 

each input of the system and the test data are incrementally modified to optimize their 

fitness values. In this context, the test generation problem becomes an optimization 

problem. 
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A representative meta-heuristic search algorithm is local search based [38, 39, 40, 101]. 

Using an initial solution randomly chosen from the search space as a starting point, local 

search looks for a better solution by investigating its neighborhood with respect to the 

objective function. If a better solution is found, then the current solution is replaced with 

the better one, this process is repeated until no improved solution can be found. The local 

search based approach is simple and fast; however, it may be trapped in locally optimal 

points.  

Some of the problems in local search such as sensitive to small change in input values 

can be solved using simulated annealing based techniques. For example, Diaz et al. in [41] 

applied a similar Tabu search to improve the search efficiency by looking at the next k 

neighbors of the input vector. Then, selected the best solutions among the neighbors, 

while maintaining tabu lists of visited neighbors as well as frequently visited neighbors 

that are forbidden, until the target branch has been reached.   

Genetic and evolutionary algorithms form another major category of search based test 

data generation [42, 43, 44, 45]. These algorithms are inspired by evolutionary ideas of 

natural selection and reproduction. The evolution starts from a population of completely 

random individuals and happens in generations. A fitness function evaluates each 

solution to decide whether it will contribute to the next generation of solutions. Then, 

through operations analogous in evolutionary biology, such as inheritance, mutation, 

crossover, etc., the algorithm creates a new population of candidate solutions to be used 

in the next generation. Different techniques that apply genetic algorithms to test data 

generation usually differ in the way of fitness function construction. 

2.1.3 Domain-Based Partition Testing 

Domain-based partition testing provides an effective way of test generation. Its essence is 

in the partitioning of the input domain into a finite number of sub-domains, and 

considering the input values in each domain as an equivalence class. Figure 2.2 shows an 

example of white-box based input domain partitioning. Integer x is the input variable of 

the program snippet shown on the left.  According to the internal structure of the 

program, in particular, the conditions of the conditional statements, we can partition the 
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input domain of x into the following four sub-domains: D1: (-∞, 1), D2: [1, 6], D3: (6, 12], 

D4: (12, ∞), such that all the valid input values within each sub-domain form an 

equivalence class in the form of taking the same path.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2 An Example for Input Domain Partitioning 

Domains can be exhaustively tested and covered by selecting a minimal set of 

representative value(s) in each domain. Therefore, the key of partition testing is how to 

achieve an ideal partitioning of the input domain conveniently as well as effectively. Cai 

et al. introduced the idea of dynamic partitioning in [50]. The test suite or the input 

domain of the software under test is partitioned into several sub-domains whose members 

are dynamically adjusted during testing by using feedback information such as the testing 

data collected on-line. 

2.1.3.1 Boundary-Value Analysis 

Experience shows that input values at the extreme ends of, and just outside of, input 

domains tend to exercise corner-case errors in the system functionality. Boundary value 

analysis, as a complementary technique of the equivalence partitioning, requires one or 

more boundary values selected at each sub-domain partition as representative test cases. 

In order to detect border-shift errors, White and Cohen [105] proposed a so called N×1 

strategy to select test points at the boundary of a selected path domain. Two types of test 

points were defined: 1) an ON test point is a value that lies on the given boundary; 2) an 

OFF point is a value that lies slightly off the boundary and on the open side of it. For a 

closed inequality border (i.e., defined by a relational operator containing inequalities, ≥ or 

≤) in a two-dimensional domain space, the N×1 strategy requires two ON and one OFF 

foo (int  x) 
L1:   if  (x ≥ 1) 
L2:          if (x ≤ 6) 
L3:               S 
L4:          else if (x ≤ 12) 
L5:                      T 
                      else 
L6:                      U 

1 6 12 

D2 D3 D4 D1 

x 
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points to be selected, as shown in Figure 2.3(a) [51, 105]. The ON points are used to 

identify the given border, and the OFF point is used to assure that the correct border (i.e., 

the dotted line in Figure 2.3(a)) does not lie on the open side of the given border. This 

strategy can be easily extended to N-dimensional cases, which requires N ON points to 

define the N-1 dimensional border. 

   

 
 

 

   

 

Figure 2.3 Test Points for a Two-Dimensional Linear Border 

Jeng et al [51] further proposed a simplified 1×1 domain testing strategy and reported that 

an inequality border(defined by ≥, >,  ≤ or <) can be adequately tested by using only two 

points of test input domain, one ON point and one OFF point. As shown in Figure 2.3(b), 

the ON point can be anywhere on the given border. It does not even have to lie exactly on 

the given border. All that is necessary is that it satisfies the path condition associated with 

the border. The only requirement for the OFF point is that it be as close to the ON point 

as possible, but it should lie outside the border. For each strict equality condition (=), one 

ON and two OFF points are chosen, one slightly less than the conditional value and one 

slightly greater than the value.  

Figure 2.4 gives an example of test case selection using the 1×1 strategy.  The inequality 

boundaries (bold lines) defined by the two if-statements can each be covered by two test 

cases, containing one ON and one OFF points,  respectively. Note that whether the OFF 

point is inside or outside the path domain is determined by the closeness of the boundary 

and is opposite to that of the corresponding ON point. For example, the ON point T1 for 

the closed boundary case in Figure 2.4 is inside the domain, while the OFF point T2 is 

outside, the other open boundary case is the opposite.   

(a) N×1 strategy (b) 1×1 strategy 

path domain 

inequality border 

equality border 

: defined border 
: correct border : ON 

: OFF 
: closed border 
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Figure 2.4 An Example of 1×1 Domain Testing Strategy  

2.1.4 Mutation Testing  

Mutation testing is a fault-based testing technique that is based on the assumption that a 

program is well tested if all simple faults are predicted and removed. Complex faults are 

coupled to simple faults in such a way that a test that detects all simple faults would 

detect most complex faults [52]. Therefore, mutation testing is often used to check the 

adequacy and evaluate the quality of test suite generated. 

This is done by first seeding the original program with a small change, called a mutation, 

which introduces a fault. Each faulty program is called a mutant, with one fault injected. 

A mutant represents a likely fault, a mistake that programmer could have made, or a 

typical testing heuristic which is unsatisfied (such as executing each branch). If a mutant 

is functionally equivalent to the original program, it is called an equivalent mutant. After 

creating a set of mutants, for each non-equivalent mutant, mutation testing would 

compare the outputs of the mutant with the output of the original program for each test 

data to check if the test data is able to catch the errors. If the test results are different it 

shows that this mutation can be detected if made by error, we say the mutant is killed. If 

the test results are not different, it suggests that more test cases might be needed. The 

percentage of non-equivalent mutants killed is the test suite’s mutation coverage. 

Mutation testing can increase the thoroughness of the testing, and hence the quality of the 

test suite. 

   if (x ≤ 30) 
   if (y > 20) 

Test cases: 
T1: x=30(ON), T2: x=31(OFF) 
T3: y=20(ON), T4: y=21(OFF) x 

y

30 

20

0

T1 
T2 

T4 

T3 
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2.1.4.1 Mutation Operators 

A mutation operator is a rule to be applied to a program to create mutants, so that the 

slightest change in which may cause the program to function incorrectly. Here are some 

examples of possible mutation operators:  

a) Replace each operand by every other syntactically legal operand: for example, a 

mutation of statement ‘A=B’ could be ‘A=C’, where A, B, C are all scalar variables in the 

program.  

b) Modify expressions by replacing operators and inserting new operators: for example, 

‘if (x < y)’ can be mutated into ‘if (x ≤ y)’.  

c) Delete entire statement, etc.  

The effectiveness of mutation testing depends heavily on the types of faults that the 

mutation operators are designed to represent.  

2.2 Model Checking 

In the last two decades, model checking, pioneered by Clarke et al. [20] and 

independently, Quellie et al. [22], has emerged as a promising and powerful approach to 

automatic verification of systems [97]. Typically, model checking is a process of 

systematic exploration of the possible behaviors of a finite state concurrent system [21] to 

determine whether the system (abstractly represented as a model) satisfies a specified 

property (e.g., absence of deadlocks, liveness, invariants, etc., expressed as a logical or 

temporal formula). If the property is not satisfied, the model checker provides a 

counterexample − an execution path in the state space of the system that violates the 

property, which is also valuable for debugging. Model checking has two major 

advantages over other techniques: firstly, the model checking process is completely 

automatic, and secondly, the counterexample usually uncovers subtle errors that would be 

difficult to discover by others.  
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2.2.1 Transition Systems and Temporal Logic Properties 

In order to verify the correctness of a system, the first step is to construct a formal model 

for the system. The model should capture those properties that must be considered to 

establish correctness, and at the same time, should abstract away those details that do not 

affect the correctness of the checked properties but make verification more 

complicated [21]. A common framework for the representation of reactive systems is 

provided by the concept of transition systems (or Kripke structures if the transition 

systems can be further simplified according to the needed labels sufficient to reason 

about the system). A transition system uses a state transition graph to capture the 

behaviors of the system, where the nodes represent system states and the edges represent 

the possible transitions between states.  

Definition 2.1 Kripke Structure. A Kripke structure over a set of atomic proposition AP 

is a 4-tuple: T = (S, S0, R, I), where: 

 S  is a finite set of states,  

 S0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states, 

 R ⊆ S×S is a transition relation. 

 I: S 2AP is an interpretation that labels each state with the set of atomic 

propositions true in that state  

The sequential behavior of a transition system can be defined by paths (or executions), 

which is a finite or infinite sequence of nssss ⎯→⎯⎯→⎯⎯→⎯ LL210 , such that s0∈ S0 

and (si, si+1) ∈R for all i ≥ 0. Basically, the model checking algorithms examine the 

conformance of the transition system with a specified property behavior over paths.  

Properties specify the temporal behaviors that we are interested to check in a transition 

system. It asks questions such as “Will the system be stuck at a deadlock state?”, “Is this 

path in the program eventually been executed?”, etc.  

Temporal logic [23] is a formalism for describing sequences of transitions between states 
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in a reactive system [21], which makes it a convenient language to formally express these 

complex properties. The logic uses atomic propositions, Boolean connectives and 

temporal operators to build up complicated expressions describing properties of states 

ordering in time. Two common variants in temporal logics are: Linear Temporal Logic 

(LTL) and Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [25], which represents two different views of 

time model: linear-time and branching-time, respectively. For further information on the 

two temporal logics, we refer the readers to [21, 23, 25].  

Generally, there are two common categories of properties: safety and liveness properties. 

Informally, a safety property asserts that “something bad never happens during execution 

of a system”. Invariants, deadlocks, reachability, etc. are some general examples of safety 

properties. On the other hand, a liveness property claims that “something good will 

eventually happen”. In this dissertation, we’ll focus on safety property verification. 

2.2.2 Model Checking Algorithms 

Given a transition system M, in the form of variations on finite state automata, and a 

property φ, in the form of variations on temporal logic, the model-checking problem 

decides whether the model M semantically satisfies the specification:  

M |= φ (M is a model of φ) 

Originally, the model checking algorithm was implemented by means of “explicit-state” 

techniques, where individual states of the transition system are analyzed and stored. 

However, the process of model checking requires enumerating all possible states or 

actions of the system to track the ones which do not match the specification. To preserve 

termination and to improve efficiency, model checking algorithms have to keep track of 

the visited states in a state space. Therefore, early algorithms based on an explicit 

reachable state enumeration suffer from the well-known state space explosion problem, 

since the number of states can grow exponentially in the number of variables. Thus, 

explicit model checking algorithms were only able to handle small designs and did not 

scale to examples with industrial complexity. 
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2.2.2.1 Symbolic Model Checking 

Symbolic model checking was proposed to avoid the explicit construction of states [27]. 

In symbolic model checking, sets of states are represented implicitly using Boolean 

formulas over the set of binary variables used to encode the transition system. For 

example, we can use Boolean function v1 ∨ v2, instead of explicitly listing 01, 10, 11, to 

store and manipulate the three states efficiently, where v1 and v2 are state variables. 

Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD) [29] was traditionally a data 

structure that provides a compact, canonical graph representation of propositional 

formulae. In 1993, McMillan first proposed to use BDDs in symbolic model 

checking [30], where BDDs serve as implicit representation of states and the operations 

during model checking process, like reachable state computation, can all be manipulated 

directly on BDDs. The combination of model checking with BDDs made it possible to 

explore state spaces of extremely large size, and became a very popular model checking 

method, especially in hardware verification.  

Although BDD-based symbolic model checking offers the potential of handling large 

state spaces, in practice, it still suffers from the problem of large amount of memory 

requirement for storing and manipulating BDDs. The Boolean functions required to 

represent the set of states can still grow exponentially, therefore, full verification of many 

designs is still beyond the capacity of BDD-based symbolic model checkers.  

2.2.2.2 Bounded Model Checking 

An alternative method to symbolic model checking is Bounded Model Checking (BMC), 

proposed by Biere et al. in 1999 [1]. The basic idea in BMC is to search for a 

counterexample in executions whose length is bounded by some integer k. If no bug is 

found, then one may successively increase k until either a bug is found, or some pre-

defined upper bound is reached. The BMC problem can be efficiently reduced to a 

Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT):  

Definition 2.1 Boolean Satisfiability Problem. A variable can be either true or false. A 

literal is either a variable or the negation of a variable. A clause is a disjunction of literals, 
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and a Boolean satisfiability problem (in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF)), or a SAT 

problem, is a conjunction of clauses.  

A solution to a SAT problem S is an assignment of values to each of the variables so that 

every clause in S is satisfied. For example, a=1, b=0, c=1 is one of the solutions for a 

CNF formula: ( a ∨ b ) ∧ ( a′ ∨ c ) ∧ ( c′ ∨ b′ ).  

The basic process of SAT-based BMC is as follows: Given a transition system M 

encoded as a propositional formula, a property expressed as a temporal logic P and a 

depth limit k, it generates a Boolean formula with finite unraveling of the transition 

relation, which is satisfiable if and only if there exists a witness/counterexample to P of 

length k in the system M. 

Compared to BDDs, the biggest advantage of SAT-based BMC is its space efficiency. 

The satisfiability check is typically performed by a back-end SAT solver, which does not 

have the same space explosion problem of BDD-based methods. With the recent 

advances in SAT solvers [31], SAT-based BMC can handle much larger designs with 

hundreds of thousands of variables or more in practice. Besides space efficiency, BMC 

also produces counterexamples of minimal length, which eases their interpretation and 

understanding for debugging purposes. On the other hand, BMC also has the 

disadvantage of not being able to prove the absence of errors in some realistic cases. 

Since BMC provides a bound on the number of iterations that should be explored, which 

implies that the method is incomplete unless we can determine a high enough value for 

the bound k which guarantees that no counterexample has been missed. Therefore, BMC 

is usually adopted as a complementary technique to BDD-based symbolic model 

checking rather than a replacement.  

2.3 Software Model Checking 

The success and benefits achieved by applying model checking in hardware domains as 

well as the difficulty of producing correct software are driving a growing interest of 

gaining a similar success in the context of software verification. However, academic 

efforts in correctness proof of computer programs tracing back to early days of computer 
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science have long been ignored by industry as “impractical”, and the reason lies in the 

fact that drastic differences exist between the characteristics of software and hardware 

systems. Unlike hardware systems, which have strict structures, restricted sizes and are 

inherently finite in the number of states, software systems have potentially infinite state, 

more complicated control flow and data structure, richer modularity constructs. They all 

lead to many challenges of scientific and practical interests, both in core model checking 

technology and in supporting techniques. While the challenges still remain, some 

progresses have been made and a variety of successful tools have emerged for automated 

software verification in recent years, some of them have found applications in the 

industry.  In this section, we’ll review some general approaches and recent advances in 

software model checking.  

2.3.1 Abstraction Techniques 

Despite the success of symbolic methods, the state explosion problem remains a major 

hurdle in applying model checking to large industrial designs. A number of approaches 

targeting state reduction have been proposed to reduce the number of states in the model, 

including symmetry reductions [79, 80, 81], partial order reductions [82, 83], and 

abstraction techniques [4, 69, 84]. Among them, abstraction is considered the most 

general and flexible for handling the state space explosion problem [78]. For software, 

abstraction becomes even more critical due to the typically infinite-state space.  

As the name suggests, abstraction defines the activity of removing components and/or 

simplifying details of the original design that are irrelevant to a certain purpose, which in 

the context of model checking, refers to the target property checking. Intuitively, 

verifying the simplified (“abstract”) model may lead to performance improvement when 

compared with verifying the original model. However, the information loss brought by 

the abstraction may also incur incorrect verification results depending on how the 

abstraction is conducted. There are two mainstream abstraction techniques distinguished 

by how the system is simplified:  

1) Under-approximation:  
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Under-approximation [76, 84] is a technique that systematically removes behaviors 

deemed “irrelevant” from the system, such that the abstract system contains a subset of 

behavior of the original concrete system. Therefore, a counterexample found in the 

abstract system implies a refutation of property in the original system. However, under-

approximation admits false positive, i.e., if the property is found satisfied in the abstract 

system, it may not necessarily hold in the original system.  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Examples for Under-Approximation Based Software Abstraction 

In the context of software verification, there are two popular under-approximation based 

program abstraction techniques: data flow abstraction and control flow abstraction. Data 

flow abstraction usually reduces the state space by constraining the value range or storage 

capacity of data domain, for instance, reducing the variable bit-width, shrinking array 

bounds, etc. Figure 2.5(a) illustrates an example of data abstraction by limiting the input 

values of variable x in the abstract program to a range of (1000, MAX_INT] rather than 

all the integer values through the assume() statement.  In case of control flow abstraction, 

on the other hand, the program complexity is reduced from the perspective of program 

foo (int  x,  int y) 
       foo-body 
      assert(x > y) 

foo (int  x,  int y) 
     assume(x>1000) 
     foo-body 
    assert(x > y) 

(a) data flow abstraction 

(b) control flow abstraction 

original control flow abstract control flow 

original code abstract code 

assume(x<y) 

... 
. . . 

... 

x<y? 

. . . 

True False 

. . . 
. . . 
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structure slicing. As the example shown in Figure 2.5(b), by assuming that the 

conditional expression “x<y” is always taken, we can obtain an under-approximation of 

program behavior by cutting out the else-branch within the dotted circle. Compared to the 

conventional static program slicing, the control flow abstraction does not guarantee that 

the removed parts indeed have no influence to the target property checking.  

2) Over-approximation: 

In contrast, over-approximation [85, 86] is a technique that systematically relaxes 

constraints in the system, such that the abstract system contains a superset of behavior of 

the original concrete system. Therefore, if the property holds in the abstract system, it 

definitely implies the correctness in the original system. Different from under-

approximation, over-approximation admits false negatives, i.e., a counterexample found 

in the abstract system may not find its concrete counterpart in the original system.  

In the next few sections, we’ll introduce two specific over-approximate abstraction 

strategies that have been applied to facilitate software model checking.  

2.3.1.1 Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction (CRA) 

Constraint-reduction-based abstraction (or localization reduction, or variable hiding) [35, 

71, 74, 76] is a category of abstraction techniques that reduces the design complexity by 

fully relaxing the constraints over selected set of state variables. Given a concrete 

transition function, CRA partitions the state variables into invisible and visible sub-sets. 

The abstract model is created by removing the transition relations over invisible variables 

and making them as pseudo-primary inputs, while preserving the transition relations over 

visible variables. Since the invisible variables are left unconstrained with free behaviors, 

the abstract model built by CRA is a conservative over-approximation that keeps all 

possible execution traces of the original model with probably additional behaviors 

introduced. CRA has been used commonly in abstracting large hardware designs [35], 

especially when combined with the use of SAT solvers [87– 91].  

A software program can also be viewed as composed of a set of constraints which are 

defined over high-level variables. Similarly, in the software domain, CRA refers to 
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releasing the definition of invisible program variables and making them as pseudo 

program inputs. Figure 2.6 gives an example of program abstraction using CRA. The 

original concrete program under verification is shown in Figure 2.6(a). For software 

model checking, the target property that the program is checking against is generally 

represented using assertion statements injected in the code, for instance, the assert(z > 0) 

at line lN in Figure 2.6(a). The resulting abstract program is shown in Figure 2.6(b). With 

CRA, local variables − integers x and y, originally obtained their values from func1() and 

func2(), respectively, are freed in the abstract program, which means they can now take 

any arbitrary integer values. The two freed variables are treated as if the function foo 

gains two more pseudo input parameters.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction (CRA) Example 

The abstraction computation of CRA is quite efficient since the abstract model can be 

built directly given a set of visible variables.  

2.3.1.2 Predicate Abstraction 

Predicate abstraction, first proposed by Graf and Saidi [69], is a promising over-

approximation based abstraction technique. It can automatically construct an abstract 

finite state system of arbitrary infinite state systems where the abstract states are 

valuations of a set of predicates defined over concrete variables. Therefore, it becomes 

one of the most popular and widely applied methods for systematic abstraction of designs 

with potentially infinite size, e.g., programs.  

 

// *: non-deterministically taking 
any valid value 
foo () 
        Integer x, y, z 
1:     x = * 
2:     y = *  
3:     if  (x < y) 
4:           z = func3(x, y)              

    … 
lM:    assert(z > 0) 

(a) Original Concrete Program (b) CRA Abstract Program 

CRA 

foo () 
      Integer x, y, z 
 
1:   x = func1() 
2:   y = func2() 

 
3:   if  (x < y) 
4:         z = func3(x, y)              
      … 
lN:  assert(z > 0) 
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Figure 2.7 Predicate Abstraction Example 

In the context of software model checking [26, 34, 73], predicate abstraction is performed 

by characterizing a program in terms of how it transforms the truth values of a finite set 

of predicates over program variables. Take Figure 2.7 as an example, given the original 

concrete program in Figure 2.7(a) and the target property to be checked assert(x<y) at 

line lO, suppose two predicates {P1: x<y, P2: z==0} are used to construct abstraction, 

where x, y and z are original program variables, the resulting Boolean abstract program is 

shown in Figure 2.7(b). Each predicate is represented by a Boolean variable in the 

abstract program, e.g., bool p1 for P1. Note that the assume(ψ) statement implies that the 

Boolean expression ψ is evaluated to true at the location. With predicate abstraction, the 

abstract model obtained is a finite state machine model containing only these Boolean 

variables while the original data variables are eliminated. In Figure 2.7(b), the concrete 

states {x, y, z} of the original program are mapped to abstract states {p1, p2} whose values 

are evaluated under the definitions of predicates P1 and P2. The Boolean abstract program 

//assuming no arithmetic over-flow 
      Integer x, y, z 
      assume(z > 0) 
      while (z != 0) 
              if  (x < y)              

                z = y – x    
                x = x + z + 1 

             else 
                 z = x – y 
                 y = x + z + 1          

lO:   assert(x < y) 

//*: non-deterministic value 
      bool  p1, p2 
      assume(p2 == false) 
      while (!p2) 
               if  (p1)              

                 p2 = false 
                 p1 = * 

               else 
                 p2 = * 
                 p1 = true       

lA:   assert(p1) 

Predicates: 
  P1:  x < y 
  P2:  z==0 

(a) Original Concrete Program (b) Boolean Abstract Program 

001 

011 

111

010

101 
110

100000

unreachable states 

State: S1S2S3 
S1:p1 
S2:p2 
S3:reaching lA? 
Initial States: {000, 100} 

(c) Finite State System 
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can be modeled using a finite state machine (FSM) in Figure 2.7(c). Each state in the 

FSM is composed of three state variables: s1s2s3, representing Boolean variables p1, p2, 

and whether the system reaches the line lA where the assertion is located, respectively.  

The problem of model checking the assertion(x<y) in the original concrete program now 

has been transformed into the proving of the un-reachability of two error states: {001, 

011} in the abstract finite state system. Predicate abstraction is conservative in the sense 

that for every execution in the concrete system there is a corresponding execution in the 

abstract system, but may not be the case, vice versa. According to the Figure 2.7(c), 

starting from the two initial states: {000, 100}, the error states are NOT reachable, thus, 

the assertion holds in the original concrete program in Figure 2.7(a). Two major ways of 

constructing the Boolean abstract program are: through theorem proving [34, 73] or SAT-

solvers [26]. 

2.3.2 Counter-Example Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) 

Over the past few years, automated iterative abstraction refinement scheme, usually 

coupled with abstraction techniques (e.g., predicate abstraction), has become a popular 

approach for software model checking. Examples of model checkers that implemented 

this scheme include SLAM [33], BLAST [34], MAGIC [36], etc.  Generally, the process 

contains a loop of the following three basic steps: model construction, model checking 

and abstraction refinement.  This three-step-loop is also called Counter-Example Guided 

Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) [35, 76] paradigm. The basic work flow is shown 

in Figure 2.8.  CEGAR is first used to model check software programs by Ball and 

Rajamani in [77]. 

The purpose of the first step of CEGAR – model construction is to extract a finite state 

abstract model from the infinite state software system using the selected abstraction 

technique. For instance, the Figure 2.7 above shows an example of first step with 

predicate abstraction.  

At the second step, the abstracted system is model checked to see whether it satisfies the 

target property. If it succeeds, the property holds in the concrete system and verification 
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process terminates; otherwise, an abstract counterexample trace is generated. Since the 

abstracted system is created by a conservative approximation, the abstract 

counterexample may have two possible cases. There could be a concrete counterexample 

trace (or actual bug) corresponding to the abstract one or it may happen that the abstract 

counterexample is a product of abstraction and not feasible in the concrete system. The 

latter case is called spurious.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 CEGAR Paradigm 

Once a counterexample is verified to be spurious, an abstraction refinement process is 

applied to gradually restore details into the abstract model until the system is sufficient to 

prove or refute the property. For example, in the case of predicate abstraction, the 

refinement process will add to the set of predicates with new predicates such that the 

previous spurious counterexamples get eliminated if the model is abstracted using the 

new predicate set. A finer abstraction is then created with the updated predicate set, and 

continues with model checking until either the property is proved or a concrete 

counterexample is found.  

2.3.3 SAT-Based Software Bounded Model Checking 

Instead of using predicate abstraction, bounded model checking is another way to extract 

a finite state model out of an inherently infinite state software system. In this approach, 

the software code is transformed into a bit-level propositional formula by unwinding the 
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potentially infinite constructs (e.g., while loops) for only a fixed number of times. A 

representative example of software bounded model checker for ANSI-C programs is 

CBMC [6].  

The basic process of CBMC is as follows: given a C program, property P to be checked, 

and a pre-defined unwinding depth N, before the bit-level translation, a set of pre-

processing transformations need to be performed at the high-level (Figure 2.9), which 

includes:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9 Software Bounded Model Checking (CBMC) 

(1) Inserting the specified property P to be checked to the program as assertions;  

P holds in foo 

counterexample 

Pre-processing Transformation 

      int  foo()  { 
1:      x=func1(); 
 
        while (cond) { 
             loop-body B 
        } 
        … 
N:    x=func2(); 
        assert(P);  
        return x; 
} 

constraints∧¬P 

Bit-level 
Translation 

SAT-Solver 
CNF Formula 

SAT 

UNSAT 

Loop unroll 

int  foo()  { 
      x1=func1(); 
 
      if (cond) { 
          loop-body B 
          if (cond) {  
              loop-body B 
                … 
                   … 
                     if (cond){ 
                         loop-body B 
                         //unwinding assertion 
                         assert(¬cond); 
                  } 
           … 
      } 
     … 
     x2=func2(); 
     assert(P);  
     return x2; 
}

SSA 

SSA 

SSA 
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(2) Eliminating loops by unwinding loops for N times via duplicating the loop body, at 

the same time, inserting an unwinding assertion using negated loop condition at the end 

of the N repetitions to assert that the unwinding bound N is actually large enough. Figure 

2.9 shows an example of unrolling the while loop using a series of nested if statements, 

and “assert(¬cond)” is appended to the end of the last if statement, which is violated if 

the program runs longer than the bound permits. Recursions are treated in a similar way 

to loops; 

(3) Converting the input program to Static Single Assignment (SSA) [104] form where 

each variable is assigned only once. For example, in Figure 2.9, the variable x is defined 

twice at line 1 and line N of the original code, respectively, in the SSA form, we rename 

the two variables into x1 and x2, such that no variable is assigned multiple times. The SSA 

form helps ease the complexity of the subsequent bit-level translation.  

After the above preprocessing transformation, all the statements in the resulting program 

can be viewed as a conjunction of constraints C. CBMC then converts the C ∧ ¬ P  into a 

CNF formula by representing each variable as a bit vector with width determined by the 

data type of the variable and the conversion of most operators resembles the generation of 

appropriate arithmetic circuits. Finally, SAT-solver is utilized to solve the CNF like in 

other bounded model checkers.  

2.4 Invariant Discovery Techniques 

The invariants in a program represent the properties of program behaviors that constantly 

hold during the program execution. In this section, we introduce and compare two 

invariant extraction techniques: static program analysis and data mining.  

2.4.1 Static Program Analysis 

Static program analysis [4, 13] is a technique that analyzes the code for gathering the 

properties of the run-time behavior of a program without actually executing it. It has been 

widely applied in the area of compiler optimization, program transformation, etc. Some 

of the well-known static analysis examples include: data flow analysis, interval analysis, 
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dependency analysis and so on.  

Generally, the process of static program analysis contains two phases. The first phase 

performs an abstract interpretation of the program to formally model a sound 

approximation of the program semantics. As a result, a system of equations or constraints 

is constructed involving a set of monotone functions over lattices. A lattice (S, ) is a 

partially ordered set that defines a binary relation  over set S which is reflexive, anti-

symmetric, and transitive, and for all X  S, there exist a least upper bound and a greatest 

lower bound. For further information about the lattice theory, we refer the readers to 

[106]. The solution of these equations represents the target invariance properties of the 

program to be found by the analysis. The second phase aims at finding such a solution 

through a fixpoint iteration algorithm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 An Example for Live Variable Analysis 

Figure 2.10 shows an example of using static analysis technique to compute live variables 

for each program location. A variable is live at a program point (i.e., the entry of a 

program point) if it may be read in the remaining program execution before its next 

definition. Given the program in Figure 2.10(a), the domain of live variables can thus be 

modeled by the lattice (2{x, n}, ). Correspondingly, we can construct the control flow 

     foo  (int  n) 
L1:      int  x=1; 
L2:      while (n > 0)  
L3:               x = 2*x + 3*n; 
L4:               n = n - 1; 
L5:      return x 

ϑ(L1) = ϑ(L2)\{x} 
ϑ(L2) = (ϑ(L3) ∪ϑ(L5)) ∪{n} 
ϑ(L3) = (ϑ(L4)\{x})∪{x ,n} 
ϑ(L4) = (ϑ(L2)\{n})∪{n} 
ϑ(L5) = {} 
 

L1 

L2

L3 

L4 

L5 

(a) program 

(c) equations (b) CFG 
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graph (CFG) of the program as shown in Figure 2.10(b).  Let ϑ(L) denote the set of live 

variables at the entry point of a program location L, it can be computed using the 

following equations:  

( )
)()(

)())(\)()(

)(
SLJoin

LGenLKillLJoinL

LSuccS
ϑ

ϑ

∈
=

=
U

U
                   (2.1) 

where Kill(L) represents the set of variables defined in the statement at L, Gen(L) 

represents the set of variables used before a re-definition in the statement at L, and Join(L) 

denotes the union of the live variable sets from all the potential program points located 

successive to L according to the CFG.  For example, Join(L1)= ϑ(L2), Join(L2)=(ϑ(L3)∪ 

ϑ(L5)). Then, using the rules in (2.1), we can obtain a set of monotone equations over the 

lattice (2{x, n}
, ) for each program point, shown in Figure 2.10(c). 

In order to solve the equations, a fixpoint computation algorithm is applied to iteratively 

walk up the lattice, starting from {}, until reaching a fixpoint at all the program locations. 

That is, by treating each of the right-hand side of the equations in Figure 2.10(c) as a 

function Funi (1≤i≤5), a fixpoint solution x satisfies that Funi(x) = x. As shown in Figure 

2.11(a), we start from {} at every program point, then, iteratively compute the new value 

of ϑ(Li) for every Li using the results of ϑ(Li) (1≤i≤5) from last iteration according to the 

equations in Figure 2.10(c). We reach a fixpoint at the 4th iteration (Figure 2.11(d)), since 

the 5th iteration will generate exactly the same results of ϑ(Li) as in the 4th iteration. The 

results in Figure 2.11(d) are the solutions for live variables.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Fix-Point Computation 

ϑ(L1) = {} 
ϑ(L2) = {} 
ϑ(L3) = {} 
ϑ(L4) = {} 
ϑ(L5) = {} 
 

ϑ(L1) = {} 
ϑ(L2) = {n} 
ϑ(L3) = {x, n} 
ϑ(L4) = {n} 
ϑ(L5) = {} 
 

ϑ(L1) = {n} 
ϑ(L2) = {x, n} 
ϑ(L3) = {x, n} 
ϑ(L4) = {n} 
ϑ(L5) = {} 
 

ϑ(L1) = {n} 
ϑ(L2) = {x, n} 
ϑ(L3) = {x, n} 
ϑ(L4) = {x, n} 
ϑ(L5) = {} 
 

(a) 1st iteration (b) 2nd iteration (c) 3rd iteration (d) fix-point 
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2.4.2 Data Mining 

Data mining is an analytic procedure designed to explore data (usually large amounts of 

data) from different perspectives in search of consistent patterns and/or systematic 

relationships between variables. In this section, we briefly introduce the background 

knowledge of a specific data mining technique ⎯ association rule mining. 

2.4.2.1 Basic Definition of Association Rule 

Association rule mining provides a useful mechanism for discovering rules such as 

implication or correlations among items that co-occur frequently within a data set.  

A data set usually consists of M independent transactions, each of which is a set of Ni 

items drawn from a set of all possible N items. For example, Table 2.1 gives a tabula 

format of a data set consisting of 4 transactions with 5 items {I1, I2, I3, I4, I5}, where the 

symbol ‘×’ means the occurrence of an item in a given transaction.  

Table 2.1 An Example Data Set for Association Rule Mining 
Transaction I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 

1 ×  × ×  

2  × ×  × 

3 ×  × ×  

4    × × 

An association rule has the form of A⇒B, where A and B are sets of items or itemsets and 

A∩B=∅. A k-itemset is a set containing k items. The strength of an association rule is 

usually measured by two metrics: support and confidence. The support is a fraction of 

transactions in the data set that contain both A and B:  

support(A⇒B) = P(A∩B) = Count(A∩B)/M 

where the Count(x) represents the total number of transactions that satisfies condition x. 

The confidence of an association rule is a measure of the reliability and accuracy of the 

rule.  
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confidence(A⇒B) = P(B│A) = Count(A∩B)/Count(A) 

The association rules problem is that of computing all association rules that satisfy user-

specified minimum support and minimum confidence threshold. 

2.4.2.2 The A-Priori Algorithm 

A-Priori is a classic algorithm for mining association rules. It consists of two major steps: 

The first step is frequent itemset generation by employing a level-wise search. In 

particular, the computed frequent k-itemsets are used to find the frequent (k+1)-itemsets. 

Take the data set in Table 2.1 as an example, suppose the support threshold sth = 0.5, 

starting with iteration k=1, we first compute the support value of each possible 1-itemset 

and those 1-itemsets whose support reach sth generate the frequent 1-itemset L1={I1, I3, 

I4, I5} as shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Frequent 1-Itemset (sth=0.5) 
Candidate 1-itemsets Count Support Frequent 1-itemset ? 

{I1} 2 2/4=0.5 Y 

{I2} 1 1/4=0.25 N 

{I3} 3 3/4=0.75 Y 

{I4} 3 3/4=0.75 Y 

{I5} 2 2/4=0.5 Y 

Table 2.3 Frequent 2-Itemset (sth=0.5) 
Candidate 2-itemsets Count Support Frequent 2-itemset ? 

{I1, I3} 2 2/4=0.5 Y 

{I1, I4} 2 2/4=0.5 Y 

{I1, I5} 0 0/4=0 N 

{I3, I4} 2 2/4=0.5 Y 

{I3, I5} 1 1/4=0.25 N 

{I4, I5} 1 1/4=0.25 N 

Next, at the second iteration, we construct a candidate 2-itemsets C2 by listing all pairs of 
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itemsets from the frequent 1-itemset L1. Then, the data set in Table 2.1 is scanned again 

to count the occurrence of each candidate 2-itemset in C2 as shown in Table 2.3. The 

results are finally pruned using support threshold sth and form the frequent 2-itemset L2 = 

{{I1, I3}, {I1, I4}, {I3, I4}}. The above process can be repeated until iteration k reaches 

certain pre-defined value or the candidate sets become empty.  

The second step of the A-Priori algorithm is the association rule derivation. Suppose the 

frequent itemset generation stops at iteration k, for each frequent k-itemset f in Lk, all of 

its non-empty proper subsets can be enumerated. Then for each subset of f denoted as fs, a 

set of candidate association rule in the format of R: fs ⇒ (f - fs) is generated, and output R 

if it fulfills the minimum confidence requirement. For example, for frequent 2-itemset 

{I1, I4}, all of its non-empty proper subsets are {I1} and {I4}, we can thus generate two 

candidate association rules: I1⇒I4 and I4⇒I1. Based on the earlier definition of the 

confidence, confidence(I1⇒I4)=2/2=1, confidence(I4⇒I1)=2/3≈0.67. Suppose the 

confidence threshold cth is set to 0.8, then I1⇒I4 is an association rule for frequent 2-

itemset {I1, I4}. 

Table 2.4 Association Rule Derivation (cth=0.8) 
Candidate 

Association Rules Support Confidence Association 
Rule? 

I1 ⇒ I4 2/4=0.5 2/2=1 Y 

I4 ⇒ I1 2/4=0.5 2/3≈0.67 N 

I1 ⇒ I3 2/4=0.5 2/2=1.0 Y 

I3 ⇒ I1 2/4=0.5 2/3≈0.67 N 

I4 ⇒ I3 2/4=0.5 2/3≈0.67 N 

I3 ⇒ I4 2/4=0.5 2/3≈0.67 N 

Table 2.4 lists all the candidate association rules and the corresponding support and 

confidence values for the above frequent 2-itemsets L2. Given cth = 0.8, the resulting 

association rules are I1⇒I4 and I1⇒I3. 

Compared to the conventional static program analysis approaches for constraints learning, 

data mining has the following advantages:  
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1) Straightforward. In contrast to static analysis, where approximations about the 

possible set of values at various points in a program are computed without actually 

executing the code, data mining is directly based on the profile data collected during 

actual program execution. In addition, it requires the resulting property to be 

unconditionally true over the simulated data set. Therefore, data mining can directly 

reflect the actual program control flow via more straightforward profiling and learning 

compared to the conservative feature in static program analysis.  

2) Flexible.  The data mining techniques can be easily utilized in learning almost any 

formats of property without modifying the data set repository being mined. However, in 

static analysis, different models may need to be constructed for each different target 

property format. 

2.4.3 Invariant Extraction and Model Checking 

A large amount of research work has been done in the area of model checking and data 

mining separately, but not much was engaged in the combination of both. This may be 

probably due to the somewhat conflict features in correctness requirements between data 

mining and verification. In terms of mining, a machine learning approach was used in 

[18] to mine formal specifications by observing the program executions, assuming the 

program is generally correct.  For hardware, in [5], data mining was applied for global 

constraints mining to improve the performance of SAT-based bounded equivalence 

checking of sequential circuits.  

Some previous work was proposed to assist software verification by adding property 

invariants. Most of these properties are learned using static analysis. Two different types 

of learning were applied: offline and online. In the offline case, invariants are computed 

relatively independent from verification process. Jain et al. added statically computed 

invariants in the form of ±x ± y ≤ c at given program location to strengthen the concrete 

transition relation [100] and thus helped reduce the total number of abstraction 

refinement iterations and the overall verification time for predicate abstraction. 

Extracting high-level design information from EFSM model to accelerate high-level 

BMC is one of the mechanisms proposed in [3], where most of these invariants are just 
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explicit control flow information between the two adjacent basic blocks.  In the online 

case, invariants are deduced and strengthened during the verification process iteratively 

to help reduce the search space [8, 9, 14, 15].  

The offline approaches only need to run once but suffer the problems of effectiveness 

since the invariants learned may not fit the verification requirements of an assertion. 

While the online approach has the advantage of deducing appropriate invariants when it 

needs to but requires being conducted iteratively which might incur extra cost.  

Besides static analysis, there are also other invariants discovery techniques proposed in 

the literature. Ernst et al. in [16, 17] proposed a dynamic program execution based 

method in tool Daikon for likely program property and conditional implication learning. 

The learned properties can be sent to static checker for correctness verification and were 

applied to specification inference, error-detection, etc., but none of them are used as 

additional knowledge to improve performance of model checking. 

2.5 Swarm Intelligence 

Swarm Intelligence (SI) is a discipline that involves the study of natural and artificial 

systems typically composed of a population of simple individuals coordinating with each 

other and with their environment using decentralized control and self-organization. In 

particular, the discipline focuses on the collective behaviors that result from the local 

interactions among individuals. These interactions often cause an “intelligent”, global 

pattern to emerge, although each individual follows very simple rule and no centralized 

control structure for individual behavior dictation is available [56].  The expression was 

first introduced by Beni and Wang [55] in the context of cellular robotic systems made up 

by many simple agents through nearest-neighbor interactions. Natural examples of 

systems studied by swarm intelligence include ant colonies, animal herding, bacteria 

foraging, bird flocking, fish schooling, honey bees, and many more, which lead to various 

scientific and engineering swarm intelligence algorithms, such as Stochastic Diffusion 

Search (SDS), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), etc. In the following section, we will 
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introduce one of the most successful examples of artificial/engineering SI system – Ant 

Colony Optimization (ACO), in more detail. 

2.5.1 Ant Colony Optimization 

Ant colony optimization ([57], [75]) is a population-based meta-heuristic that can be used 

to find approximate solutions to difficult optimization problems. It is inspired by the 

foraging behavior of ant colonies. Initially, a colony of ants wanders randomly in search 

of food. Once a food source is found, they lay down pheromones along trails with 

appropriate amounts based on the attractiveness (i.e., quality and quantity) of the food 

while they return back to the colony. Such pheromone trails thus establish indirect 

communication links among ants and provide guidance for the future ants towards the 

food source along the most likely best (shortest) paths. Pheromones get accumulated on 

different paths, as well as evaporate over time at a rate proportional to the length of the 

path between the food and the colony.  

Similarly, in the ACO algorithm, a set of software agents called "artificial ants" search 

for good solutions to a given optimization problem, which is usually transformed into the 

problem of finding the minimum cost path on a weighted graph.   The general framework 

of the ACO algorithm is as follows:  

           Algorithm    Ant-Colony-Optimization() 

            1:           Initialization() 

            2:           while (!end_condition) 

            3:                    constructSolution() 

            4:                    updatePheromones() 

            5:                    daemonActions()  {optional} 

Figure 2.12 General ACO Algorithm 

Initially, the artificial ants move around the graph iteratively trying to find possible 

solutions (e.g., paths in the graph). In each iteration, ants construct possible solutions 

stochastically and biased by a pheromone model: the edge leading to the next node with a 

higher pheromone level is more likely to be followed. Here the pheromone indicates a set 
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of parameters associated with graph components (either nodes or edges), the values of 

which are modified at runtime by the ants. Then, a heuristic measure is used to evaluate 

the “quality” of the solution and update the pheromone intensity accordingly along the 

solution path.  The optional daemon actions are usually used to implement centralized 

mechanisms which cannot be performed by single ants. Generally, the purpose of such 

actions is to decide whether it is useful to bias the search process from a non-local 

perspective by tuning current pheromone solutions built by the ants. One application of 

daemon is to prevent the searching from being trapped in the “local optimum”. The above 

process repeats until the terminating conditions are met.  

Ant System [57] was the first known ACO algorithm that applied artificial ant colonies to 

solve the traveling salesman problem. Since then, many variants have been applied to 

solve various classical combinatorial optimization problems, as well as to discrete 

optimization problems that have stochastic and/or dynamic components. In recent years, 

the ACO has been utilized for test input generation in various contexts: from Markov 

software usage model [58], based on UML state chart diagrams [60], for event sequence 

construction [59] and for mutation testing [61]. However, none of the previous work has 

been conducted to associate ACO with program abstraction. By reexamining the ACO 

algorithm, we find that it tends to identify high-quality paths where the solutions most 

likely locate through the cooperation among ant agents. When sending the ants to walk 

through the program structure, it provides an effective means to distinguish promising 

program areas out of less valuable ones with respect to the goal – target property 

checking, thus, can be utilized to guide the program abstraction through code slicing. In 

Chapter 5, we’ll present the new ACO-directed under-approximation-based program 

abstraction technique.  

 



 

 

Chapter 3 

3. Internal Variable Range Coverage Metric 

and Test Generation Model 

In this chapter, we present new Internal Variable Range (IVR) coverage metric for sub-

domain based partition testing. It uses a dynamic-program-execution-based approach to 

project the input domains onto approximate ranges of critical internal variables, and then 

partition the internal variable domain based on the data value distribution as well as the 

program structure information related to the internal variables. A sub-range transition 

system is also proposed to facilitate the internal variable range coverage oriented 

automatic test data generation process. Our experimental results on a class of extended 

triangle programs showed that our model can generate test set that achieves much higher 

internal variable range coverage than random test set. And the new coverage metric also 

provides an effective estimation of the fault detection capability of an input test set, 

especially for programs that are arithmetic computation related. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 gives a motivating 

example to explain our idea. In Section 3.2, we introduce the algorithm of dynamic-

program-execution-based internal variable range partition and the corresponding 

coverage metric. Our finite state model of automated test generation to achieve the range 

coverage is presented in Section 3.3.  In Section 3.4, we use a class of programs that 

extends the classical triangle program as benchmarks to investigate the fault detection 
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capability of the test generation based on our criteria.  Finally, Section 3.5 concludes the 

contribution of this work. 

3.1 A Motivating Example 

As shown by the example code segment in Figure 3.1, suppose X1, … , Xn are n input 

variables to the function foo, V1, …, Vm are m internal variables that are used to store 

intermediate logical and/or computational results. Each internal variable can be regarded 

as a function of all the previously defined variables. Generally, the internal variables V1, 

…, Vm would be more likely to be involved in the subsequent operations of the function 

than the external variables, like Vi (1≤ i ≤ m) in the if-then-else statement shown in Figure 

3.1. Thus, partitioning of Vi’s would provide a more direct guidance to the testing of the 

program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 A Motivating Code Example for Range Partitioning 

In addition, by selecting critical internal variables and partition the value ranges for each 

of them separately, it can transform the high-dimension input space into a lower 

dimension internal variable space, which is more manageable in terms of partition. Take 

Figure 3.1 as an example, suppose Vi is the selected critical internal variable, the sub-

domain partition then is reduced from n-dimension to 1-dimension, and since Vi is a 

function of X1, …, Xn, any partitions on X1, …, Xn can still be projected onto Vi without 

losing important information. In other words, the internal variable partition adds an 

intermediate layer between the conventional input-output mappings of the input domain 

Function  foo  (X1, …, Xn)  
                 V1 = f1 (X1, …, Xn); 
                 V2 = f2 (X1, …, Xn,V1); 
                 … 

                 Vm = fm (X1, …, Xn,V1, …, Vm-1); 
                 … 
                 if    (Vi   op   ConstantA) 

                        then … 
                        else  … 
                  … 
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partition testing, which simplifies the process of boundary definition and provides 

partitions at a more refined granularity.  

3.2 Internal Variable Partition Testing 

Based on the above analysis, we proposed a new testing strategy to explore internal 

variable partitioning. It uses a dynamic-program-execution-based approach to project the 

input domains onto approximate ranges of critical internal variables, and then partition 

the internal variable domain based on the data value distribution as well as the program 

structure information related to the internal variables.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.2 Framework of Internal Variable Partition Testing 

The framework of Internal Variable Partition (IVP) testing is illustrated in Figure 3.2. It 

contains three main modules. Given a program under test (PUT), we first analyze the 

program structure and identify internal variables that are critical. Here, we assume the 

program implementation is available, so IVP is utilized as a white-box testing technique. 

Next, we perform random execution on the program and the result data of execution 

together with the program structure information is fed into Internal Variable Range 

Partition (IVRP) module for analysis. The main function of IVRP module is composed of 

two steps: range definition and range merging. Finally, the result of range partition in turn 

defines the internal variable range coverage metric for the given PUT and can be applied 

on any automated test generation model. 

IVRP 

Critical Internal 
Variable Selection 

Random 
Execution

Program-Under-
Test 

Dynamic 
Execution 

Results 

Test  
Generation 
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Code coverage is an important metric to assure the quality of test set in software fault 

detection. Unlike the common program structure-oriented coverage metric, such as 

statement coverage, decision coverage, etc, we associate our internal variable partition 

testing with a new data-oriented coverage metric, called Internal Variable Range (IVR) 

coverage, which focuses on generating test cases to cover the possible value range 

combinations of the critical internal variables in a program. 

3.2.1 Critical Internal Variable Selection 

Internal variables are used as intermediate storages during the program execution. 

However, there may exist significantly more internal variables than external input 

variables.  Therefore, in our IVP testing strategy, only critical internal variables are 

involved in the range partition. By defining an internal variable as critical indicates that 

the variable’s value has essential influence on the program output or the programmer has 

specific concern on the correctness of this variable. In this work, we assume that the 

programmer has the knowledge of the criticality of each internal variable and has the 

responsibility to make the selection. In order to deal with the situations when internal 

variables are defined for multiple times at different locations of the program, we assume 

that the program-under-test has already been transformed into SSA (Static Single 

Assignment) [104] form. In the following sections, all the internal variables refer to 

critical internal variables if not mentioned otherwise.  

3.2.2 Dynamic-Program-Execution-Based Variable Range Definition 

Before partitioning a variable’s domain space, either external or internal, we need to 

determine the possible value range for it. Although the data type of the variable e.g., int, 

char, etc., already implicitly defines a boundary for the values that it can contain, it is still 

too coarse for performing the partition, especially for internal variables. Since internal 

variables usually represent the intermediate results of some program behavior, instead of 

uniformly distributed over the entire range, it is highly possible to observe some biased 

distribution on the actual values of certain internal variables. 
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In order to obtain the actual data value distribution of critical internal variables, we first 

apply random execution on the program-under-test and record the values of the internal 

variables during the running. Given a software program P represented in the SSA form, N 

program executions on randomly generated input vectors are conducted and the values 

for each critical internal variable are recorded. Suppose the program contains m critical 

internal variables (V1,…,Vm), for any given Vi(1≤ i ≤ m), we can obtain an approximate 

value range [mini, maxi] based on the random execution results, where mini is the 

minimum value among all the N simulation results for Vi and maxi is the maximum. Due 

to the random nature of the execution, we have enough confidence to take these ranges as 

a close approximation to the real value distribution of the internal variables. 

3.2.3 Range Partition and Range Merge 

After we obtained the approximate value range for each critical internal variable, the next 

step is the range partition. An effective range partition will directly influence the quality 

of the test set generated. In IVP testing, we define the equivalent class based on the data 

value distribution within each internal variable, by assuming that the internal variable 

vectors (as opposed to input vectors) which are spatially close to each other in the 

internal variable domain space would behave similarly on fault detection, especially on 

data-related errors. At the same time, program structure information is also used in 

defining range partition such that IVP has the advantage of integrating the strength of 

both the data- and structure-oriented testing strategies.  

A heuristic range partitioning algorithm is proposed. Initially, for each critical internal 

variable Vi, the simulated range [mini, maxi] is divided into disjoint sub-ranges with equal 

distance d except at the upper boundary. The distance d is a heuristic value depending on 

at how fine of a granularity one wishes the partition to be. In order to make the partition 

completely expand over the full domain of Vi, we automatically include the specific 

language domain limits defined by the variable’s data type as sub-range boundaries. For 

instance, if variable Vi is an integer, [INT_MIN, mini) and (maxi, INT_MAX] would be 

appended as two sub-ranges. In addition, program structure information, such as 

predicates, conditions, that relates directly to the internal variables is also utilized as 
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predefined sub-range boundaries. For example, if statement “if (Vi op constantA)” exists, 

then constantA will also be inserted as a sub-range boundary.   

Besides value ranges, the execution results also reveal a rough distribution of each 

internal variable. Thus, after the initial range partition, for each sub-range of Vi, we count 

and record the number of occurrences that the value of Vi falls into the boundary of this 

sub-range during the N executions. Then, range merging is performed to merge any sub-

range that has very few frequencies of occurrences into its neighboring sub-range, so that 

the values of a given variable are distributed more uniformly among sub-ranges. As in the 

previous example, the two sub-ranges [INT_MIN, mini) and (maxi, INT_MAX] will 

definitely be merged with their corresponding nearby sub-ranges, because the simulation 

results showed that 0 instances fall into any of the two sub-ranges.  A threshold CNT_TH 

is used to guide the range merging, which can be customized accordingly based on 

tradeoffs between the testing precision and budget. The smaller the value of CNT_TH, the 

more sub-ranges would be partitioned for each internal variable, thus, more test cases 

need to be generated. 

3.2.4 Internal Variable Range Coverage Metric 

Based on the internal variable range partition, we can define the IVR coverage metric for 

the program.  Given a program with m critical internal variables V1, …, Vm, and according 

to the dynamic-program-execution-based range partition described above, each internal 

variable Vi is partitioned into Ci sub-ranges: Ri1, …, RiCi. Each sub-range Rik is bounded 

by an interval of [lowbndik, upbndik), where 1≤ k ≤ Ci , lowbndi1 equals to the lower limit 

defined by Vi’s data type and upbndiCi equals to its upper limit. Thus, the entire domain of 

Vi is partitioned into mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive sub-domains. We 

also define the concept of sub-range combination as a m-vector of range index <r1, …, 

rm>, where 1 ≤ ri ≤ Ci.  The total number of available sub-range combinations under the 

current range partition is the product of all Ci’s (1≤ i ≤ m). For example, suppose there 

are three critical internal variables: V1, V2 and V3 in the program, and they’ve been 

partitioned into 10, 4 and 7 sub-ranges, respectively, after conducting the dynamic-

program-execution-based range partitioning, then the whole internal variable domain 
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space would contain 10*4*7=280 sub-range combinations. The IVR coverage measures 

the coverage of all the internal variable sub-range combinations, that is, for each sub-

range combination <r1, …, rm>, whether one of the test case in the test suite can make the 

value of each internal variable Vi falls in its corresponding sub-range Rri through a test 

run on the program. 

3.3 Automated Test Generation Model 

Two important criteria to evaluate the effectiveness of a code coverage metric are: 

convenience in test case generation and capability in fault detection. As we know that test 

generation is an expensive activity in the process of software development, how to reduce 

the cost by automating the process becomes critical. Much research work has been done 

in the area of automated test data generation, model-based approaches [102, 103] for 

functional testing and search-based approaches [38, 101] for structural testing are the 

most widely utilized techniques. However, according to the specific characteristics shown 

by our new internal variable range coverage metric, we propose a new dynamic-program-

execution-based automated test data generation model: Sub-Range Transition System 

(SRTS), with the goal of covering the internal variable sub-range combination coverage. 

Compared to the conventional search-based test generation techniques, our SRTS model 

has the following features: 

• It integrates finite state automaton with source-code level test coverage measurement 

which takes advantage of the benefits in both white-box and model-based testing;  

• It builds up a set of sub-models: Sub-Range Transition(SRTs) based on information 

extracted from the random execution results;  

• Multiple sub-SRTs work collectively together to achieve the goal state; 

• It tunes multiple input variables at the same time during the goal-oriented search 

process to improve the efficiency of searching.  

We will give the detailed illustration on the structure and operations of the proposed 

model in the following sections. 
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3.3.1 Sub-Range Transition System (SRTS) 

Once the range analysis and partition for a given program have been performed, we 

construct SRTS, in the form of variations on a finite state machine model, according to 

random execution results to represent the sub-range transitions for internal variables. 

Since our goal is to achieve variable sub-range combination coverage, the total number of 

available sub-range combinations, i.e., the product of all Ci’s (1≤ i ≤ m) could be a huge 

number when m gets bigger. Therefore, in order to avoid the state explosion problem, the 

SRTS is composed of a collection of separate sub-models SRTi(1 ≤ i ≤ m), each of which 

devotes to an individual internal variable Vi that has been selected for range partition 

using the algorithm described in Section 3.2. Each SRTi can be represented visually as a 

directed-graph as shown in Figure 3.3(a), (b), which illustrates the SRT for internal 

variable Vi and Vj , respectively.  

Each SRTi can be formally represented as a 5-tuple structure: SRTi ={S, ∑, T, s0, F}, 

where : 

- S is a finite non-empty set of states, given the internal variable Vi with Ci sub-ranges, 

S will correspondingly contain Ci states, each state represents one sub-range of Vi;  

- ∑ is a finite set of input symbols. In this case, the input is set of vectors that represent 

the conditions related to the changes in the input variables such that the internal 

variable can transit among sub-ranges;  

- T is a transition function T: S x ∑  S, which is shown as directed edges between 

states in Figure 3.3, indicating the data value of a given internal variable changes 

from one sub-range to another; 

- S0 is an initial state, i.e., the initial sub-range that Vi falls in; 

- F is the set of final states, which refers to the goal sub-range of the internal variable 

Vi.    
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In other words, each SRTi in SRTS models how the value of an internal variable varies 

according to the change of input variables.  

More precisely, SRTi defines the next state (i.e., sub-range) of variable Vi as a function of 

its current state (i.e., sub-range) and the input variable changing conditions. As shown in 

Figure 3.3, each transition directed from sub-range Rix to sub-range Riy (1≤ x, y ≤Ci) is 

associated with a direction vector <d1, …, dH>[Rix, Riy] and transition weight w[Rix, Riy], 

where H is the total number of the input variables in the program, and dk (1≤ k ≤ H) is a 

direction indicator denoting the changing direction of the kth input variable, e.g., dk=0 

means increase, dk=1 means decrease, dk=X means don’t care. A don’t-care means that 

any change in the kth input variable will not influence the value of internal variable Vi 

based on the data dependence analysis. In addition, we append a transition weight w[Rix, 

Riy] with each direction vector to represent the level of confidence we have such that the 

value of Vi would be transitioned from sub-range Rix to sub-range Riy if the input variables 

that makes Vi falls into sub-range Rix changes in the manner that compatible with the 

direction vector <d1,…, dH>[Rix,  Riy].  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Sub-Range Transition System SRTs for Internal Variables Vi and Vj 

The SRTs are constructed based on the execution results. Range partition determines the 

number of states in each SRT. And due to our partitioning principle, sub-ranges for any 

given internal variable are mutually exclusive, to simplify the model, only transitions 

between adjacent sub-ranges will be kept in each SRT. As to the input symbols, for each 

of the N execution runs, we recorded the values of both input variables and internal 

variables. After the range partition, N input vectors will be divided into Ci subsets, each 

of which is a collection of input vectors that make the value of Vi falls into one of its sub-
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range. Through comparing the changing direction of each pair of input vectors with one 

from the subset associated with sub-range Rix and one from sub-range Riy, we can obtain 

all the possible direction vectors that can lead to the transition from Rix to Riy in the 

execution. The corresponding transition weight is calculated as: the ratio between the 

total number of simulated transitions from Rix to Riy that are caused by this direction 

vector and the total number of input vectors that transit Vi from Rix to Riy. We use the 

transition weights as guidance on how to apply the appropriate direction changing on the 

input variables in order to reach the goal sub-range. 

3.3.2 Goal-Oriented Search Algorithm 

Based on the SRTS model, we exploit a goal-oriented search algorithm to automatically 

generate test data so that the internal variable values would achieve high sub-range value 

combination coverage under the given range partition. 

A sub-range combination is represented as a m-tuple <r1, …, rm>, (1<=ri<=Ci), where 

each item within the tuple denotes a valid sub-range index for each internal variable. We 

also define the sub-range distance between two sub-range combinations as the 

summation of the absolute difference between corresponding sub-range index for each 

internal variable. Suppose the target sub-range combination is <r1
g, …, rm

g>, the basic 

searching algorithm is as follows: first select an input vector from the existing test set that 

will make the internal variables fall into a sub-range combination: <r1
0, …, rm

0>, which is 

closest to the target sub-range combination, or randomly generate one when the test set is 

empty. The word “closest” refers to the sub-range combination with the smallest sub-

range distance to the target sub-range combination. Then, if <r1
0, …, rm

0> ≠ <r1
g, …, rm

g>, 

within each SRTi, choose a transition edge that points from sub-range ri
0 to the direction 

of ri
g. For example, if currently the internal variable is in the sub-range Ri1, and the target 

is Ri4, then the edges point from Ri1 to Ri2 would become candidates for selection. The 

transition edges are selected based on the weight of each direction vector, that is, within a 

total number of edge selections between the same two sub-ranges, the direction vector 

with higher weight will be selected with more chances proportional to its weight. Once a 

direction vector was chosen from each one of the SRTi, the next step is to perform 
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conflict check.  Since in order to cover a sub-range combination, all the internal variables 

involved have to be tuned simultaneously through changing the input variables in the way 

that is compatible to all the selected direction vectors. If there exists a conflict for the 

same input variable between two or more of such direction indicators, e.g., one chooses 

to increase input variable k while the other will decrease, then the above process is 

repeated to select new direction vectors from each SRTi until a set of conflict-free 

direction vectors was selected. Next, all the direction indicators for the same variable are 

analyzed using a dominator rule (i.e., dx=X is dominated by dx=1 or 0) to determine the 

final changing tendency for each input variable. Finally, the input variables are tuned 

accordingly by random changing steps in the directions compatible with the final 

direction vector. Unlike the conventional goal-oriented search algorithm [38] which only 

one variable is changed at a time, we explore all the input variables at the same time to 

improve the efficiency of searching. The above process is repeated until either the target 

sub-range has been covered or the number of retries has exceeded the maximum value. 

We perform the above goal-oriented searching process by treating every sub-range 

combination as a separate target, until all the sub-range combinations have either been 

covered or failed. 

3.4 Experimental Results 

We performed experiments to investigate the effectiveness of the SRTS model in sub-

range combination coverage-directed automated test generation as well as the capability 

of IVP testing in program fault detection. 

3.4.1 Experiment Setup 

The test benchmarks we used are a class of programs that are extended from the classical 

triangle program. As shown in Figure 3.4, function ExtTrianlge takes four integers x, y, z 

and w as inputs and output the triangle type. It is composed of two sub-modules: 

extended computation and conventional triangle module. The extended computation is 

added on top of the triangle, that performs computation on the input variables x, y, z and 

w and generates three integer internal variables A, B and C which are fed into the triangle 

module for triangle classification. We generate a class of 6 programs, T1 thru T6, with 
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different implementations in module “extended computation”. In benchmarks T1-T3, A, 

B and C are just sequential functions of x, y, z and w, mostly are arithmetic computations, 

while the T4-T6 include conditional control operations. The average size of the 

benchmarks is 80 statements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Benchmark Program Structures 

We implanted each benchmark program into our implementation of dynamic-program-

execution-based sub-range partition together with SRTS models for automated test data 

generation separately, and compared results among themselves as well as against the 

random test generation approach. 

3.4.2 Sub-Range Combination Coverage 

The experiments followed the process shown in the framework of IVP testing (Figure 

3.2). First, internal variables A, B and C are selected as critical internal variables, and 

then we performed 1000 random executions for each benchmark program, followed by 

range partition and range merging processes.  Finally, the range partition results are sent 

to SRTS model for test generation.   

Table 3.1 gives the results of sub-range combination coverage for both SRTS generated 

test set and random test set. For fair comparison, both sets have the same size. According 

to the range partitioning algorithm described in Section 3.2, the final sub-range partition 
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results can be customized according to different parameter configurations. In our 

experiments, we tested with different values of range merging threshold CNT_TH (=50, 

100, 120) and took an average on the coverage results. As we can see, the SRTS model-

based test set can achieve up to 44% more average sub-range combination coverage than 

random test set which proves the effectiveness of our SRTS model in IVR coverage.  

Table 3.1 IVR Coverage Results 

Benchmarks 
Sub-Range Combination Coverage 

Random SRTS 

T1 57.3% 79.0% 

T2 60.0% 79.6% 

T3 45.3% 89.0% 

T4 61.0% 79.5% 

T5 35.5% 50.0% 

T6 58.1% 66.2% 
 

3.4.3 Mutant Coverage 

As mentioned earlier, an important criterion to measure the effectiveness of coverage 

metric is its capability on fault detection. We apply the mutation testing approach to 

evaluate the quality of our IVR coverage-oriented test set. Table 3.2 lists the set of 

mutation operators we used in the experiments, which is a subset of the Mothra mutation 

operators [107].  

Table 3.2 Mutation Operators 

Operator Description 

CRP Constant replacement 

AOR Arithmetic operator replacement 

SVR Scalar variable replacement 

ROR Relational operator replacement 

LCR Logical connector replacement 
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Then the test set is used to execute these faulty programs to check whether the mutant can 

be killed.  

3.4.4 Fault Detection Capability 

Both the random test set and SRTS generated test set were fed into the mutant programs 

of each benchmark to investigate and compare their effect on mutant killing.  

Table 3.3 Mutants Killing Results 

Benchmarks Total Mutants 
Mutants Killed 

Random IVR-based 

T1 324 244 262 

T2 337 270 272 

T3 360 259 290 

T4 375 300 303 

T5 408 325 330 

T6 475 381 385 
 

The results are shown in Table 3.3. By applying the mutant operators listed in Table 3.2, 

an average of 80 statements benchmark can generate 300 to 400 mutants. As to the 

mutant killing, the results showed that IVRP-based test set outperformed the random test 

set.  Note that in these programs, killing of a few additional mutants is noteworthy since 

they are hard corner cases. Moreover, benchmarks T1 through T3, which only contain 

sequential arithmetic computations in the extended module, demonstrate an average of 

higher degree of mutant killing capability over random test set than benchmarks T4 

through T6, which also include conditional control statements. Thus, the IVP testing and 

IVR coverage metric are particularly suitable to be applied on the testing of programs 

involved with more arithmetic computations. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have presented a new domain partition testing on critical internal 

variables in a program. A dynamic-program-execution-based testing framework is 

proposed for range analysis and definition based on the variable data value distribution as 

well as the program structure information related to the internal variables, which in turn 

introduced a new IVR coverage metric for sub-range combinations. Directed by the 

coverage metric, we proposed SRTS model to automatically generate test set. The 

experimental results on a class of extended triangle programs showed that the test set 

generated from SRTS model can achieve up to 44% higher internal variable range 

coverage than random test set, and mutation testing results showed that it also 

demonstrates better mutant killing capability than random test set, especially for 

programs that are arithmetic computation intensive. 



 

 

Chapter 4 

4. Mining-Based Invariant Extraction for 

Bounded Model Checking 

In this chapter, we propose a novel framework that uses data mining in the execution data 

of the original program to extract a set of high-level potential property invariants 

according to the dynamic execution data of the software. These extracted invariants are in 

the form of single linear relations as well as complex implications among program 

variables. When these learned invariants are added to the bounded model checking 

instances of the software, they help to significantly reduce the search space. Experimental 

results showed that our approach can lead to up to an order of magnitude of speedup in 

software bounded model checking.  

4.1 Motivation 

As introduced in Section 2.2.2.2, Bounded Model Checking (BMC) translates the design 

under verification that violates certain specification(s) for a pre-defined finite depth into a 

propositional formula and thus convert the problem into a propositional satisfiability 

problem(SAT). However, the SAT-based BMC has limitations in the context of software 

program verification. One such limitation is during the process of conversion from a 

given program to one large propositional formula, in particular, when each variable is 

represented with a bit vector whose size is determined by the variable type, some high-
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level information such as variable correlations and program structure features that can be 

easily gained in high-level programming languages are lost. Subsequently, extra burden 

is placed on the SAT-solver to reason about such relations at the Boolean level. For 

example, in the following sample code segment, suppose the loop index i is not changed 

within the loop body, it is quite obvious that property x ≥ y always holds at line L1. 

However, it may not be evident when each variable has been converted into bit-vectors.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Example Code Segment 1 (Loop) 

In addition, since the resulting propositional formula is simply a static translation of the 

original program semantics, no run-time implications on the variable correlations and 

path feasibilities are available. For example, in code segment Figure 4.2, suppose the 

operations between L0 and L1 on pointers p and q always get (*p) > (*q) at L1, then, 

whenever L1:(y<0) is evaluated to true, x is always greater than 0 at L2 due to the relations 

between (*p) and (*q), consequently, L5:(z>0) is always true, so path L1-L2-L4-L5-L7 

would be infeasible. Intuitively, adding these implied properties to the propositional 

formula may help further reduce the search space of model checking, thus improving the 

performance of SAT solving. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Example Code Segment 2 (Control) 

           for ( i = 0;   i < N;   i++ ) { 
L0:               …  
L1:          x = y + i;                                                  
L2:           …    
           } 

L0:    int  x,  y,  z, *p, *q;  
         …                          //operations on pointers p and q 
L1:     if (y < 0) 
L2:         x = (*p) – (*q); 
          else 
L3:         x = (*p) + (*q);                                             
L4:     z = x - y; 
L5:     if (z > 0)  
L6:          z = z + x; 
               else 
L7:          z = z + y; 
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The intuitions came from the simple examples above have also been suggested by studies 

[14]. They showed that most of the properties established during verification are either 

invariants or depend crucially on invariants. Therefore, how easy these invariants, even 

trivial ones, can be deduced becomes a key issue to the effectiveness of the automated 

formal verification.  

Among the two major categories of methods for learning invariants in a given program: 

through data flow/static analysis[4, 13] and through dynamic program execution[16, 17], 

our method falls into the latter category and uses data mining to detect invariants based 

on the execution profiles. Our mining-based framework exhibits more flexibility on the 

format of properties that can be learned compared to the conventional static program 

analysis approaches. Using mining, the learning scopes can span over relations among 

any kind of variables (including complex pointers) as long as they can be valuated, with 

relatively equal efforts. On the contrary, the static analysis is relatively conservative, and 

different dataflow equations or models have to be built for different kind of properties, 

moreover, it may vary significantly in the complexity of building and solving different 

models. In addition, our mining approach also overcome the limitation in existing 

dynamic invariant detection tools [16, 17] that  only the relations among global variables 

and only at the entering and exiting locations of functions will be learned. Instead, we 

allow invariant detection at a finer granularity: at any program location and among all 

possible variables (both local and global). Hence, it increases the merit of these learned 

invariants to be utilized in the subsequent constraint reduction abstraction with respect to 

the property checking. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The architecture of our mining-

based software verification framework is described in Section 4.2, followed by the 

discussion of detailed property mining and optimization algorithm in Section 4.3. Section 

4.4 presented the experimental results. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes our findings. 

4.2 Mining-Based Software Model Checking Framework 

The key idea behind our mining-based software model checking framework is to discover 

and add appropriate property invariants (single as well as complex relations) to the 
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original program, so that the performance of model checking can be improved when 

verifying an assertion. The invariant extraction and model checking are somewhat 

independent. Figure 4.3 shows the overall architecture of the framework.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Mining-Based Software Model Checking Framework 

As shown in Figure 4.3, given a software program P under verification and the target 

assertion R to be verified, we first proceed to the “Related Variable Identification” 

module to extract the related variables and their corresponding locations with respect to 

R, which allows us to focus on mining invariants among variables that are essential to the 

verification of R. Given an assertion R that consists of variables X={x1, …, xm}, for each 

xi(1 ≤ i ≤ m), we build the Use-Definition (UD) chains that link the use, U, of xi to all its 

definitions, D. This chaining process is repeated for all the variables used at the 

definitions involved in D, until variable type definitions are reached. Next, by tracing 

backward along the UD chains starting from the assertion location for each xi, all the 

variables that contribute to the value of xi either directly or indirectly are said to be 

related to variable xi. Take the code segment in Figure 4.2 as an example, if the assertion 

to be verified is ‘z ≠ 0’ at the program location right before line L5, then the definitions 

for the use of z here would be chained to line L4, this process is repeated for variables x 

and y used at L4, until it reaches L0, so the related variable set of z is {x, y, (*p), (*q)}.  
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If no target property is given or it is unknown, the related variable identification step will 

be omitted, as shown by the dashed-line enclosure in Figure 4.3. In such a case, all user-

defined variables of interest are treated as related variables. 

After identifying the related variables, the original program P is instrumented by adding 

profiling statements at the locations of the definitions and uses of each related variable.  

Let the annotated program be denoted as Pp. Each profiling statement records the values 

of all the related variables as well as the line number where it lies. Using the same 

example above, each profiling statement: record_value(lineIndex, x, y, (*p), (*q)) will 

be inserted at line L2, L3, L4 and before L1 of the program in Figure 4.2. For those 

variables whose values are not available, it will record a “NA” in order to avoid 

exceptions during program execution. For example, for variable ‘a[i]’ the profiling 

function checks the value of i before output a[i] to ensure i lies in the bounds of array a. 

Next, program Pp is executed with randomly fed input values for a given number of times 

and the profiled values for related variables during dynamic execution are stored into a 

data set.  

The resulting profile data set forms the database repository and will be sent to the 

association rule mining module for potential invariant mining of two pre-defined formats: 

single linear property and complex property implication. As introduced in Section 2.4, 

support and confidence are two parameters used to control the strength of association 

rules mined; these two values can be customized to tune the number and the quality of the 

properties that we discover. In addition, instead of mining a pure transaction data e.g., 

market-basket data, where each item is considered to be independent with each other, we 

are mining data set profiled from dynamic program execution. Therefore, an optimization 

mechanism is also used to help filter out redundant or incorrect property learned based on 

the correlations among variables and program control flow structure. The detailed 

property mining and optimization algorithms will be described in Section 4.3. 

The potential property invariants discovered by association rule mining and optimization 

will then be sent to a model checker to check their correctness. In this process, each 

potential property invariant Inv is inserted as the only assertion to be checked to the 
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original program P at its corresponding location. Next, we verify whether the Inv holds 

by applying bounded model checking under an unwinding depth no less than the depth 

set for checking the original target assertion R. The Inv is considered as a true invariant 

and can be used as a constraint in subsequent steps if no counterexample can be found 

within the unwinding depth. 

The next question is how to add these real property invariants as constraints to the 

program. Although additional invariants may help save the time of re-discovering these 

properties at the Boolean-level for the SAT-solver, the added constraints also may 

introduce extra variables and clauses that cause the size of the resulting propositional 

formula to grow bigger, especially when the invariant inserted is within a loop, in which 

case the invariant would appear repeatedly within each unrolled loop iteration. It is 

possible that the potential time savings brought by adding the learned invariants would be 

negated by the overhead of solving a much larger formula. Therefore, tradeoffs must be 

made between the number of constraints added and the formula size. Obviously it is 

impractical to identify the exact importance of an invariant in the verification of a given 

assertion, in this work, we apply a simple heuristic ranking scheme (addressed later in 

Section 4.3) that assigns a weight to each verified property invariant learned according to 

several factors, like the position of the assertion R, variables involved in the invariant, 

etc., such that, to some extent, the weight can measure the merit of each invariant with 

respect to the target assertion.  

After ranking of the mined invariants, the original program P is then annotated by adding 

the verified property invariants whose weights exceed certain threshold as constraints, 

together with the target assertion R to be checked. The resulting formula is sent to the 

model checker for verification.  

From the above description we can see that the mining-based software model checking 

framework not only provides mechanisms to closely integrate the invariant extraction 

process with the model checking with respect to certain assertion under verification, but 

also offers adequate flexibility for the user to control either the format or the quantity and 

quality of the invariants learned. 
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4.3 Property Invariant Mining and Rule Reduction Algorithms 

4.3.1 Property Invariant Mining 

In property invariant mining, we consider the linear relations among related variables 

with the same data type as well as between variable and some related constants. Given a 

target assertion R, suppose for the related variable set VR = {v1, …, vn}, CR={c1,…, cm} 

represents the set of related constants that have appeared in the program. We divide VR ∪ 

CR into subsets according to the data type of each variable/constant, like int, float, etc. 

Then those subsets whose size is 1 are removed, resulting in related set ΩR, which 

consists of d subsets, ΩR = {{e11, …,e1n1}, …,{ed1, …, ednd}}, where the ith subset ΩRi 

contains ni elements (1 ≤ i ≤ d).  

After profiling the program with random inputs, a two-dimensional mining database D is 

constructed. Unlike regular transactions, the specific feature of the program execution 

data requires us to redefine the format and meaning of items and transactions in the 

mining database D.  In D, each item is a 2-tuple in the form of:  

I = <℘::λ, x♦y>, ♦∈ {>, ≥, <, ≤, =, ≠}               (4.1) 

It is composed of two types of sub-items: 1) location item in the form of <℘::λ> where λ 

is a valid line number in the code, ℘::λ means the program flow goes through line λ; 2) 

relation item in the form of {x♦y}, where ♦ is one of the six comparison operators, and 

x, y are elements belonging to the same subset in ΩR, and at least one of them should be a 

variable. All the possible combinations of the two sub-items constitute the set of items for 

the mining database. Thus, for the subset ΩRi containing ni elements, there would be 

6* inC2 (ni choose 2) items at each profiled line. Suppose К lines in the program are 

annotated for profiling, the mining database would consist of К*6*( 1
2
nC +…+ dnC2 ) items. 

Take the code segment in Figure 4.1 as an example, suppose line L0, L1, L2 are involved 

for profiling, the related set ΩR={{x, y, i, 0, N}}, then the item set for the database would 

be: {<℘::Lk, x♦y>, <℘::Lk, x♦i>, <℘::Lk, x♦0>, <℘::Lk, x♦N>, <℘::Lk, y♦i>, <℘::Lk, 

y♦0>, <℘::Lk, y♦N>, <℘::Lk, i♦0>, <℘::Lk, i♦N>}, for k=1,2,3 and ♦ enumerates 
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each of the 6 comparison operators in (4.1). Each program execution sequence L0-L1-L2 

forms a transaction, and whenever a new iteration of the for-loop begins, it is treated as 

another transaction. In other words, a transaction is a sequential execution of the program 

control flow, with the line numbers involved being monotonically ascending and each 

line number occurs only once. Whenever a back jump happens during the program 

execution, a new transaction is started.  

Table 4.1 gives an example mining database. The location item partitions all the data 

items (columns) into groups, such that all the relation items in the same group of <℘::λ> 

represent relations among valid variables at line λ. In this example, x, y, z and w are the 

valid variables at line 1 and 5. Due to the space, we omit some of the possible relation 

items at each line. Each row represents a transaction, which is composed of the 

corresponding value evaluation results (i.e., either true(1) or false(0)) for each data item 

according to the profile data collected during program execution.  

Table 4.1 An Example Database for Property Invariant Mining 
Trans. <℘::1> {x<y} {x>w} … <℘::5> {y<z} {z>x} … 

1 1 1 1 … 1 1 1 … 

2 1 1 0 … 1 1 1 … 

3 1 1 0 … 1 1 0 … 

4 0 0 0 … 0 0 0 … 

5 1 1 1 … 1 1 1 … 

In our work, we focus on mining two kinds of invariants: (a) single linear property (SLP) 

that holds at a certain line of the program (i.e., after the line is executed), and (b) complex 

linear property implication (CPI) that represents relations among variables at different 

lines of the program. 

a) Single Linear Property Invariant Mining: A single linear property has the format of 

(℘::λ ⇒ x♦y), which means x♦y always holds at line λ of the program. According to the 

item definition in (4.1), a single linear property depicts the relation between the two 

elements in an item tuple; hence, according to the A-Priori algorithm, the mining of such 

kind of property invariant becomes a frequent 1-itemset mining. The support and 
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confidence are computed as follows:  

support(℘::λ⇒x♦y) = Count(℘::λ& x♦y)/Count(Trans) 

confidence(℘::λ⇒x♦y) = Count(℘::λ& x♦y)/Count(℘::λ) 

Therefore, all the items in the data set whose occurrence frequency for both location item 

<℘::λ> and relation item (x♦y) reach a certain support threshold sth would be considered 

as SLP candidates. Table 4.2 listed the frequent 1-itemset computation result for sth=0.5 

for the example in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.2 Frequent 1-ItemSet Computation for SLP Mining (sth=0.5) 
Candidate 1-itemsets Count Support Freq. 1-itemset? 

<℘::1> 4 4/5=0.80 Y 

{x<y} 4 4/5=0.80 Y 

{x>w} 2 2/5=0.40 N 

<℘::5> 4 4/5=0.80 Y 

{y<z} 3 3/5=0.60 Y 

{z>x} 3 3/5=0.60 Y 

For the case of SLP mining, we limit the condition part A of an association rule A⇒B to 

be a location item and the consequent part B a relation item in the group defined by A. 

Therefore, given the frequent 1-itemset computed in Table 4.2, we obtained three 

candidate association rules, as shown in Table 4.3. Given the confidence threshold 

cth=0.7, all the three candidates are true association rules.  

Table 4.3 Association Rule Derivation for SLP Mining 

Candidate Assoc. Rules Confidence Assoc. Rule 
(cth=0.7)? 

SLP 
(cth=1.0)? 

<℘::1>⇒{x<y} 4/4=1.0 Y Y 

<℘::5>⇒{y<z} 4/4=1.0 Y Y 

<℘::5>⇒{z>x} 3/4=0.75 Y N 

However, since our goal is to first mine potential invariants before validating them, the 
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confidence threshold cth for association rule generation should set to be 1.0, which 

guarantees the mined property always holds over the profile data set. Therefore, the 

association rule <℘::5>⇒{z>x} in the above example is not included as a SLP since 

there exist some cases where {z>x} does not hold at <℘::5> (i.e., transaction 3 in Table 

4.1).  

In addition, due to the existence of conditional statements, loop statements, etc., in 

software, the execution rate of each different line in a program may vary significantly. 

For example, given the code segment below, the execution flow may reach line L1 only 

once, while line L2 could be exercised N times. As a result, the occurrence frequency of 

different items involving different lines in the mining database would differ accordingly 

based on the definition of transaction. Therefore, in (4.2), the number of transactions 

which occurs at ℘::L1 could be much smaller than that at ℘::L2 since each loop iteration 

starts a new transaction. 

L1:            x = y + 1;  
do{  

L2:                  y = x + i;                                                    (4.2) 
                                … 

                   } while (i < N) 
 

So, we usually set the support threshold sth for single linear property mining to a 

relatively low value to avoid overlooking the outside-loop properties, like properties at 

L1 in (4.2). 

b) Complex Property Implication Mining: A complex property implication is defined as:  

{<℘::λ1> & (x1♦y1)} ⇒ {<℘::λ2> & (x2 ¤ y2)}                            (4.3) 

where λ1 < λ2 and♦, ¤ ∈ {>, ≥, <, ≤, =, ≠}, {x1, y1} and {x2, y2}, respectively, are 

elements from the same subset in ΩR, the two subsets may not necessarily be the same. 

This kind of property implication inspects implicit knowledge among variables spanning 

over different program locations, that is, if x1♦y1 is true at line λ1, x2 ¤ y2 is definitely true 

at line λ2, which makes it harder but valuable to discover. 
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According to the definition in (4.3), CPI mining implies a frequent 2-itemset computation. 

Take the Table 4.1 again as an example, by enumerating all pairs of valid frequent 1-

items in Table 4.2, it forms the candidate 2-itemsets. In this case, a valid 1-item is in the 

form of (Il &Ir), where Il is a location item and Ir is a relation item in the group defined by 

Il, for example, (<℘::1>&{x<y}) is a valid frequent 1-item. We can then compute the 

frequent 2-itemset based on support values of each candidate 2-itemsets. The results are 

shown in Table 4.4 for sth=0.5.  

Table 4.4 Frequent 2-itemset Computation for CPI Mining (sth=0.5) 
Candidate 2-itemsets Count Support Freq. 2-itemset? 

[<℘::1>&{x<y},<℘::5>&{y<z}] 4 4/5=0.80 Y 

[<℘::1>&{x<y},<℘::5>&{z>x}] 3 3/5=0.60 Y 

From the frequent 2-itemsets, we can generate the candidate association rules in the form 

of A⇒B. For the case of CPI mining, we limit A to contain smaller location item than B. 

For example, <℘::1>&{x<y}⇒<℘::5>&{y<z} is a candidate association rule. As 

shown in Table 4.5, given the confidence threshold cth=0.7, both candidates are returned 

as association rules. As in the single linear property invariant mining, CPIs should also be 

generated using confidence threshold cth =1.0. Therefore, in this example, only 

<℘::1>&{x<y}⇒<℘::5>&{y<z} meets the requirement of CPI.  

Table 4.5 Association Rule Derivation for CPI Mining 

Candidate Assoc. Rules Confidence Assoc. Rule 
(cth=0.7)? 

CPI 
(cth=1.0)?

<℘::1>&{x<y}⇒<℘::5>&{y<z} 4/4=1.0 Y Y 

<℘::1>&{x<y}⇒<℘::5>&{z>x} 3/4=0.75 Y N 

Unlike in single invariant mining, the support threshold sth for complex property 

implication mining usually is set to a relatively higher value to avoid mining an 

implication from an outside-loop property to an inside-loop property which in most cases 

is proven false or useless. Take the same example in (4.2), property implication 

{<℘::L1>& (x♦y)} ⇒ {<℘::L2> & (x¤y)} should be avoided, and setting a high sth 
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value would probably filter out such implication due to the relatively high support 

difference between the condition and consequent property. 

4.3.2 Mining Rule Reduction Algorithms 

Since data mining only outputs potential property invariants that hold over the execution 

data set, some of them may not be true under a different execution trace or may be 

redundant. Hence, it is necessary to filter out those less valuable ones to reduce the 

burden of verifying them. We applied several rule reduction algorithms on the mining 

results by utilizing the correlations among items and transactions as well as the program 

structure.  

1) Mining Rule Reduction Algorithms for Single Linear Property Invariants:  

Rule 1.1: Redundant property removal: 

Remove those single invariants that can be implied by other learned single invariants 

based on the semantic relations among comparison operators. For example, if both P1: 

{℘::λ⇒ x<y} and P2: {℘::λ ⇒ x≤y} are mined at line λ, P2 will be removed because x<y 

⇒ x≤y. Similarly, we can remove both x≤y and x≥y if x=y is true at the same line, etc.   

Rule 1.2: Equivalent property removal: 

If a linear relation R1 holds at both line i and line j, where i<j, and both variables involved 

in R1 are not re-defined within the program scope (i<L≤j), then R1 at line i and R1 at line j 

are considered as equivalent properties. Rule 1.2 will remove all the equivalent properties 

except the one at the minimum line number. As the example shown in (4.4), {<℘::L1>⇒ 

(a<b)} and {<℘::Ln>⇒(a<b)} are equivalent properties, and {<℘::Ln>⇒ (a<b)} will be 

removed according to Rule 1.2.  

L1:             a = b-N;                             //a<b holds  
…                                                                               (4.4) 
… 

Ln:             c = a+b;                             //a<b holds 

2) Mining Rule Reduction Algorithms for Complex Property Implications: 

a, b not 
changed 
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Rule 2.1: Potential fact implication removal:   

Given a property implication P1:{<℘::λ1> & (x1♦y1)} ⇒ {<℘::λ2> & (x2¤y2)}, if the 

consequent part {<℘::λ2>⇒ (x2¤y2)} is mined as a potential single linear property 

invariant, P1 can be removed because implying a fact would not be interesting.  

Rule 2.1 is a conservative heuristic, since at the mining phase, we only have confidence 

on the correctness of {<℘::λ2>⇒ (x2¤y2)} to some extent, but can’t guarantee it. 

However, it can be used as an effective rule when too many outputs are returned by the 

mining algorithm.  

Rule 2.2: Equivalent implication removal:   

Similar to Rule 1.2, this rule removes the property implication P1:{ <℘::λ1> & (x♦y)} ⇒ 

{<℘::λ2> & (x♦y)} if both properties involve the same relation between the same 

variables whose values are not changed between line λ1 and λ2, since the condition and 

consequent part of P1 are semantically equivalent. For example: {<℘::L2> & (x>y)} ⇒ 

{<℘::L4> & (x>y)} will be removed in code segment in Figure 1.2 since x and y are not 

re-defined between L2 and L4.  

Rule 2.3: Transitive implication removal:  

When the same linear property is implied by different properties, i.e., P1: {<℘::λ1>& 

(x1♦y1) ⇒ <℘::λ3> & (x3¤y3)} and P2: {<℘::λ2> & (x2•y2) ⇒ <℘::λ3> & (x3¤y3)}, 

where λ1<λ2<λ3. If P3: {<℘::λ1>&(x1♦y1) ⇒ <℘::λ2> & (x2•y2)} is also mined, then 

remove P1, since P1 can be implied from P2 and P3, according to transitive feature of 

implication.  

Although these are straightforward rules, in the context of association rule mining, where 

no relations are assumed to exist among items and among transactions, they work as 

complementary techniques to establish the dependencies within the software transaction 

data, so that the quality of the properties mined can be improved.  
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4.3.3 Ranking Scheme 

As discussed in Section 4.2, in order to enhance the effects of invariants learned from 

mining in software model checking, we have to make tradeoffs on the number of 

constraints to be added to the program and the resulting propositional formula size.  

Given Pc as the target assertion to be checked at line Lc, which consists of variables 

{z1,…,zk}; a single property Ps: {<℘::λ>& (x>y)} is a verified invariant learned from 

data mining, where Lc>λ. Intuitively, we assume the following three parameters are 

factors that influence the assertion verification: 1) the statement distance between Ps and 

Pc; 2) the variable distance between Ps and Pc; 3) the occurrence frequency of variables in 

Ps. Particularly, the closer the Ps is to the Pc, the more closely related the variables in Ps 

are to the variables in Pc and he more locations the variables in Ps are involved in the 

code before Pc, the more crucial is the Ps in assertion verification. Therefore, we define 

the weight of the Ps as:  

weight(Ps) = c1×(H - (Lc - λ)) + c2×Σi(dist(x, zi) + dist(y, zi)) + c3×(freq(x) + freq(y))   (4.5) 

H,                                                              if a=b or b is const 

where            dist(a, b) =                                                                          

 H - (level distance between a 

and b in the UD chain of b),              if a≠b 

and freq(a) = number of lines that a appears between λ and Lc 

c1, c2 and c3 are weighting coefficients that satisfy 0 ≤ c1, c2, c3 ≤1 and c1+c2+c3=1.0. H is 

a constant which is large enough to guarantee both the first part of the weight and dist 

function to be non-negative. The three addends from left to right in the expression (4.5) 

reflect the above three factors, respectively, associated with weighting coefficients. The 

statement distance is simply the line difference between the Ps and the Pc. The level 

distance between a and b in UD chain of b is calculated as the number of steps needed to 

reach a from b by tracing backward along the UD chain of b, if a directly or indirectly 

contributes to the value of b; otherwise, the level distance is set to be H. Take the code 

segment in Figure 1.2 as an example, the level distance between z at line 5 and x at line 2 
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or line 3 is 1. Finally, the occurrence frequency of a variable is evaluated by the number 

of lines that involve this variable, i.e., either used or defined, between line λ and Lc.  

Similarly, for property implication Pi:{<℘::λ1> & (x1♦y1)}⇒ {<℘::λ2> & (x2¤y2)}, the 

weight is computed as:  

weight(Pi) = c4×weight(<℘::λ1> & (x1♦y1)) + c5×weight(<℘::λ2> & (x2¤y2))    (4.6) 

where c4 and c5 are weighting coefficients such that 0≤c4, c5≤1 and c4+c5=1.0. In other 

words, our ranking scheme is an offline evaluation on invariant importance through 

weight computation, which plays an essential role in balancing the gains and overhead of 

invariant-based model checking. 

4.4 Experimental Results 

4.4.1 Experiment Setup 

We use CBMC (C Bounded Model Checking) [6] as the model checker with the 

underlying SAT-solver using MiniSat [19]. Several C programs on data structure and 

algorithms are selected as benchmarks, including: bubble and shell sorting algorithms and 

binary and Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) searching algorithms.  

These benchmarks annotated with profiling statements are first sent to dynamic program 

executions either for N=100 times on randomly generated inputs or when transaction 

count exceeds 5000 in the mining database, whichever comes first, all the profile data are 

stored into a file. In these experiments, we assume the final assertion to be checked is 

unknown in advance, so that the related variable sets are determined by programmers.  

4.4.2 Data Mining and Rule Reduction 

We implemented the proposed association rule mining algorithms and partial rule 

reduction algorithms in C++, some of the mining rule reduction algorithms and ranking 

scheme are currently done manually due to the relatively small program sizes, but they 

can be easily automated. For single linear property mining the support threshold sth is set 

as 0.3, for complex property implication mining, the support threshold sth=0.8, 
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confidence threshold for both property mining is 1.0. 

Table 4.6 Results for Mining and Rule Reduction Algorithms 

Benchmarks 
SLP CPI Mining 

Time 
(min) 

Verified Invariants 

Mine Opt Mine Opt SLP CPI (%) 

BubbleSort 16 5 68 1 0.8 5 1 100 

ShellSort 39 11 164 0 0.9 11 0 100 

BinarySrch 28 11 66 4 0.1 11 4 100 

KMPSrch 57 14 262 13 1.0 4 10 52 

Table 4.6 shows the number of properties learned purely through association rule mining 

and after rule reduction algorithm is applied for both Single Linear Properties (SLP) and 

Complex Property Implications (CPI). As shown in the table, with our rule reduction 

algorithms, the number of properties learned by data mining can be reduced significantly 

in both SLP and CPI, some can even achieve more than 95% of reduction, like the 

complex property implications in ShellSort and KMPSrch. It further proves that without 

the knowledge of the dependencies among items and transactions, data mining would 

generate quite many redundant properties for software database, of which a significant 

part can be covered by the categories of our mining rule reduction algorithms. As given 

in Table 4.6, it takes quite small running time for database generation, mining and rule 

reduction, for example, only 50 seconds are needed for mining on a database with size of 

5117(Trans)×66(Items) for BubbleSort. 

The learned properties reported in Table 4.6 are just potential invariants; thus they cannot 

be used as constraints without being verified. We asserted the potential properties after 

rule reduction into the program and used CBMC for correctness verification. The last 

column (%) of Table 4.6 gives the resulting percentage of verified invariants; all the 

benchmarks reached 100% of accuracy rate except the KMPSrch, which demonstrates 

that the threshold settings in our association rule mining are effective in filtering out the 

false positives. Although the needs for potential properties verification introduce 

additional overheads to software model checking, the advantage is that, a one-pass 

mining and invariant verification process can satisfy the requirements for different 
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assertion checking, especially when critical variables are chosen as related variable set, 

no iterative learning process is required. 

4.4.3 Model Checking 

Before adding the proved invariants to the original program as constraints, we utilized the 

simple ranking scheme on the invariants in order to evaluate the quality with respect to 

the assertion to be checked. Take BubbleSort as an example, we compute the weight 

value for each of the six verified invariants using formula (4.5) and (4.6) where we 

selected c1=0.2, c2=0.3, c3=0.5, c4=0.4, c5=0.6 and H=5. Then, we insert each of them as 

constraint separately to the program under verification and run model checking. The 

results are shown in Table 4.7.  

Table 4.7 Property Rankings for BubbleSort 

Property 
Invariants Rank Weight 

Verification Time(sec) for N 

15 20 25 30 

P2(SLP) 1 6.6 5.2 19.3 193.7 353.3 

P1(SLP) 2 6.1 1.3 5.5 163.7 1504.3 

P5(SLP) 3 6.1 3.2 36.1 365.2 1300.9 

P3(SLP) 4 5.2 2.8 54.7 312.2 1237.1 

P6(CPI) 5 4.0 6.1 199 1077.2 3298 

P4(SLP) 6 3.2 16 98.5 2121.9 4078.8 

We can see that this simple ranking scheme does provide rough estimation on the value 

of the invariant in terms of assertion verification, although it may not be always accurate 

for individual cases. For example, P2, P1 and P5 who can achieve the best results are 

ranked among the top positions; P6 and P4 which are ranked at the bottom did 

demonstrate much worse performance than others, especially when unwinding bound N 

increases.  

The verified invariants are added to the original program with the target assertion to be 

checked using __CPROVER_assume provided by CBMC to restrict the search space and 

apply assume-guarantee reasoning. Considering the program size, we limit no more than 
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2 invariants will be added at the same time to the program in these experiments. P1 and 

P2 are among the top ranked invariants for each benchmark, P1&P2 means both P1 and P2 

are assumed at the same time. Since all the benchmarks are loop-based algorithms, Table 

4.8 also lists the results of model checking under different unwinding depth settings.  

Table 4.8 Model Checking Results with Added Invariants 

Benchmarks Unwind 
depth 

Verification Time (sec) 
Sat? 

Orig. P1-only P2-only P1&P2 

BubbleSort 

20 59 6 27 14 

Sat 25 325 164 428 153 

30 1245 1504 1392 1979 

ShellSort 

20 158 154 76 65 

Sat 25 545 452 573 607 

28 1473 1314 1071 2055 

BinarySrch 

10 42 37 140 42 

UnSat 15 580 540 134 957 

20 709 386 373 1305 

KMPSrch 

10 16 10 23 18 

UnSat 15 154 136 149 133 

20 805 693 615 523 

From the results we can see that, with the added verified mined invariant(s), in most 

cases (in bolded), the verification time of the real assertion (either Sat or UnSat) can be 

improved significantly, some can reach up to an order of magnitude speedup (e.g., P1-

only case for BubbleSort with unwinding depth at 20). These results not only demonstrate 

the effectiveness of our mining-based framework in learning and selecting valuable 

invariants that are crucial to the assertion verification, but also prove the importance of 

high-level invariant extraction for SAT-based software model checking. On the other 

hand, it can also be observed that adding multiple invariants at the same time do not 

always guarantee better performance than adding individual ones separately, especially 

when the unwinding bound gets larger, for example, in BinarySrch when unwinding 
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depth is 20, P1&P2 turns out to be much slower than P1-only, P2-only and the original 

cases. This is probably because more invariants lead to a much larger propositional 

formula size, such that the extra cost incurred on SAT-solver exceed the potential savings 

that may brought by the invariants. Therefore, it is important to balance between the 

added invariants and the formula complexity. 

4.5 Conclusions 

We have presented a novel framework for software verification that combines data 

mining mechanism with the bounded model checking. High-level single property 

invariants and complex property implications are extracted via an association rule mining 

technique according to the profile data of the dynamic execution of the software 

programs. Mining rule reduction algorithms help to further filter out those not-so-

interesting properties to control the quality of the property learned, at the same time, to 

release the burden of property verification. The mining-based framework provides 

straightforward and flexible mechanism for knowledge discovery. Experimental results 

showed that by adding the extracted and verified properties as constraints to the program, 

it can help improve the performance of software bounded model checking significantly 

through knowledge and search space reduction.  

Although demonstrated only for the learning of two kinds of properties: single linear 

property at specific program location and complex property implications that cross 

different locations in the program, the proposed framework has the flexibility to be 

extended to other format of properties, which are potential future directions. 



 

 

Chapter 5 

5. Ant Colony Optimization Directed 

Under-Approximation Based Program 

Abstraction 

 
In this chapter, we explore an under-approximation based program abstraction technique 

with the aim to improve the performance of software bounded model checking by 

falsifying the target property more quickly.  In particular, we utilize the population-based 

meta-heuristic Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [57] to direct the construction of under-

approximate abstract state space. ACO is widely applied to find approximate solutions 

for optimization and search problems through the cooperation and adaption of artificial 

ants that simulate the food hunting behaviors of real world ants. Unlike existing methods 

that use ACO for the sole purpose of test data generation [58, 59, 60, 61], in our approach, 

we leverage the power of ACO to facilitate the construction of path-level abstraction for 

software model checking. The basic idea is as follows: given a property to be checked, 

artificial ants are sent out to explore the concrete state spaces such that the program 

execution flows would be led towards traversing the promising state space with respect to 

the property falsification. The program traces gathered by the ants would then be used to 

construct program under-approximation by biasing the control-flow that ignores less 
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useful statements. Subsequently, we adopt an iterative abstraction-based software 

bounded model checking framework on the reduced program until either a 

counterexample is found or the property is verified. Experimental results demonstrated 

the effectiveness of the approach in achieving dramatic performance enhancement in 

software verification, especially for property falsification.  

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. The motivation of our work is 

introduced in Section 5.1 with an example. Section 5.2 discussed the related work from 

various related areas. The ACO-directed program abstraction process is described in 

Section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the new bounded model checking algorithm through 

iterative program abstraction. Experimental results are given in Section 5.5. Finally, 

Section 5.6 concludes the chapter.  

5.1 Motivation 

Intuitively, the complexity of solving a large and intractable problem usually can be 

mitigated through the integration of results from solving several smaller and simpler 

problems. In the context of software model checking, rather than exploring the original 

huge state space, it may be beneficial to partition the original (large) state space of a 

given program into smaller subspaces, i.e., building an under-approximation by imposing 

feasible assumptions. Then, we collectively integrate the verification results from each 

abstract subsystem. In particular, at the initial phase of code design, when falsification 

(bug finding) is the major task of model checking, it is highly possible that by 

intelligently identifying an under-approximate model, the corresponding reduced state 

space would be sufficient to falsify a target property.  In this regard, we focus on property 

falsification as the major aim in the rest of the chapter.  

Conventional program reduction includes static program slicing, where code portions that 

have no effect on the semantics of the target point of interest get deleted. However, 

program slicing usually results in an exact abstraction of the original program with 

respect to the target, and irrelevant statements are removed solely based on the program 

data and control flow structure. For example, in Figure 5.1, program slicing cannot 
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remove any of the statements shown before the assertion because all these statements 

within both the then- and else- branches directly or indirectly contribute to the values of x 

and y, which are the variables involved in the assertion. Apparently, the reduced program 

obtained via static program slicing can only provide modest simplification over the 

program and thus limits the potential gains it could bring to the software verification. 

Instead of relying only on the static program structure information, we seek for a more 

aggressive abstraction approach to obtain under-approximations under the guidance of 

concrete state space exploration, i.e., dynamic program execution. Although only a 

partial state space is visited during the execution, useful information regarding the 

characteristics of program behaviors, for instance, variable relations, branching directions, 

etc., can still be learned with carefully designed program inputs. In addition, unlike the 

conservative nature of static approaches that must be sound for every single input, 

dynamic execution is a good candidate for identifying an approximation of promising 

areas and further narrowing down the size of the resulting reduced program, so that it can 

be utilized by the model checking to achieve higher performance improvement.  

                 if   (0 < x ≤ N && y ≤ M)                //e.g., a cex occurs when x=N, y=0 
           x = f1(); 
           y = f2();       

                else                              // x<y holds after the execution of else-branch 
          while ( cond )  
               x = f3();  
               y = f4(); 
          ……                                                      // operations on x and y 

        lk:    assert(x < y); 

Figure 5.1 Example for Property Falsification 

Using the code fragment of Figure 5.1 again, suppose x<y at line lk is the target safety 

property for which few counterexamples (e.g., x=N, y=0) can be found. Further, let us 

assume that the property can only be falsified via the then-branch of the if-then-else 

(ITE) code. Without abstraction, the entire program will be converted into one single 

Boolean formula to be solved in the context of software BMC [6]. Moreover, if the else-

branch of the ITE contains a large bulk of code and complex program control structure, 

like the while-loop shown in Figure 5.1, the size of the resulting formula might grow 

quite large, which in turn could significantly degrade the performance of model checking.  
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On the contrary, if we are able to identify promising code areas from dynamic execution 

that provides hints to where counterexamples most likely reside (e.g., the then-branch) 

beforehand, it would be helpful to enhance the efficiency of model checking by taking 

advantage of the reduced state space exploration with those less useful areas removed.  

5.2 Related Work 

Our work touches upon several research areas, including: program abstraction, dynamic 

execution-guided software model checking, and the application of ACO as an 

optimization methodology for handling the problems in software testing and verification. 

We will discuss the corresponding background and previous work in these areas in the 

following subsections. 

5.2.2 Program Abstraction Based Verification 

A substantial amount of research has been conducted on the application of abstraction in 

software model checking, ranging from model level abstraction (e.g., partial order 

reduction [68]) to program code level abstraction (e.g., predicate abstraction [34, 69]). 

Our work, instead, shares similarities with abstraction techniques based on under-

approximation refinement [62, 71] or exact program transformation [70, 71]. Bryant et al. 

in [62] presented an abstraction-based approach for deciding the satisfiability of finite-

precision bit-vector arithmetic, where bit-vector variables were encoded with fewer 

Boolean variables than their width. Such an under-approximation is interleaved with 

over-approximation during the iterative refinement process until a solution is found. On 

the other hand, [70] presented various program slicing techniques as program 

transformation based exact abstraction for software model checking, including 

conditioned and amorphous slicing. The abstraction technique proposed in [71] 

integrated slicing with under-approximation and was applied to software bounded model 

checking. Our work explores a different abstraction scheme which is performed at the 

path-level of the program.  A reduced program is obtained by pruning away the less 

promising branches from conditional statements with respect to the target property 

checking. On the other hand, with the help of ACO-directed program structure traversal, 

our approach intends to gain more aggressive slicing on the entire state space than the 
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traditional program slicing, therefore, higher performance savings could be expected with 

the significantly reduced search space.  

5.2.3 Dynamic Execution Guided Software Model Checking 

There has been an emerging trend that combines software testing/dynamic program 

execution with formal verification of software, in which the target model is either 

abstracted or in its original form. These dynamic techniques work as heuristics to guide 

state space traversal towards promising areas, so as to alleviate the state space explosion 

problem in model checking. For example, CMC [63] applied direct program executions 

to guide the bug-finding. Another category of research focuses on integrating the 

concrete execution-directed under-approximation with over-approximation based 

abstraction techniques [64, 65, 66, 67], where dynamic executions or testing are used to 

guide the reasoning or refinement decisions made in abstract models.  

The above approaches require the concrete states to be mapped to abstract states, with the 

concrete states providing hints for the traversal though the abstract state space. While in 

our work, concrete execution results are used to direct the code-level abstraction through 

under-approximation. Furthermore, instead of using randomly generated program inputs, 

we feed the dynamic program execution with inputs selected by ACO so that execution 

flows can be effectively led down to the promising areas with respect to the property to 

be checked.   

5.3 ACO-Directed State Space Exploration 

In this section, we present in detail the proposed ACO-directed concrete state space 

exploration algorithm with the goal of revealing useful structural information in the code 

with respect to the target property. Such information will be utilized to guide the 

subsequent construction of under-approximation based program abstraction for property 

verification.  
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5.3.1 ACO-Directed State Space Exploration Model 

Suppose the program under verification P consists of n input variables: I=<x1, …, xn>, 

each of which lies within an input domain Di:[Dimin, Dimax], where 1≤i≤n. Let the target 

property to be checked, A, be represented as {f}@l, where f is a Boolean formula defined 

over variables in P, and l is the line number in the code. In other words, property A 

checks whether f holds at line l. The ACO-directed state space exploration problem 

involves the process of finding an appropriate input vector: T=<t1, …, tn> for P, such that 

ti∈Di (1≤i≤n) and ¬f  is true at line l when the program is run with T as its inputs. In 

short, ACO tries to lead the program execution to falsify A. In this chapter, we assume 

the target property is a hard corner case such that it is not so easy to find such a T by 

directed program execution alone within a pre-defined number of iterations.  

In essence, the first step of applying ACO is to model the problem with appropriate 

representations so that the artificial ants can navigate toward the target. As the ultimate 

goal of our ACO-directed state space exploration is to identify promising structures in P 

that constitute state spaces that can most likely falsify the property to be checked, we are 

focusing more on the paths/traces that the artificial ants have explored during the solution 

construction rather than focusing on the program input values. Hence, we divide the 

problem representation into two graphical sub-models: Input Space Model (ISM) and 

Control Flow Model (CFM).  

For the input space, we apply a similar model as in [61]. The ISM of P is represented as a 

directed graph Gin(V, E) consisting of n+1 vertices <v0, …, vn> (Figure 5.2(a)), where v0 

is the starting node, and any other vertex vi (1≤i≤n) in the graph corresponds to an input 

variable xi in I. In order to model the value selection activity for input variables during 

test generation, for every input variable xi in I, we further partition its input domain Di 

evenly into ki sub-domains:<di1,…,diki>, where Di,min∈di1, and Di,max∈diki. 

Correspondingly, every vertex vi-1 (1≤i≤n) in Gin is connected with its next vertex vi 

through ki edges, representing ki possible paths that can be selected from and traveled 

along by ant agents. If the jth (1≤ j≤ki) edge is taken by an ant from vi-1 to vi, it implies 

that the current value of input variable xi is ranged within its jth sub-domain: dij. Therefore, 
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a valid input vector of P can be determined when a directed path from v0 to vn is traversed 

by an ant, with each node to be visited only once and only one edge chosen between 

every pair of adjacent nodes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Input Space Model                                    (b) Control Flow Model 

Figure 5.2 ACO-Directed State Space Exploration Model 

While the ISM is used as the real site for ants to navigate through, the CFM works as a 

virtual space that captures the paths exercised by the ants virtually when the program is 

executed with a valid input vector consistent with a real path in the ISM. As shown in 

Figure 5.2(b), the CFM Gcfg(B, C) is built directly on the control flow graph (CFG) of P.  

Each node bi represents a basic block in P and the edge ci,j may be labeled with 

conditional guards that control the transition from node bi to bj. A virtual path in CFM 

starts from the entry node b0 and ends at a leaf node which has no descendants. Given a 

target property {f}@l, we first instrument P with an ITE statement inserted at line l: if (!f) 

then {bgoal}; else {original code blocks in P when f is not violated}. The task of ants is to 

lead the program execution towards the target block bgoal in CFM during the input 

selection process when they walk around ISM.  

The basic idea of the ACO-directed state space exploration algorithm is as follows: At 

every iteration, an ant is sent to the ISM and performs the following two tasks: 1) 
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Construct promising program structure by traversing the state space with an appropriate 

input vector, which is obtained using a probabilistic transition rule based on the amount 

of synthetic pheromone along the trails in both real and virtual models in Figure 5.2; 2) 

Update pheromone intensities on both trails based on a fitness evaluation; 3) Apply 

daemon actions when necessary to adjust pheromones and guide the search process 

offline from a global perspective. The above process is repeated until the target block is 

reached or a pre-defined number of iterations are exceeded.  

5.3.2 Stochastic Promising Structure Construction 

In order to construct promising program structures with respect to the target bgoal, a new 

ant enters ISM and tries to select an appropriate input vector (i.e., a path in ISM) that 

would most likely trigger the program execution flow down to bgoal. As the pheromone 

levels indicate the quality of a route, the path selection of the new ant is guided by the 

pheromone trails left by preceding ants. We associate a 3-tuple pheromone vector: <phrm, 

desire, prob> with every edge e in the ACO model (ISM and CFM), where the phrm 

represents the pheromone intensity accumulated on the edge, desire denotes the 

desirability (or quality) of the edge in terms of target reaching and the prob indicates the 

probability for the incoming ants to follow e. Suppose a vertex vi has li outgoing edges, 

the probability probij that an ant will take the jth (1 ≤ j ≤ li) edge out of li possible paths is 

calculated as in Formula (5.1): 

( ) ( )
( ) ( )∑

=

=
il

k
ikik

ijij
ij

desirephrm

desirephrm
prob

1

βα

βα

                 (5.1) 

where α and β are parameters used to control the influence of phrmij and desireij, 

respectively.  

The pheromone vectors define a stochastic transition rule for edge selection between two 

adjacent nodes in ISM and branch taking in CFM, such that edges with higher integrated 

effect of desirability and pheromone levels (i.e., quality) are more likely to be followed.  

According to the relationship between the edges in ISM and the sub-domains of input 
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variables, we can thus create a valid input vector after the ant chooses a path in ISM from 

v0 to vn by assuming that all the possible input values within a sub-range defined along 

each edge is uniformly distributed.   

We use the Monte-Carlo method to simulate the ants’ path selection activity. It randomly 

samples inputs based on the probabilistic pheromone distribution over the trails in ISM, 

until the corresponding virtual path obtained (after applying the sampled inputs to the 

program) also satisfies the pheromone distribution over the trails in CFM. However, since 

the ISM and the CFM indirectly correlate with each other, it might take too many 

iterations before satisfactory inputs can be found. In order to reduce the overhead of 

random sampling, we relax the requirement of satisfying the distribution of every branch 

along a virtual path in CFM to only satisfying the distribution of the last branch in the 

path that deviates from the target. In this way, we can significantly improve the efficiency 

of input selection, while simultaneously still able to guide the ants to make good 

decisions with respect to the goal. 

5.3.3 Pheromone Update 

During the incremental solution construction process in the ACO-based algorithm, each 

individual ant contributes its own partial solution as well as communicates with other 

ants by means of updating pheromones along the path it was traversing.  The amount of 

pheromone laid down by an ant usually directly reflects the quality of this path with 

respect to certain goal. Since our goal is to reach a target node in the CFM, we perform 

quality assessment using a fitness function based on the characteristics of virtual paths 

being traveled in the CFM.  

Given a virtual path pv=<bx0, bx1, …, bxh> in CFM(x0=0), suppose CFM consists of M 

nodes, pv misses the target node bgoal and bxq (1≤q<h) is the last node in pv that is an 

ancestor of bgoal, the length of path segment from node bx0 to bxq is called valid length of a 

virtual path. We compute the fitness value of pv with the following formula:  
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In Formula (5.2), three factors are considered to influence the quality of a virtual path 

with respect to the target bgoal:  1) level distance between bxq and bgoal, which indicates the 

length of the shortest path from bxq to bgoal. The lower the level distance, the closer the ant 

is to the target and the higher the quality of the path. 2) average good-quality potential of 

pv, a measurement of how well the ant follows the values of the routes granted by 

preceding ants in terms of the average pheromone intensity along the path segment in pv 

till the last ancestor of the goal (i.e., from bx0 to bxq). Each hi represents a previously 

traversed path which is different from pv but shares the same prefix as pv from bx0 to bxq. 

By taking an average on the fitness of all the valid hi’s, we are able to examine whether 

the current path pv is getting closer towards the target in the right direction and how likely 

the pv is to lead to traces with poor quality. In other words, a virtual path that can match 

more path segments with more valuable paths intends to have higher potential of good 

quality. 3) branch diversity of pv: measures the overall degree of branch-taking diversity 

of all the conditional nodes (i.e., ITEs) along pv.  The brchdiv(pv) is a value proportional 

to the total number of mismatched taken branches between pv and all previous paths hi 

(1≤ i ≤ H). Given a conditional node C on pv containing r possible branches, suppose pv 

takes the branch brchj(1≤ j ≤ r), if there exists a path hi which goes down through a 

different branch from brchj of C and at least one path hk (k≠i) which takes the same 

branch as pv, the mismatched taken branch is increased by 1. Hence, the higher the 

mismatched taken branches, the higher the possibility that the path pv is selected due to 

its quality estimation rather than branch stuck, which will be discussed in Section 5.3.5. 

We integrate the effect of the three factors to fitness evaluation by associating each with a 

different weighting coefficient.  

The computed fitness value of pv will then be used to update the pheromone trails along 

the segment from bx0 to bxq in pv. Besides pheromone accumulation, we also gradually 

reduce the pheromone intensities along the trails to help avoid unwanted convergence and 

explore new regions in the search space. Pheromones evaporate at a constant rate η. The 
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quality of a path would be degraded if it is not selected by enough number of ants and 

accumulated with enough amount of pheromone. Therefore, all valid edges along path pv 

(i.e., from bx0 to bxq) is updated with Formula (5.3):  

phrmij = (1 − η) phrmij + fitness(pv)                       (5.3) 

In order to keep an updated correlation between the two sub-models, we will also update 

the pheromone intensities along the corresponding path in ISM that triggers pv using 

fitness(pv).  

5.3.4 Desirability Update 

The desirability of an edge measures the attractiveness of an edge in building a solution. 

In general ACO applications, like Travelling Sales Problem, this value is usually fixed 

and set according to a priori knowledge, for example, the reciprocal of the edge length. 

However, the data and structure complexity of software programs make it difficult to tell 

the merit of an edge, e.g., a conditional branch, with respect to reaching the target block 

bgoal in advance.  In this chapter, we update the edge desirability dynamically during the 

process of solution constructions. Before the algorithm starts, the desireij of each edge in 

the ISM and CFM is initialized as follows: 

 

 
 
 

Intuitively, as the process of solution construction proceeds, different merits of edges can 

be distinguished by whether or not they are involved in past solutions, and how good 

quality the solutions are. After every iteration of solution construction, we update the 

desirability of each valid edge along the current traveling trace of the ant in both sub-

models. Take the virtual path pv=<bx0, bx1, …, bxh> in Section 5.3.3 as an example, valid 

edges involve all the segments from bx0 to bxq (1≤ q<h). Suppose pv occurs at iteration H, 

given an edge <bxi, bxi+1> (1≤ i<q), its desirability is updated using Formula (5.4): 

desireij = 

0 

1 

if node bj belongs to the CFM and is not the ancestor of the bgoal 

otherwise 
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desirexi,xi+1 = ∑k fitness(pv
k) / W                       (5.4) 

where W is the total number of traversed paths (i.e., past solutions) that contain <bxi, 

bxi+1>, W<H, and ∑k fitness(pv
k) computes the total fitness value of these W paths. In 

other words, we compute the desirability of an edge by estimating its average fitness 

merit contributed by preceding solutions. Like the pheromone update, the corresponding 

path in ISM that triggers pv is also updated with the new desirability value.  

5.3.5 Daemon Actions 

Although in the ACO, the indirect communication through the pheromone trails provides 

certain degree of global view of the whole graph for ant agents, it is still possible that the 

ants can get stuck in some local optimal solutions. In the case of software programs, the 

local optimum may occur especially when a dominant size of input space in the ISM 

leads to the same virtual paths in the CFM with inferior quality, since too frequent visits 

can still accumulate high enough pheromones along the paths that might misrepresent 

their values.  In order to solve this problem, we apply centralized daemon actions over 

the solutions constructed by individual ants to adjust the pheromone deposit from a non-

local perspective.  

5.3.5.1 Local Optimum Detection 

The local optimum checking is performed at an interval of K iterations. We check 

whether any form of local trapping happens among all the last K partial solutions in the 

CFM.  In this work, we consider following two types of stuck:  

1) path stuck:  

Given K virtual paths: p1, …, pk, each of which has a valid length of l1, …, lk, 

respectively. Starting from the first node, we sweep all the paths node-by-node 

simultaneously to partition paths with the same prefix node sequence into groups.  The 

sweeping stops until either the valid length of all the paths have been examined, or there 

exists a path group containing at least K/2 paths that share the same prefix node sequence 
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whose length is greater than its own valid length multiplied by ρ, a constraining factor 

usually greater than 0.5. For the latter case, we claim that a path stuck is detected.  

2) branch stuck:  

Suppose a total number of c different conditional statements are exercised at least once 

by the K virtual paths: p1, …, pk. Given a conditional statement containing R branches, 

we say it is biased if some branch i (1≤i≤R) is executed at least once in more than K/2 

virtual paths, and there exists another branch j (1≤j≤R, j≠i) in its counterparts, whose 

desirability is higher than that of the branch i. A branch stuck occurs if the number of 

biased conditional statements exceeds some threshold (e.g., c/2).  

If any of the above two kinds of stuck is detected, we still need to distinguish whether the 

stuck is a true local optimum or it already represents a high-quality solution that we 

desire so far. Further judgment is performed by comparing the fitness of the new stuck 

paths or paths containing stuck branches with that of the previous stuck paths in records. 

If no fitness improvement is shown, we detect a local optimum and proceed to adjust the 

pheromones.    

5.3.5.2 Additional Pheromone Adjustment 

The goal of additional pheromone adjustment is to pull the stuck low-quality paths out of 

the trap through a centralized mechanism. In this step, we intentionally reduce the 

pheromone intensities along the valid edges of the stuck paths or on the stuck branches 

with less desirability. At the same time, the corresponding paths (i.e., input sub-domains) 

in the ISM are adjusted accordingly. By doing this, on one hand, the pheromone 

accumulation over these locations due to the frequent visits can be cut down; on the other 

hand, we implicitly increase the potential probability of those edges with higher quality to 

be chosen in the future search such that the stuck could be released.  

The ACO-directed state space exploration repeats the above process of 

pheromone/desirability update and daemon actions, and stops with two possible outputs: 

either a valid input vector is found such that the target block has been reached or ants fail 

to reach the target within some pre-defined number of iterations. In this work, we focus 
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on those hard properties where the latter situation occurs predominantly. Note that in 

such cases, even though the target block is not reached, the eventual pheromone trails left 

by ants in the model still track down all their efforts made for property falsification while 

building up partial solutions incrementally. In particular, the pheromone trails would 

reveal promising areas in the search space where the solution is located.  

5.4 Bounded Model Checking through Iterative Under-

Approximation Based Program Abstraction 

The new BMC algorithm based on the ACO-directed Under-Approximation based 

Program Abstraction (UAPA) is shown in Figure 5.3:  

Algorithm    BMC_UAPA (Program Porig, Assertion ast, CFM cfm) 

1:           Pabs = constructAbstraction(Porig,  cfm) 

2:           do 

3:               res = BMCorig(Pabs, ast) 

4:               if  (res = UNSAT) 

5:                   // absRefinement returns NULL if the input Pabs=Porig 

6:                    Pabs= absRefinement(Pabs, cfm) 

7:           while (res = UNSAT and Pabs != NULL) 

Figure 5.3 BMC Algorithm through Iterative UAPA 

The first step of the algorithm is to construct an under-approximate program abstraction 

according to the pheromone trails left by ants in CFM. We choose multi-branch 

conditional statements (e.g., ITE, switch, while, etc.) as targets for abstraction since the 

semantics of these statements inherently divide the state space into multiple disjoint 

subspaces by each branch, making them natural candidates for search space reduction. 

Given a multi-branch conditional statement with R branches, correspondingly, it is 

represented as a multi-child node bi in CFM with R outgoing edges ci,j1, …, ci,jR, each of 

which is associated with a pheromone vector <phrmi,jk, probi,jk> (jk∈{j1,..., jR}) by the end 

of the ACO process. As described in Section 5.3, the pheromone vector indicates how 
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good an edge is with respect to reaching the target node. Hence, we use some pre-defined 

abstraction threshold Tabs to suggest if a path should be included or excluded: if any 

probi,jk is lower than Tabs, the corresponding branch in the statement linking from node bi 

to node bjk will be abstracted away. For example, suppose Tabs=0.3, given an ITE 

statement in the code:  

if (cond)   then {then-body};   else {else-body}             (5.5) 

where the else-branch has a probability of 85%, and then-branch is 15%. After 

abstraction, the ITE is transformed into:  

assume(!cond);  {else-body}                                         (5.6) 

where the then-branch is removed and the assume() statement restricts the search space at 

the ITE statement to only those states that satisfy the !cond, which are suggested by ACO 

as more promising to find solutions.  

For the case of nested conditional statements, the abstraction decision on the outer-most 

layer statement would override that of the inner-ones. For instance, if the ITE example in 

(5.5) is located within a given branch of an outer conditional statement eligible to be 

removed, the entire inner ITE can be removed.  

After the under-approximation is constructed, the abstract program Pabs is sent to a 

bounded model checker for assertion checking. If the BMC returns SAT, which means 

the property can be falsified in the reduced search space, the algorithm exits with the 

corresponding counterexample. Note that because the counterexample simultaneously 

satisfies all inserted assume() conditions along its path, this counterexample is also 

feasible in the original concrete program. If the BMC returns UNSAT, it may be caused 

by three possible reasons: 1) the property holds in the original program; 2) the Pabs is 

over-abstracted such that the property cannot be violated within the reduced search space; 

3) the Pabs contains infeasible paths introduced by the conflicting assumption 

combinations from different abstract conditional statements. In any of the three cases, we 

need to perform abstraction refinement by restoring back some/all of the abstracted 

branches.  
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Given K multi-branch conditional statements that have been partially abstracted in the 

current Pabs, each of which is composed of two parts: abstracted portion (abs) and 

retained portion (rp). Every time we pick one statement s for refinement according to the 

following two rules: 1) no other abstracted conditional statements are nested within the 

body of srp; 2) sabs is located closest to the target block among abs portions of K 

statements. Then, for any selected conditional statement s, we perform the following two-

step refinement process: 

step 1: Restore sabs back while removing srp, then run BMC again on the resulting 

program;  

step 2: If BMC in Step 1 still returns UNSAT, restore the entire statement s, and 

pick the next eligible conditional statement for refinement; 

For instance, the two-step refinement for the ITE in (5.5) is as follows: 

step1:      assume(cond);  {then-body} 

step2:      if (cond)   then {then-body};   else {else-body}            

where step 1 negates the assumption condition in (5.6) and step 2 restores the original 

ITE statement.  

Partial abstraction may also be interleaved with the restoration process. At Step 1, if any 

conditional statements nested within sabs have never been restored (i.e., they were fully 

abstracted) but satisfy the partial abstraction condition, instead of fully restoring sabs, we 

attempt to restore such inner-statements partially only on their promising branches. Then, 

before moving to Step 2 for statement s, we apply the same two-step refinement for all 

the inner abstract conditional statements within sabs until all of them have been fully 

restored or the BMC returns SAT. In other words, we carry out the refinement iteratively 

on each abstracted conditional statement in an inside-to-outside, bottom-up fashion, with 

BMC applied at each iteration. The refinement process stops either when the program is 

restored to its original status or a counterexample is found.  
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5.5 Experimental Results 

Table 5.1 Bounded Model Checking Results with UAPA 

Benchmarks 
Abstraction 

Rate 
Depth Orig. BMC Iterative UAPA UAPA(Total)

Quicksort 3/16 
5 73 29 29 
6 1683 743 743 
7 TO 2235 2235 

Shellsort 1/5 
25 530 187 187 
30 2439 2458 2458 
35 TO 9555 9555 

Selection 2/15 
5 34 6 6 
8 1480 165 165 
10 5792 1435 1435 

Heapsort 2/9 
25 64 8 8 
35 135 24 24 
45 521 30 30 

kmp 1/5 
40 500 127 127 
45 804 236 236 
50 1404 608 608 

prog1 2/8 
13 1963 979 979 
15 1651 62 62 
17 2062 411 411 

prog2 6/19 
5 798 33 33 
7 3610 244 244 
9 TO 1334 1334 

pe_mut1 10/16 

NA 

2195 (1, 148) 149 
pe_mut2 28/40 5612 (5, 1, 135) 141 
pe_mut3 6/16 5155 134 134 
pe_mut4 7/16 TO (87,44,1884,120) 2135 

(in sec, TO=10,000 sec) 

We evaluated the proposed ACO-directed under-approximation based abstraction in 

bounded model checking with different software programs. As shown in Table 5.1, 

several sorting and selection algorithms as well as software applications were selected as 

benchmarks. The last four rows are benchmarks constructed from the policy engine 

module in a software defined radio system PSCR [72], which perform an equivalence 

checking between the policy engine and a mutated version of the code. For each 
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benchmark, given the assertion to be checked, we applied our ACO-directed concrete 

state space exploration with the goal of reaching the negation of the assertion. A total 

number of 150 ants (i.e., iterations) were tried for each case. The parameters used for 

probability computation in Formula (5.1) are set as α=1 and β=1. The runtime of ACO 

algorithm ranges from 5 seconds to a couple of minutes (last 6 benchmarks), it is 

relatively trivial compared to the extent of performance savings.  

Based on the ACO results, an under-approximation of program is constructed with the 

abstraction threshold Tabs=0.6/R, where R is the number of branches of a conditional 

statement (R≥2 for switch statements). Table 5.1 compares the performance of the 

original BMC algorithm with the BMC through iterative UAPA for each benchmark. We 

use the C-Bounded Model Checker (CBMC) [13] as the underlying BMC engine, and all 

the selected properties are hard false properties. The second column in Table 5.1 shows 

the ratio of the number of abstracted conditional statements to the total number of 

conditional statements in the program at the last iteration of UAPA. As some of the 

benchmarks are loop intensive, the results of property checking under different 

unwinding depths are also reported.  

From the results, the UAPA-based BMC resulted in dramatic performance improvement 

for almost all the cases (in bold) over the original BMC algorithm.  For instance, in 

pe_mut1, the original BMC run took 2195 seconds. Our approach took two iterations 

(each value within the parenthesis represents the runtime at different refinement 

iterations).  In the first iteration, only 1 second was needed due to the over-abstraction.  

After refining the model, 148 seconds were needed to find the counterexample.  In 

pe_mut3, a speedup of 40 was achieved. For all benchmarks except for the policy engine 

(pe_mut*) cases, our approach was able to disprove the property with no need of 

refinement. Even when iterative abstraction-refinement was needed, the total runtime of 

all the iterations was still much less than the original. These results show that the ACO-

directed program abstraction is able to direct the UAPA towards promising areas in the 

code. The proposed iterative UAPA framework, thus, saves the time spent in exploring 

the unnecessary search spaces. The strength of ACO is further demonstrated in Table 5.2, 

where we compare the ACO-directed abstraction with a random-vector-directed 
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abstraction. The same iteration time and abstraction threshold are used in both 

techniques, as well as the same iterative refinement framework.  

Table 5.2 Random-directed vs. ACO-directed Abstraction 

Benchmarks Abstraction Rate Depth Original ACO Random 
ACO Random

Quicksort 3/16 2/16 7 TO 2235 2568 

Shellsort 1/5 1/5 35 TO 9555 9555 

Selection 2/15 3/15 10 5792 1435 7162 

Heapsort 2/9 1/9 45 521 30 245 

KMP 1/5 1/5 50 1404 608 608 

prog1 2/8 0/8 17 2062 411 (1,272,2062)

prog2 6/19 2/19 9 TO 1334 OM 

pe_mut1 10/16 2/16 

NA 

2195 149 4614 

pe_mut2 28/40 24/40 5612 141 569 

pe_mut3 6/16 3/16 5155 134 (1,1304) 

pe_mut4 7/16 10/16 TO 2135 (1,3545) 
(in sec, TO=10,000sec, OM=Out of Memory) 

It can be observed that ACO outperforms the random-vector-based execution in 

identifying good portions of the code for abstraction. Although running the program with 

random inputs was also able to find and prune away some highly biased branches in 

conditional statements according to the occurrence frequency, these branches do not 

necessarily link to the solution space. For example, considering benchmark prog2, the 

original BMC time was time out.  With our ACO-directed abstraction, the run time was 

reduced to 1334 seconds; on the other hand, with the random-directed abstraction, the 

BMC performance was running out of memory while learning new clauses during the 

SAT solving, which is no better than the original case.  This shows that, with the help of 

pheromone trails and daemon actions, ACO is able to narrow down the search to 

locations where the target property may be negated.  The amount of pheromones 

accumulated during the iterative refinement reflects the quality of branches with respect 

to the verification target, and the daemon actions help jump out of local optimal 

solutions, while the random vector-triggered-execution usually get trapped in solutions 
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containing biased branches with higher execution frequency, which do not necessarily in 

connection with their values in abstraction and verifications.  

5.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we proposed an ACO-directed under-approximation based strategy to 

improve the performance of software model checking through search space reduction, 

especially for property falsification. An ACO-directed state space exploration was 

applied trying to construct a solution that falsifies the property through the coordination 

among ants. The ants leave pheromone trails along program structure to indicate the 

promising areas in the code from which an under-approximate model is built. Centralized 

daemon actions are also adopted to assist the ants to avoid local optimum solutions. A 

new BMC algorithm through the proposed UAPA framework is presented to search for 

solutions over the reduced state space, which is iteratively refined until it contains 

enough details to verify the property. Experimental results showed that with the proposed 

technique, the performance of software BMC for property falsification can be improved 

significantly, reaching up to 40 times of speedup. The ACO also demonstrated 

effectiveness in guiding the code abstraction over random-vector-directed abstraction.  



 

 

 

Chapter 6          

6. Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction 

with Single Mined Invariants   

6.1 Introduction 

The abstraction technique proposed in Chapter 5 reduces search space through under-

approximate model built over the promising program areas, hence, it is more applicable 

to property falsification rather than property verification, as the latter case requires 

restoring all the removed structure back to its original location before a verification 

conclusion can be made.  In such a context, verification won’t show much promise in 

performance saving than the original. In this chapter, we explore hybrid approaches along 

another direction of the general abstraction technique – over-approximation, which make 

them more suitable for proving the properties.  

We propose a new CEGAR framework integrated with a new invariant-directed code-

level constraint-reduction-based abstraction (CRA) techniques with the goal of enhancing 

the scalability of software bounded model checking. The proposed CRA is an abstraction 

technique that builds an over-approximate model by removing some irrelevant constraints 

or state variables in the symbolic transition relation with respect to the verification of the 

target property. As introduced in Section 2.3.1.1, the conventional constraint-reduction-

based abstraction technique generally reduces system complexity via simply removing 
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the existing variables or constraints, which may lead an initially too coarse over-

approximate model and thus results in more refinement steps. Instead, we leverage 

invariants to further confine the state space by retaining the essential correlations between 

the relaxed variables, while removing the corresponding statements(or constraints) used 

for variable assignment at the code-level. As a result, on one hand, the reduced 

constraints significantly mitigate the program complexity; on the other hand, the added 

invariants help improve the precision of abstraction such that the number of refinement 

iterations can be decreased accordingly. Finally, we employ a CEGAR process on the 

over-approximate model using assume-guarantee based model checking. If it fails and the 

counterexample is found spurious, refinement will be performed by gradually restoring 

the removed constraints until the property is verified.  

In particular, we discover these invariants via data mining over the profile data collected 

from dynamic program execution. We take one step beyond purely adding the invariants 

to constraint the state space as in the work in Chapter 4, where the potential performance 

savings it could bring may largely rely on how effective the underlying model checker 

utilizes the added constraints during the property verification process. In this chapter, the 

invariants are used to further construct over-approximate abstract spaces by removing the 

related program code, so that the complexity of the system can be significantly reduced 

and the underlying model checker can directly use the information provided by the 

invariant without wasting efforts to re-reasoning about it.  Our mining approach not only 

overcomes the scope and granularity limitations in existing invariant detection 

technique [17], but it also extends the application of invariants beyond predicate 

abstraction [7].  Moreover, the invariant mining and validation in our approach is a one-

pass process before the property verification takes place, whose results can be reused for 

verifying multiple properties for the same program. Therefore, it also overcomes the 

limitation of conventional CRA techniques that have to conduct the entire abstraction 

process all over again for different property verification. Experimental results 

demonstrated that our new code-level CRA abstraction directed by invariant mining can 

achieve up to several orders of magnitude of performance improvement over the original 

software bounded model checking.  
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The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents the code-level 

constraint-reduction-based abstraction using verified single invariants selected by the 

mining algorithm. The CEGAR framework for software bounded model checking built 

with the CRA abstraction is described in Section 6.3, followed by experimental results in 

Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 concludes the chapter.  

6.2 Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction with Single 

Mined Invariants 

6.2.1 Potential Single Invariant Mining 

In order to apply constraint-reduction-based abstraction, we employ the property mining 

algorithm described in Chapter 4 to discover potential variable-level invariants. We focus 

on Single Linear Properties(SLP) mining in this context, which describes the basic 

comparison relation ● between two candidate variables v1 and v2 held at certain code line 

k (i.e., after the line k is executed), denoted as:  

℘::k ⇒ v1●v2,    ●∈ {>, ≥, <, ≤, =, ≠}                       (6.1) 

6.2.2 Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction over Single Invariants 

The conventional constraint-reduction-based abstraction (CRA) for programs refers to 

relaxing the correlation among variables such that the complexity of the program can be 

reduced. Furthermore, we conduct the CRA over an invariant property by removing the 

original statement constraints on those variables involved in the property, while at the 

same time inserting the property as a new constraint for state space restraining. Note that 

the properties learned from the above association rule mining algorithm are just potential 

invariants that hold over the execution data. In order to be used as constraints for CRA, a 

validation process is applied to establish the truth of each potential invariant.   

Let P(v1, v2) in the form of ℘::k ⇒ v1●v2 be such a verified SLP invariant, where ●∈{>, 

≥, <, ≤, =, ≠} represents a linear relation ● held between variables v1 and v2 after 

executing the statement at line k through all the possible execution paths. As Figure 6.1 
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shows, the construction of CRA over P(v1, v2) consists of the following three steps: 

Firstly, we search the statements backward in the original code (Figure 6.1(a)) along the 

data flow and identify the locations of the last possible assignment statements for v1 and 

v2 (line l and line k, respectively, in this example). Next, release all the correlated 

constraints with respect to these variable assignments. For example, in Figure 6.1(b), the 

constraints defined by func1 at line l and func2 at line k are removed and both variables v1 

and v2 are set free so that they can take any value. Accordingly, any variable involved in 

the parameters of func1 and func2 (e.g., y, z in Figure 6.1(a)) whose purposes are only for 

the definition of v1 at line l or v2 at line k, can be set free. The above steps can be repeated 

until no further variables can be removed. Finally, we using the assume() statement to 

insert v1●v2 as a constraint in the abstracted code (Figure 6.1(b)) at the location 

corresponding to the line k in the original program. This helps to constrain the two 

variables to have some relations similar to the original code.   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) concrete program                                                    (b) abstract program 

Figure 6.1 Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction over P 

According to the definition of SLP, the invariant P(v1, v2) is actually an implication 

deduced from preceding constraints on v1 and v2. Take again the code segment in Figure 

6.1 as an example, the following formula holds:  

∀v1∀v2 (Ψ ∧ v1= func1(…) ∧ v2=func2(…))  

= ∀v1∀v2 (Ψ ∧ v1= func1(…) ∧ v2=func2(…) ∧ P(v1, v2))  

⊆ ∀v1∀v2 (Ψ ∧ P(v1, v2)) 

      block B1 
l:   v1= func1(y,…) 
      block B2 
k:   v2= func2(z,…) 
//P:℘::k⇒v1●v2 holds 
      block B3 
      … 
      assert(property) 

       block B1 
       v1=free_var() 
       block B2b 
       v2=free_var() 
       assume(v1 ● v2) 
       block B3  
        … 
        assert(property) 

CRA over P
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where Ψ represents the conjunction of preceding constraints that define all the arguments 

of func1 and func2. Hence, by replacing the left-hand side constraints with the right hand 

side property, the abstracted code obtained by CRA over P is an over-approximation of 

the original program behavior. The above method can easily be extended to multiple 

invariants. 

6.2.3 Potential Single Invariant Selection 

Apparently, with more invariants to be employed for CRA, on one hand, the code 

complexity can be more greatly decreased, however, on the other hand, with more 

constraints being removed, the abstracted model might get too coarse to hold sufficient 

information to verify the target property, which in turn may introduce more iterations of 

refinement and degrade the potential performance saving brought by abstraction. In 

addition, different invariants can result in different sets of constraints to be released, 

which is another factor that may influence the effects of CRA with respect to the property 

verification.  Therefore, tradeoffs have to be made to balance the number and the power 

of invariants getting involved in the abstract model and the complexity of the resulting 

code.  

We select valuable properties out of all the mined invariants by considering the 

combination of three factors. The first two factors are the statement distance and the 

variable distance. The former represents the distance between the location of the learned 

invariant and the location of target property, and the latter counts the total level 

differences in the data dependency graph between every pair of a variable involved in the 

invariant (e.g., v1 and v2 in Figure 6.1 for P(v1, v2))  and a variable involved in the 

property; The closer the two distances, the higher the correlation between the  invariant 

and the verification of the target property might be,  hence, the more valuable the 

invariant is considered. The third factor is the operation complexity, which estimates the 

total computational complexity estimation of all the operations involved in the 

corresponding constraints (e.g., func1 and func2 in Figure 6.1 for P(v1, v2)) that would be 

removed if the invariant is selected for CRA. The complexity computation also needs to 

take the data types of the corresponding operators into account. For instance, the 
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multiplication of two double-typed variables should be more expensive than multiplying 

two integer variables. Since this factor directly reflects how much complexity reduction 

the invariant can bring to the code when it is applied to CRA, the higher the complexity, 

the more powerful the invariant would be.  

We assign different weight coefficients to each of the above factors and evaluate the 

value of an invariant in terms of the property verification as an integrated effect of the 

three, where the factor two and three would be considered as more crucial. Eventually, a 

limited number of the resulting top-rated invariants will be selected to conduct CRA.  

6.3 CEGAR with Constraint-Reduction-Based Abstraction 

In this section, we introduce how the single-invariant-directed CRA can be fitted into the 

conventional CEGAR framework for model checking through iterative abstraction and 

counter-example guided refinement scheme. 

6.3.1 CEGAR-CRA Framework 

Algorithm    CEGAR-CRA(Morig,  prop,  Inv) 

1:           Mabs= Build_CRA(Inv) 

2:           Res = Model_Checking (Mabs, prop) 

3:           if  (Res = SAT) 

4:                 if  (Mabs!=Morig  and  Res.cex is spurious) 

5:                       Mabs′= Cex_Guided_Refinement(Res.cex, Mabs) 

6:                       Mabs=Mabs′ 

7:                       Goto line 2 

8:                 else  return Res.cex           // property prop is falsified 

9:           else   return verified         // if   Res=UNSAT 

Figure 6.2 CEGAR-CRA Framework 

Figure 6.2 shows the pseudo code of the CEGAR framework based on invariant-directed 

CRA. Given the original program Morig and the target property to be checked prop, let Inv 
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denote the set of invariants obtained through the above mining and selection algorithms 

and passed the validation. We first construct CRA over the Inv set using the approach 

described in Section 6.2.2 and obtain an abstracted program Mabs (line 1) with all the Inv-

related constraints removed. The abstract Mabs is then model checked against the prop to 

see whether it is satisfied or not (line 2) using a conventional software bounded model 

checker. If the result Res is UNSAT (line 9), we exit the algorithm by reporting that the 

prop holds in both the abstraction and in the original program since Mabs is an over-

approximate model.  Otherwise, if model checking fails (i.e., Res is SAT), a 

counterexample Res.cex will be returned illustrating how the prop is violated in the 

abstracted model Mabs. The abstract counterexample could include abstract transition 

actions which may not find a matching counterpart in the concrete model due to the over-

approximation. Therefore, when Mabs remains an over-approximate model over Morig, we 

perform spuriousness checking on the abstract Res.cex to see whether a corresponding 

concrete counterexample exists in the concrete model. If yes (line 8), prop is falsified 

with the returned Res.cex. Otherwise (line 5-7), the Res.cex is spurious and refinement is 

conducted to strengthen the Mabs by restoring some of the previously removed constraints 

back. The above steps are repeated iteratively on the more precise abstract model until 

either the prop is proved or falsified.  

6.3.2 Counter-Example Guided Refinement 

Suppose the original program Morig contains N input variables: VC={vC1,…,vCN}, let 

DC1,…,DCN represent the corresponding input domains for the N inputs, respectively, 

where all the values of VCi fall in the range of DCi (1≤i≤N). According to the above 

invariant-directed CRA algorithm, the abstract program Mabs retains the original N input 

variables, but defined over abstract input domains DA1,…,DAN, respectively, where 

DAi⊇DCi, we denote these abstract input variables as VA={vA1,…, vAN}. In addition, 

suppose R intermediate variables: xA1,…, xAR defined at lines l1, …., lR, respectively, are 

set as free variables during the abstraction process, denoted as xA={xA1@lX1, …, 

xAR@lXR}. They can now be viewed as R additional pseudo input variables, each of which 

falls in the domain DXj(1≤j≤R) defined by its own data type. An abstract counterexample 

cex={Vin, LA} is composed of two elements: 1) Vin: an input vector with N+R 
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values:[vA1,…,vAN,, xA1@lX1,…, xAR@lXR], where vAi∈DAi(1≤i≤N), xAj∈DXj (1≤j≤R) and 2) 

LA: a sequence of  program locations: (lA1, …, lAM) representing the program execution 

trace correspondingly, when Vin is applied as the program input.  

Since the CRA abstraction only expands the variable domain instead of changing the 

count of the original input variables, the spuriousness checking of an abstract cex comes 

down to a one-pass execution of the original program by running the original program 

Morig with the vector <vA1,…,vAN> as its inputs. Suppose the corresponding concrete 

program execution trace is LC =(lC1, …, lCP), the cex is spurious if any of the following 

conditions is satisfied: 

i) vAi∉DCi  for any 1≤i≤N 

ii) (lC1, …, lCP) != (lA1, …, lAM) and prop is not reached 

iii)  prop is reached but not violated  

The first condition violates the concrete domain of input variables, and the last two cases 

could not falsify prop since the pseudo input variables take values different from those in 

the Vin after executing the concrete constraints that have been removed during the 

abstraction, which lead to different execution results. Therefore, the abstract cex does not 

match to a concrete one.  

Algorithm    CEX-Guided_Refinement(cex,   Mabs,   ST) 

1:              Mabs′=Mabs + st@lSt in ST 

2:              if (sat_check(Mabs′((Vin \(remaining_free_vars))cex.Vin))=UNSAT) 

3:                   return Mabs′ 

4:              else 

5:                    t = t – 1 

6:                   Mabs=Mabs′ 

7:                   Goto step 1 

Figure 6.3 CEX-Guided Refinement Algorithm 
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The spurious abstract cex indicates that the abstraction is too coarse and needs to be 

refined. Suppose P(v1, v2): ℘::k ⇒ v1●v2 is a verified SLP invariant used for CRA, 

correspondingly, during the abstraction, a set of statements ST={s1@lS1, …, st@lSt} has 

been removed, where lS1<…<lSt<k, we apply a counterexample-guided abstraction 

refinement algorithm to gradually add back some of the removed constraints in ST so that 

the spurious cex can be eliminated. In particular, we focus on removing the spuriousness 

caused by the conflict value assignments among those intermediate free variables 

involved in the invariants used for CRA (e.g., v1 and v2). 

As shown in Figure 6.3, starting from the statement in ST that is located closest to k, i.e., 

st@lSt, one statement is restored back to the abstract model Mabs. Simultaneously, the 

corresponding variable defined by this statement is taken out from the current free 

variable set (line 1). The resulting enhanced abstract model is denoted as Mabs′. It can be 

easily proved that Mabs′ contains a subset of behavior over Mabs with more constraints 

added. Let the spurious cex={Vin, LA}, a constraint formula is built by conjoining all the 

existing statements in the Mabs′, with all the existing input variables(original and pseudo) 

instantiated with values in Vin, except for those abstract variables that remain free.  

An example of Mabs′ is given in Figure 6.4 where internal variables xA={y@lS1, z@lS2, 

v1@lS3, v2@lS4} are abstracted as free variables in the initial Mabs, and the Mabs′ has 

already restored the statements s3 and s4, while y and z on which the definition of v1 and 

v2 are dependent remain free. 

                 … 

       s1@lS1:            y = free_var()               // remains free_var 

    s2@lS2:        z = free_var()               // remains free_var 

    s3@lS3:        v1 = func1(y,… )           // restored in Mabs′ 

    s4@lS4:        v2 = func2(z,… )           // restored in Mabs′ 

                           assume(v1 > v2) 

Figure 6.4 A CEX-Guided Refinement Example for CRA 
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Given a spurious cex, where v1@lS3=val1 and v2@lS4=val2, the constraint formula will be 

constructed as follows: 

 Mabs′(Vin\{ y@lS1, z@lS2})cex.Vin  =  Mabs′(VA∪xA\{ y@lS1, z@lS2})cex.Vin  

                                 =  Mabs′(VA)cex.Vin ∩ (v1@lS3 =val1) ∩ (v2@lS4 = val2)                (6.1) 

With the constraint formula, we then perform satisfiability check on the formula to verify 

whether the enhanced model Mabs′ is precise enough to eliminate the spuriousness. If the 

formula returns UNSAT, the Mabs′ is returned as the refined abstract model since the 

same instantiation of non-free variables as in Vin is no longer a valid input vector to the 

Mabs′, thus, the cex has been removed (line 3). Otherwise, the corresponding solution to 

the formula means that even with the added statement, an appropriate assignment on the 

rest free variables can still make the cex a possible input case in Mabs′. We repeat the 

above process and attach more statements back to the model (line 5-7) until either all the 

statements have been restored or the satisfiability check returns UNSAT.  

Considering the example in Figure 6.4 again, if the formula in (6.1) is satisifiable, add 

back the statement s2@lS2 and repeat the process, otherwise, the Mabs′ becomes the 

refined abstract model for next iteration.  

The above refinement algorithm induces extra overhead of satisfiability checking every 

time when examining whether to restore a statement or not; however, since the checking 

is built on a specific spurious counterexample in which most of the variables are 

instantiated with real values, only a limited number of variables is left unassigned, the 

overhead of refinement is thus relatively small compared to the property verification, as 

can be demonstrated in the experimental results.  

6.4 Experimental Results 

We conducted model checking experiments with several C program selected as 

benchmarks, including both the academic algorithms as well as real-world software 

applications (the policy engine module in a software defined radio system PSCR [72]). 

For each benchmark, the association rule mining for SLP (sth=0.8, cth=1.0) is applied to 
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discover potential invariants over the profile data, which is collected via dynamic 

program execution either for N=100 times on randomly generated inputs or when the 

transaction count in the mining database exceeds 5000, whichever comes first. All the 

potential invariants were then validated before selected as constraints for abstraction with 

respect to the target assertions to be checked. For assertion verification, we used CBMC 

(C Bounded Model Checking) [6] as the base model checker and only safety properties 

were considered. 

Table 6.1 Bounded Model Checking Results with Single Invariant-Directed CRA 

Benchmark Depth Orig. 
BMC 

Abs. 
Ratio(Kilo) 

Constraint-
only 

CRA Abs. & 
Refinement 

ShellSort 

15 TO 196.2/372.3 TO 2 

18 TO 283.3/591.0 TO 8 

20 TO 351.5/772.9 TO 3 

BubbleSort 

10 3483 26.5/78.0 4138 3 

15 TO 53.4/178.4 TO 262 

20 TO 88.6/322.1 TO 804 

KMP 

15 625 505.4/632.3 765 397 

18 1307 658.2/845.0 1184 922 

20 3682 769.3/1002.8 1504 3425 

BinarySrch 

15 2408 505.4/632.3 2670 24 

18 TO 658.2/845.0 TO 66 

20 TO 769.3/1002.8 TO 61 

PolicyEng 25 1006 3344.0/3566.2 869 5,5,869 
(in sec, TO=10,000 sec) 

The bounded model checking results for different benchmarks under different unwinding 

depths are shown in Table 6.1, as most of the benchmarks are loop-intensive. Whenever 

refinement is needed, the performance at every refinement iteration is listed, separated 

with comma. In addition, we also provide the abstraction rate of each benchmark, which 

is calculated as the ratio between the clause count (in kilo) of the abstracted model (at 1st 

iteration) and that of the original model. 
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From the results we can see that with the CRA, several orders of magnitude of 

performance improvement in BMC can be achieved over the verification of the original 

code, with the size of the model being reduced to up to 1/5 of the original. For instance, 

the shellsort timeout for all the three unwinding depths with the original BMC, while 

with over-approximation based on the learned invariant, we are able to cut the original 

model down to around half size since the invariant is located within the major loop. As a 

result, only less than 10 seconds (> 1000x speedup) is needed to obtain the verification 

results. The results obtained demonstrate the power of invariant-directed CRA not only in 

reducing the program complexity but also in retaining essential relations among variables 

needed for proving the assertions such that the savings can extend beyond the degree of 

size reduction.  

It can also be observed that for almost all the cases, the first-pass abstraction is already 

sufficient to prove the property with no refinement. It further indicates the high level of 

precision and efficiency of our potential invariant mining algorithm in finding crucial 

invariants, hence, the added invariants can greatly reflect the essence of the 

correspondingly relaxed constraints with respect to the property verification without 

introducing unwanted additional information to the state space. In the cases when 

refinement is needed (e.g., last benchmark), the total verification performance over 

different iterations can still bring adequate savings upon the original one. The cex-guided 

refinement process goes fast enough (< 5 sec) such that the overhead can be regarded as 

negligible.  

We also compared the results against the mining-directed constraint based exact 

abstraction approach from Chapter 4 where the mined true invariants are added as 

additional assumptions to the original code with no over-approximations involved. From 

the results we notice that by adding only invariants, it would achieve limited success 

among all the benchmarks. In many cases, the performance is even worse than the 

original, because the added invariants can sometimes increase the size of the model, 

which may incur extra burden to the reasoning process. The worst case of our approach 

happens when the refinement eventually requires restoring all the relaxed statements 

back, in which case our approach would results in comparable performance with the 
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constraint-adding approach since the falsification iterations usually take short time (e.g., 

the final benchmark PolicyEng).  

6.5 Conclusions 

In order to enhance the scalability of software model checking, we propose a new 

CEGAR framework incorporated with a new code-level constraint-reduction-based 

abstraction technique.  It utilizes the invariants discovered through data mining to 

significantly reduce the program complexity by freeing those less relevant constraints, 

while at the same time, retaining the essential correlations among relaxed variables. 

Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach in improving the 

performance of software model checking, as well as outperforming the previous work 

where invariants are not used for over-approximation.   

 



 

 

 

Chapter 7 

7. Local Invariant-Directed Path-Level 

Partitioning with CRA 

7.1 Introduction 

The invariant-directed CRA technique proposed in Chapter 6 is constructed over the 

invariants in the form of Single Linear Properties (SLP) that are discovered to hold 

globally over the entire state space at their program locations. Note that, by global SLP 

we refer to the truth rather than the location of the SLP in the code. For example, an 

invariant within a loop is a global SLP as long as its truth does not depend on conditions 

other than the condition of the loop it belongs to. Therefore, the applicability of invariant-

directed CRA highly depends on how many such global invariants can be mined, and 

how powerful they are in terms of program complexity reduction and property 

verification once being used for CRA. Such limitation can probably lower the potential 

savings that might be brought by the single-invariant-directed CRA.  

Figure 7.1 shows a motivating example. Given the original program in Figure 7.1(a), 

suppose two invariants are mined using the mining algorithm proposed in Chapter 4, both 

are complex property implications (CPI) spanning over different program locations. By 

analyzing the two invariants, we find that the only possible global SLP is {prop2} that 

holds at the end of the execution of else-body1 (i.e., after line 5 is executed), since the 
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antecedent of inv2 implies the else-branch of the first if-then-else (ITE) to be taken. 

Figure 7.1(b) shows the corresponding abstract program constructed over prop2 using the 

invariant-directed CRA technique introduced in Chapter 6, assuming that the entire else-

body1 can be replaced by prop2. We can see that, with the preceding CRA approach from 

Chapter 6, the program complexity reduction is just limited locally to else-branch1, with 

all the other portions of the code preserved. Although {<℘::7>&(prop1)} is also involved 

in the invariant set, it is not globally true, thus, no single-invariant-directed CRA can be 

applied for inv1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 7.1 A Motivating Example of Partitioned CRA 

From the example in Figure 7.1 we can see that, due to the complexity and size of 

software programs, treating the entire state space of a program uniformly as an 

abstraction unit may to some extent limit the applicability as well as the efficiency of 

invariant-directed CRA. This motivated us to seek the partitioning of the state space into 

disjoint sub-spaces, and keeping abstraction (may be different) locally to each sub-space 

to fully utilize the power of CRA abstraction. According to the characteristics of software 

programs, it is natural to use control flow (i.e., paths) as the means for state space 

partitioning. For example, re-examining the invariant set in Figure 7.1, we can find that 

1:    … 
2:     if (x < y) 
3:         then-body1 

    else { 
4:          
5: 
        } 
6:     if (x > z) 
7:          then-body2 
        … 
        assert(P) 
 

Invariants: 
    inv1: {<℘::1>&(x<y)} ⇒ {<℘::7>&(prop1)}    
    inv2: {<℘::1>&(x≥y)} ⇒ {<℘::5>&(prop2)} 

1:    … 
2:     if (x < y) 
3:         then-body1 

    else { 
4:          
5: 
        } 
6:     if (x > z) 
7:          then-body2 
        … 
        assert(P) 
 

prop2else-body1 

(a) original program (b) abstract program with  
CRA over prop2 
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the antecedents of both invariant implications, if taken, actually lead to two different 

program execution flows: 

inv1: {<℘::1>&(x<y)}   path 1-2-3-6… 

inv2: {<℘::1>&(x≥y)}   path 1-2-4-5-6… 

In this chapter, we propose a path-level partitioned abstraction technique under the 

guidance of mined invariants in the form of complex property implications. It extends the 

previous invariant-directed CRA abstraction proposed in Chapter 6 by localizing different 

abstractions within each functionally disjoint partition based on the invariant inferred 

only in the partition. Moreover, in order to maximize the strength of the partitioned 

abstraction, we further improve the previous mining algorithm built on random inputs to 

coverage directed inputs such that the underlying mining database can gain a more 

balanced occurrence frequency over different branches. Finally, we propose a new 

CEGAR paradigm built on the partitioned abstraction technique for bounded model 

checking of software.   

The partitioned abstraction further enhances the power and flexibility of the CRA 

abstraction from the following three perspectives. Firstly, since the partitioning is based 

on the control paths, each partition itself has already removed some of the program logic, 

e.g., only containing the then-branch of an ITE statement, consequently, greater savings 

could be expected when abstraction is applied on the partition with a reduced complexity 

rather than the entire code. Secondly, the partitioned abstraction no longer requires the 

mined invariants to be global, locally implied invariants can also be used for abstraction, 

which increases the applicability of the invariant-directed CRA on broader program areas. 

Thirdly, since the partitions correspond to sub-state-spaces that are mutually disjoint, 

different abstraction strategies can be conducted and refined within each individual sub-

space independently; hence, it provides a flexible framework for abstraction selection. In 

addition, as each partition can be viewed as an under-approximation of the code, the 

reduced program enables potential performance savings for the case of property 

falsification as well. Experimental results on a set of real-world programs demonstrated 

that with the partitioned abstraction technique, drastic performance improvement can be 
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achieved compared to the original model checking in both property verification and 

refutation. The proposed technique also exhibits great potential of outperforming the 

global SLP invariant based CRA abstraction in most of the experiments.   

Partition and abstraction have been two popular techniques in the area of model checking. 

Sebastiani et al. in [92] proposed a similar concept of combining property-driven 

partitioning with localized abstraction for LTL model checking, the state space is 

partitioned according to the states of the property automaton. Our work applies to 

software domain, and differs from [92] in the partitioning and abstraction strategies. In 

the context of software verification, both [34] and [93] explored localized predicate 

abstraction such that different levels of precision were maintained in different parts of the 

program, and abstraction is refined locally to some traces, or to some control 

locations[93]. However, no explicit partitioning on the program structure was involved, 

and the localization was passively determined by the selection of predicate abstraction. 

Instead, we propose explicit integration of partitioning and the invariant-directed CRA 

abstraction, abstraction in one partition is independently constructed and refined from the 

other functionally disjoint partitions, which enables the flexibility of applying non-

uniform abstraction. This also allows us to find more invariants as we focus on a smaller 

state space within one partition as opposed to the entire program. 

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows, In Section 7.2, we presents the CPI 

directed path-level partitioned CRA scheme. The corresponding CEGAR framework for 

software bounded model checking built with the partitioned CRA is described in Section 

7.3. Section 7.4 discusses the experimental results. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.5.   

7.2 CPI-Directed Path-Level Partitioning with CRA 

7.2.1 Potential Complex Property Implication Mining 

In order to apply the partitioned CRA, we employ the property mining algorithm 

described in Chapter 4 to discover potential variable-level invariants. Unlike the focus on 

mining SLPs in Chapter 6, Complex Property Implications (CPI) are also mined in this 

case, which describes the implication relations between two linear properties spanning 
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across different program locations. Since we partition the program based on the control 

paths after mining, the original definition of the CPI in Formula (4.3) is slightly extended 

into Formula (7.1).  

         {<℘::λ1> & cond(x1, …, xn)}⇒ {<℘::λ2> & (y1 ♦ y2)}                            (7.1) 

The new CPI indicates that if some linear relation cond(x1, …, xn) holds at line λ1(i.e., 

righter after the statement at located line λ1 is executed) of the program, then y1 ♦ y2 is 

definitely true at line λ2, where  x1,…, xn,  y1, y2 are program variables or constants, λ1 < 

λ2, and ♦ is one of the comparison operators from set {<, ≤, ==, !=, >, ≥}. The cond(x1, 

…, xn) in (7.1) is a logical function of x1, …, xn, referring to the conditional expression or 

the negation of the conditional expression of a certain control statement in the program, 

like ITE, switch, while, etc. In this chapter, we will use ITE statement as an example for 

partitioning. Note that, the mined CPIs are also just potential invariants; they need to be 

validated before being used for partition and abstraction.  

7.2.1.1 Branch Coverage Directed Dynamic Program Execution 

So far, the underlying mining database is constructed using the profiled data generated by 

dynamic program execution over randomly generated input vectors. Although random 

execution has its benefits, it could also result in biased visits over certain program 

structure, e.g., some branches are disproportionally visited. If the program structure is 

reached by a dominant range of inputs, it may consequently influence the quality of the 

mined invariants in terms of how useful they are in helping with the program abstraction 

and assertion verification. For the case of path-level partitioned CRA, due to the inherent 

feature of the association rule mining, only when branch execution frequency of an ITE is 

balanced enough, can the mining algorithm be able to learn different CPIs with 

antecedents covering both if-then and if-else branches. Therefore, we extend the CPI 

mining over selected inputs directed program execution profiles with the goal of 

mitigating the biased coverage among the branches. The problem can be defined as 

follows: Let SITE be a candidate ITE statement in the program containing two branches: 

brchbias and brchtgt, suppose a dominant range of inputs would lead the program 

execution flow down through the brchbias, we apply a meta-heuristic algorithm combining 
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a local-search-based input generation approach with stochastic input model, trying to 

select appropriate input vectors to build the mining database such that the both branches 

brchbias and brchtgt occur in a relatively balanced number of transactions.  

Given a program with N input parameters, I1, …, IN, each of which is defined over 

domain D1, …, DN, respectively.  We divide each domain Di equally into Ri disjoint sub-

domains, denoted as Di1, …, DiRi, in ascending order.  Figure 7.2 shows the stochastic 

model of program inputs. For each sub-domain Dij of input Ii, we assign a weight factor 

wij estimating the desirability for the value of Ii to fall into the range of Dij. Initially, 

wij=Winit/Ri for any possible j, where Winit is a pre-defined weight value. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.2 Input Model for Branch Coverage Directed Input Generation  

Based on the input model, a stochastic input vector generation process is conducted as 

follows: for every input Ii, we first use the Monte-Carlo method to stochastically pick a 

sub-domain Dij according to the weight distribution over all its Ri sub-domains, the larger 

the weight, the higher the probability this sub-domain is picked. Then, the value of Ii, 

denoted as vali is randomly sampled within the range of the picked Dij. The resulting 

generated input vector V(val1, …, valN) is then fed into the program for execution. 

However, in our extended mining algorithm, not all the program execution profiles are 

stored into the mining database.  Periodically, during the mining database construction, 

we enter the branch coverage enhancement stage if the visiting frequencies between the 

two brchbias and brchtgt are overly biased, which means the ratio between the two 

frequencies exceeds certain threshold balancethd (line 1, Figure 7.3). Within this stage, we 

apply the Local-Search-Based Input Generation algorithm as shown in Figure 7.3 to 

… 
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attempt to restore the balance, and only valid execution profile that can improve the 

branch coverage are preserved. 

Algorithm    Local-Search-Based Input Generation (brchbias, brchtgt) 

1:           while  ((freq(brchtgt)/freq(brchbias) ≤ balancethr) and within iteration limit) 

2:                    Run program with stochastically generated input vector V(val1, …, valN)   

3:                    if  (brchtgt is missed) 

4:                          for each related input Irk  

5:                                while  (brchtgt is not reached and within iteration limit) 

6:                                       brchdist = expressionEvaluation(brchtgt) 

7:                                       wrk[] = adjustWeight(Irk, brchdist) 

8:                                       ∆ = compuDelta(branchdist, wrk[]) 

9:                                       V= localSearch(V, Irk+∆) 

10:                                     Run program with input vector V 

11:                                     if   (brchtgt is reached) 

12:                                           Add execution results to the mining database 

13:                          end while  

14:                          for each related constants constrk of Ij 

15:                                  repeat step 5 – 13,  V=localSearch(V, constrk or constrk+∆) 

16:                          end for  

17:                  end for 

18:         end while 

Figure 7.3 Local-Search-Based Input Generation Algorithm  

Suppose M input variables Ir1, …, IrM (M ≤ N, {r1, …, rM}⊆{1,…, N}) are related to the 

conditional expression of the target ITE statement SITE , i.e., the evaluation of the 

expression are dependent on the values of Ir1, …, IrM.  Given the current input vector 

V(val1, …, valN),  the basic idea of local search is to use V as the starting point and 

conduct a local exploration around V. During this process, for every related variable Irk, it 

replaces the valrk in V with its neighborhood values, denoted as valrk+∆, while keeping all 

the other variable values fixed (line 5-13). The newly generated neighboring vectors are 
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then evaluated against the goal of reaching brchtgt. Therefore, an effective fitness function 

is essential to evaluate the quality of the current vector and further guide the searching 

process such that the neighborhood exploration is moving towards the direction of the 

aim.  We choose branch distance as the fitness function. When the brchtgt is missed, the 

branch distance is a function that measures how far the execution flow is away from the 

target route brchtgt (line 6), which makes it a proper estimation of how valuable the 

current input vector is. In other words, the goal of reaching brchtgt can be transformed to 

trying to decrease the branch distance down to zero and eventually switch the direction of 

path. The branch distance of the SITE can be calculated based on the logical expression of 

its condition and its evaluation results when running the program with V.   For example, 

given an ITE conditional statement “if (x<y) …”, the branch distance can be computed as 

the absolute difference between x and y, i.e., abs(x-y). The branch distance fitness 

computation for various expressions is listed in Table 7.1.  

Table 7.1 Branch Distance Fitness Computation 

Expression Branch Distance (brchdist) 

x<y, x≤y 
x>y, x≥y,  
x!=y, x=y 

abs(x-y) 

bool_var 1 

exp1 && exp2 

if (exp1 && exp2)    min(brchdist(exp1), brchdist(exp2)) 
if (exp1 && !exp2)   brchdist(exp2) 
if (!exp1 && exp2)   brchdist(exp1) 
if (!exp1 && !exp2)  brchdist(exp1) + brchdist(exp2) 

exp1 || exp2 

if (exp1 && exp2)    brchdist(exp1) + brchdist(exp2) 
if (exp1 && !exp2)   brchdist(exp1) 
if (!exp1 && exp2)   brchdist(exp2) 
if (!exp1 && !exp2)  min(brchdist(exp1), brchdist(exp2)) 

!(exp) brchdist(exp) 

As a fitness function, the branch distance is also responsible for guiding the search 

process, in this case, selecting the change value of ∆ during the local exploration around 

the V(val1, …, valN). In order to establish the relationship between the two factors, we 
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conduct a one-pass preprocessing step to acquire knowledge on the impact that changing 

the value of a given related variable Irk will have on the changing direction of branch 

distance evaluation of SITE. During this preprocessing step, we feed the program with a 

set of randomly generated vectors, with the value of Irk sampling different values from 

each of its sub-domains, while the values of all the other inputs fixed, the corresponding 

changes in the branch distance are observed. As a result, a probabilistic model between 

the two factors is constructed as shown in Figure 7.4, where the incprobinc, incprobdec and 

incprobsame indicate the probabilities for the branch distance of SITE to increase, decrease 

and keep the same, respectively, by increasing the value of Irk. A similar model can be 

obtained for value decreasing of Irk, where the corresponding probability set is defined as 

follows: decprobdec = incprobinc, decprobinc = incprobdec, decprobsame = incprobsame.  

 

 

Figure 7.4 Probabilistic Model Between Inputs and Branch Distance  

With the probabilistic model and current branch distance evaluation, we are able to first 

determine the sign (positive or negative) of the ∆ stochastically by trying to decrease the 

fitness.  In addition, the weight factors along all the sub-domains of Irk in Figure 7.2 will 

be adjusted accordingly based on the branch distance value: all the weight factors along 

the sub-domains greater than valrk are increased by W∆*incprobdec, all the weight factors 

along the sub-domains lower than valrk are increased by W∆*incprobinc (line 7), where 

W∆ indicates a pre-defined weight change. As a result, the magnitude of ∆ will be 

determined according to the weight factor distribution along the sub-domains in its sign 

direction (line 8).  With the updated vector V, the program is executed to see whether the 

brchtgt can be reached, if yes, the execution profile is added as new transactions to the 

mining database, otherwise, the data is dropped, we repeat the above process until either 

the brchtgt is reached or the iteration exceeds certain pre-determined threshold (line 9-12).  

Other than related input variables, conditional expressions may also involve constants, 

which usually define certain comparison boundaries that may sometimes lead to a quick 

Irk 
branch distance 

of SITE 
increase 

incprobinc 

incprobdec 

incprobsame 
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switching of taken branches, if a local search is conducted around the boundaries. 

Therefore, we perform a similar local search for variable Irk with respect to all the 

constants that appear related to Irk in the conditional expression, with valrk being set to be 

equal to the constrk or constrk+∆, respectively (line 14-16).  The above local search is 

repeated with a new input vector generated based on the updated weight distribution until 

either the visiting frequency of the biased branches are more balanced or the iteration 

exceeds some threshold for the consideration of efficiency. The key of local search based 

input generation algorithm, combined with probabilistic input models is to utilize the 

local feature of conditional statements and the statistical execution information. Although 

it is a heuristic, it can help increase the balance of branch coverage compared to random 

input generation to a great extent. As a result, it expands the possibility of extracting 

otherwise unknown CPIs due to low frequency of occurrence, which may consequently 

enhance the applicability of the path-level partitioned CRA. 

7.2.2 Path-Level Partitioning with CRA 

  

 
 
  

 

 

 

 

          Figure 7.5 An Example of Path-Level Partitioning Directed by PCPI  

The proposed path-level partitioning with CRA algorithm consists of two steps. The first 

step is to construct partitions on the program control flow based on the learned invariants. 

A mined CPI PCPI is in the form of {<℘::λ1> & cond(x1, …, xn)}⇒{<℘::λ2> & (y1 ♦ 

y2)}. Take the ITE statement as an example, suppose the cond(x1, …, xn) is the same as 

the conditional expression of an ITE statement located at line λ1(or right after λ1), the PCPI 

     … 
λ1: if (cond(x1, …, xn)) 
         then-body 
     else 
         else-body 
     … 

     … 
λ1: assume(!cond(x1, …, xn)) 
     else-body 
    …

     … 
λ1:  assume(cond(x1, …, xn)) 
      then-body 
      … 

Partition:  
pathif-then 

Partition: 
pathif-else 
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partitions the program control flow into two disjoint paths: pathif-then and pathif-else, as 

shown in Figure 7.5.  For each path, we create a reduced program by removing the other 

untaken branch of the given ITE statement and then adding an assume() statement 

correspondingly to constrain the state space with conditions of the taken branch.  

The second step is to apply abstraction on each disjoint partition to generate an over-

approximate model. For each partition, say pathif-then, we perform CRA over the 

consequent part of the PCPI: <℘::λ2> & (y1 ♦ y2)} using the same method described in 

Section 6.2.2. Similar abstraction technique is employed on the other partition pathif-else, 

provided there exists another CPI whose condition part is !cond(x1, …, xn).  

In particular, we divide the mined CPIs into two categories depending on the code 

locations where the invariants are discovered:  

1) Localized global: where the code segment within which λ2 is located will be 

executed only when the condition cond(x1, …, xn) at line λ1 is taken, e.g., the inv2 

in the example in Figure 7.1; 

2) Pure local: where the code segment within which λ2 is located will be executed 

only when the condition cond(x1, …, xn) at line λ1 is taken, e.g., the inv1 in the 

example in Figure 7.1; 

For partitioned abstraction, both types of CPIs can be utilized, while for SLP directed 

CRA, only the localized global CPI can be applied. Note that besides CPIs, for each 

partition, constraint-reduction-based abstraction over single mined invariants SLPs may 

also be conducted as long as the positions where the SLPs are located are still included in 

the partitioned code.   

The above partitioning algorithm can be easily extended into cases of multiple CPIs. We 

define two CPIs to be distinct from each other if the antecedent of each CPI refers to a 

different control statement. If multiple distinct CPIs exist in the mined invariant set, the 

most straightforward way of partitioning can be performed by enumerating all the 

possible combinations of their conditions. For example, let CPI1: 

{<℘::λ1>&cond1⇒<℘::λ3>&prop1} and CPI2: {<℘::λ2>&cond2 ⇒<℘::λ4>&prop2} be 
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the two learned distinct invariants, they will partition the program state space into four 

sub-spaces constrained by: cond1@λ1∧cond2@λ2, ¬cond1@λ1∧cond2@λ2, 

cond1@λ1∧¬cond2@λ2, ¬cond1@λ1∧¬cond2@λ2. In the subsequent section, we’ll discuss 

more partition strategies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 7.6 An Example for Path-Level Partitioning with CRA  

Figure 7.6 shows the results of applying path-level partitioning with CRA on the same 

example shown in Figure 7.1. The invariants inv1 and inv2 are not distinct CPIs, and they 

partition the code into two paths, since the condition parts of the two invariants are 

complementary conditional expressions of the same ITE statement. For each partition, 

CRA is applied using the implied property of each CPI invariant. Here we assume that 

the then-body2 and else-body1 can be replaced by prop1 and prop2, respectively, 

according to the rules of invariant-directed CRA.  

1:    … 
2:     if (x < y) 
3:         then-body1 

    else { 
4:          
5: 
       } 
6:     if (x > z) 
7:          then-body2 
        … 
        assert(P) 

1:    … 
2:    assume(x≥y) 
3:     prop2 
4:     if (x > z) 
5:          then-body2 
       … 
        assert(P) 

(a) original program 

(c) inv2:  
{<℘::1>&(x≥y)} ⇒ {<℘::5>&( prop2)} 

1:    … 
2:     assume(x<y) 
3:     then-body1 
4:     if (x > z) 
5:         prop1 
        … 
        assert(P) 

(b) inv1:  
{<℘::1>&(x<y)} ⇒ {<℘::7>&(prop1)} 

Partition: 
pathinv1 

Partition: 
pathinv2 

else-body1
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7.2.3 Invariant Selection and Partitioning Strategy 

There are two aspects that may impact the effectiveness of the above partitioned 

abstraction algorithm: 1) Invariant selection: similar to single-invariant directed CRA 

abstraction, partitioned abstraction also need to trade the extent of the program 

complexity reduction brought by abstraction on more invariants with the precision of the 

abstraction, only valuable invariants in terms of the target property checking will be 

selected for partitioning and abstraction, and 2) Partitioning strategy: given N selected 

distinct CPIs, the total number of partition could reach 2N by enumerating all the possible 

condition combinations. The number of combinations grows exponentially when N 

becomes large. If there are too many partitions, the accumulative model checking time 

might negate the potential performance saving, hence, how to partition the program 

control flow becomes crucial.  

      Algorithm    Control-Flow-Partition (CPISet, path_sel_threshold) 

1:           partition_set = composite_partition = Φ 

2:           pathSet  = enumeratePath(CPISet) 

3:           for each path in the pathSet 

4:                  if  (every condition expression along the path is a CPIcond in CPISet) 

5:                        partition_set= partition_set ∪ path 

6:                  else  if (exeFreq(path) > path_sel_threshold) 

7:                               partition_set = partition_set ∪ path 

8:                          else 

9:                              composite_partition = composite_partition ∪ path 

10:         end for  

11:         partition_set = partition_set ∪ composite_partition 

12:         return  partition_set 

Figure 7.7 Partitioning Strategy for the Selected CPI Set  

For the invariant selection, since the condition part of the CPI is mainly used for 

partitioning, we will evaluate the value of a CPI largely based on the implication property 
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used for CRA abstraction, i.e., the consequent part of the CPI. Let CPIcond and CPIimpl 

denote the condition and the consequent part of CPI, respectively. This comes down to 

considering the similar combination of three factors described in Section 6.2.3 for SLP 

selection: 1) statement distance from the CPIimpl  to the target property to be checked; 2) 

variable distance: the overall level distances between every pair of the variables involved  

in the CPIimpl and the property. The closer the two distances, the higher the correlation 

between the CPI and the verification of the target property might be; 3) operation 

complexity, which estimates the total computational complexity of all the operations 

involved in the corresponding constraints that would be removed if the CPI is selected, 

including the operations in the not-taken branch according to CPIcond and the constraints 

removed for CRA over CPIimpl.  The higher the complexity estimation, the higher speed-

up in model checking might be expected. The overall value of a mined CPI is evaluated 

by considering the above three factors in an integrated fashion, with the last two factors 

to be more critical.  

For control flow partitioning, we employ a heuristic strategy as shown in Figure 7.7 to 

reduce the number of partitions. Let CPISet be the set of selected CPIs which contains N 

distinct invariants. We first enumerate all the possible paths based on CPISet and 

obtained a pathSet with size 2N (line 2). Then for every path in the pathSet, we check 

whether it can be retained as a partition or merged with other partitions to form a 

composite partition according to the extent to which the CRA can be applied and the 

potential size of the state space represented by the path(line 3-10). If every related taken 

condition expression along the path is caused by the CPIcond of some CPI in the CPISet, 

the path is kept as a partition since such path can take the most advantage of CRA 

abstraction. Take the two-CPI-set CPI1: {<℘::λ1>&cond1⇒<℘::λ3>&prop1} and CPI2: 

{<℘::λ2>&cond2⇒<℘::λ4>&prop2} in Section 7.2.2 as an example, the path along the 

cond1@λ1∧cond2@λ2, will be retained as a partition. Otherwise, we examine the 

execution frequency of the path according to the profile data used for invariant mining, 

which can be viewed as a rough measurement of the size of the state space represented by 

the path. When the execution frequency is too low, it potentially implies that either too 

few inputs would fall in the state space constraints posed by the given path or the path is 
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infeasible. In such cases, we merge the small partition into composite_partition to reduce 

the unnecessary overhead of model checking caused by repetitive state space searching. 

Or if the execution frequency of the path is greater than some threshold, the path is also 

treated as a separate partition. Therefore, in the above two-CPI-set example, the rest three 

partitions other than cond1@λ1∧cond2@λ2 will be determined either to be merged or not 

based on execution results. Finally, all the merged composite_partition is treated as an 

individual partition (line 11).  

7.3 CEGAR with Partitioned CRA 

      Algorithm    CEGAR-Partitioned-CRA(Morig,  prop,   partition_set) 

1:         for every partition in the partition_set 

2:               Mabs, partition= Build_CRA(CPIs(partition)) 

3:               Res = Model_Checking (Mabs, partition, prop) 

4:               if  (Res = SAT) 

5:                     if  (Mabs, partition!=Morig, partition  and  Res.cex is spurious) 

6:                           Mabs, partition′= Cex_Guided_Refinement(Res.cex, Mabs, partition) 

7:                           Mabs, partition=Mabs, partition′ 

8:                           goto line 3 

9:                      else  return cex           // property prop is falsified in the partition 

10:        end for       

11:        return verified                        

Figure 7.8 CEGAR with Partitioned CRA 

Built on the partitioned abstraction technique, we propose a new CEGAR framework for 

software bounded model checking. Given the original program Morig and the target 

property to be checked prop, let partition_set be the set of partitions obtained using the 

control flow partitioning strategy in Section 7.2.3, for every partition in the partition_set, 

we conduct model checking using algorithm CEGAR_CRA in Section 6.3.1(line 2-9). 

The abstraction of each partition, constructed based on the corresponding consequent part 

of the CPIs from where the partition is constructed, is refined iteratively until either the 
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prop holds in the abstract model of the partition or a true counterexample cex is found 

within the partition. For the latter case, the entire algorithm stops from checking the rest 

partitions and returns with the cex. Otherwise, the work flow goes to the next partition, 

and repeats all the above process. If no cex is found after iterating all the partitions in the 

partition_set, then we can claim that the prop is satisfied in Morig. From this algorithm, 

we can see that, the partitioned CRA not only facilitates the property verification through 

over-approximation based abstraction to the partition with reduced complexity, but also 

localizes the property falsification within an under-approximation based partition.  

7.4 Experimental Results 

We conducted bounded model checking experiments on several C programs, including 

both the academic algorithms as well as real-world software applications (various 

modules from a software defined radio system PSCR [72]).  For benchmarks that contain 

loops, loop unrolling is conducted before collecting profile data up to a pre-defined depth 

(no smaller than the unwinding depth used for BMC), since path partitioning cannot be 

directly conducted within the loop. Then, we apply association rule mining for each 

benchmark to discover potential invariants over the profiled data, which is collected via 

dynamic program execution either for N=100 times on selected inputs generated for 

balanced branch coverage or when the transaction count in the mining database exceeds 

5000, whichever comes first. Both potential invariants in the form of SLP and CPI 

(sth=0.4, cth=1.0) were mined and validated as a one-pass process before selected for 

partition and abstraction. For assertion verification, we used CBMC (C Bounded Model 

Checking) [6] as the base model checker. 

Table 7.2 gives the model checking results of partitioned CRA and compares them to the 

original BMC as well as BMC with invariant-directed CRA approach proposed in 

Chapter 6 (The latter is denoted as SLP-CRA). For abstraction refinement, the runtime of 

each iteration is listed in a parenthesis and we use ‘;’ to separate the results of different 

functionally disjoint partitions. In this chapter, we focus primarily on properties that hold 

when the model checker returns UNSAT, while the case of property falsification is also 

covered, like the last benchmark run_classify (SAT)). For each benchmark, results of 
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different unwinding depth or size of major data structure, e.g., arrays, are provided to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in handling various sizes of benchmarks 

and the trend of performance savings. Moreover, in order to have a fair comparison, we 

performed SLP-CRA abstraction using the same SLPs as well as the localized global 

CPIs that can be applied globally as in the partitioned abstraction.  

Table 7.2 Bounded Model Checking Results with Partitioned CRA 

Benchmark Depth/Size Orig. BMC SLP-CRA 
(Chapter 6)

Partitioned CRA 
Partitions Total

BinarySrch 

14 1141 (12, 1297) (24, 913) ; (15, 26) 978 

15 4209 (4,1027) (131, 589) ; (15, 28) 763 

16 8479 (81, 2406) (62, 1895) ; (12, 79) 2048

PolicyEng 20 854 (7, 712) (15,51) ; (7,26) ; 
(3,221) ; 317 640 

mod_cvsd_decode 

4 2745 363 413 ; 431 744 

5 1819 766 916 ; 482 1398

6 3033 1389 1038 ; 992 2030

mod_cvsd_encode 
3 905 359 293 ; 152 445 

5 3175 910 751 ; 854 1605

train_classify 
12 1256 1005 35 ; 1 36 

15 TO TO 237 ; 1 238 

run_classify 

15 1880 2017 1 ; 1646 1647

18 6372 5529 1 ; 4857 4858

20 TO 7571 1 ; 7871 7872

prog1 

12 996 856 (5,486) 491 

15 6158 2898 (10, 2054) 2064

18 TO 4025 (15, 4038) 4053

prog2 

12 576 641 (1, 530) 531 

15 OM OM (2, 1403) 1405

18 OM OM (2, 4732) 4734

prog3 10 1244 2034 (1,971) 972 
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12 2702 TO (1,1717) 1718

15 TO 1135 (2,3648) 3650

run_classify(SAT) 
20 763 189 170 170 

25 5853 622 403 403 
(in sec, TO=10,000 sec, OM=Out of Memory) 

From the results in Table 7.2 we can observe that, both SLP-CRA and partitioned 

abstraction can achieve significant performance improvement(denoted as bold) over 

directly applying model checking on the original programs in nearly all benchmarks. In 

particular, the partitioned abstraction outperformed SLP-CRA in the number of cases as 

well as the average extent of performance savings compared to the original BMC. Up to 

40 times speedup can be achieved.  We used underlined red to represent such cases when 

the partitioned abstraction runs better than SLP-CRA.  For example, for benchmark 

“train_classify” under the unwinding depth of 15, both the original BMC and SLP-CRA 

abstraction timed out at a limit of 10,000 seconds while the partitioned CRA divides the 

original program into two paths, and only a total of 238 (237+1) seconds were needed to 

verify the property in both partitions. These results further validate the effectiveness of 

partitioned CRA in expanding the strength and utilization of invariant-directed 

abstraction, and the accumulative performance of a set of separate abstractions over each 

individual reduced complexity partition tends to demonstrate a promisingly better 

outcome than the abstraction over the entire program.  In addition, our branch coverage 

directed input generation algorithm also demonstrated the power of broadening the scope 

of invariant mining. For example, benchmarks prog1, prog2 and prog3 contain very 

biased branches such that only CPIs for the biased paths would be mined if the 

underlying mining database is constructed from random program execution. This will 

greatly limit the applicability of the subsequent CRA abstraction. With our local-search-

based input generation algorithm, we were also able to discover more CPIs for less 

frequently visited paths such that more partitions can be involved in the abstraction, 

hence, drastically improve the performance of assertion verification.  

However, we also found that in some situations, SLP-CRA can work better than 

partitioned CRA, like benchmarks mod_cvsd_decode and mod_cvsd_encode. The 
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possible reason behind this may due to the complexity/criticality of the shared code 

portions among different partitions with respect to the target property verification, since 

these parts will be reasoned repeatedly in every partition, but only once in SLP-CRA  

approach. The overall runtime of the partitioned abstraction might get hurt by such 

repetitive overhead if the complexity of shared parts is significant and the number of 

partitions is high, especially when the mined CPIs used for abstraction are mostly 

localized global. Therefore, it is necessary to make appropriate evaluation of the potential 

savings and the overhead so as to make the best out of the CRA abstraction.  

The last benchmark demonstrates the power of partitioned CRA in property falsification. 

A true counterexample was obtained in one of the partitions, with up to >10 times of 

speedup compared to the original case, and it also worked slightly better than SLP-CRA 

since the model checking was conducted on the reduced program rather than the entire 

code, given both were applied with the same over-approximated abstraction.  

7.5 Conclusions 

In this chapter, we further extended the invariant-directed CRA abstraction technique 

presented in Chapter 6 and combined it with control flow partitioning scheme under the 

guidance of CPI invariant mining.  The partitioned abstraction boosts the applicability of 

CRA technique by localizing CRA and refinement within each individual partition, such 

that local invariants can also be involved in abstraction. Moreover, rather than applying 

CRA abstraction on the entire program, partitioned abstraction conducts abstraction over 

program portions with already reduced complexity, which enables more aggressive 

performance gains in both property verification and falsification. We further applied 

local-search-based input generation algorithm with the goal of balancing branch coverage, 

such that the mining based on selected input execution could discover more useful CPIs 

to fully promote the effect of the partitioned CRA. Experimental results showed that 

model checking with path-level partitioned CRA can achieve significant performance 

improvement over the original bounded model checking, with up to 40 times of speedup, 

as well as over the invariant-directed CRA technique in most cases.  

 



 

 

 

Chapter 8 

8. Conclusions and Future Work 

8.1 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, we explored various hybrid techniques to tackle the intricate problem 

of software verification, especially for software model checking. The goal of software 

verification is to ensure that the designed program satisfies the required specification, 

generally through either dynamic testing or static formal verification techniques, which 

suffer the problems of incompleteness and state space explosion, respectively. In our 

work, we leveraged the lightweight dynamic techniques, usually associated with program 

execution, to extract useful information out of the code. By utilizing such information in 

solving the problems of software verification, enhanced effectiveness and scalability can 

be achieved via the synergies between dynamic and static techniques. 

For software testing, we presented new Internal Variable Range (IVR) coverage metric 

under the guidance of dynamic program execution data. By running the program with 

random inputs, we project the program input domains onto approximate value ranges of 

selected critical internal variables, and then partition the internal variable domain into 

sub-ranges based on the data value distribution as well as the program structure 

information related to the internal variables. With this new metric, we are able to provide 

an effective estimation of the fault detection capability of an input test set, especially for 

programs that are arithmetic computation intensive. Besides, a sub-range transition 
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system was also proposed to facilitate the internal variable range coverage oriented 

automatic test data generation process. Experimental results demonstrated the 

effectiveness of this model in generating test sets with higher IVR coverage.  

For software formal verification, we took advantage of the less expensive dynamic 

techniques to alleviate the burden of formal reasoning. Hence, the complementary 

benefits of both static and dynamic techniques can be fully utilized, while compensating 

the weaknesses from each. In addition, when combined with abstraction mechanisms, 

which is considered to be one of the most powerful methods for reducing the system 

complexity, the interactions among hybrid analyses demonstrate much more promising 

strengths on improving the scalability of software model checking. In this work, we 

explored the hybrid of dynamic techniques with three types of abstractions: exact, under-

approximation and over-approximation.  

Firstly, we applied data mining to discover valuable but implicit knowledge regarding 

code structures, especially the invariants that reveal the hidden key relations among the 

original high-level program variables, since how effectively these invariants can be 

obtained during the reasoning process is usually the crucial factor that impacts the 

performance of property checking. A dynamic-program-execution-directed invariant 

mining framework was proposed that utilized an association rule mining algorithm to 

extract potential code-level property invariants based on the concrete execution profile 

data of the software programs. When these learned invariants were verified and added as 

constraints to the model checking instances of the software, they helped to significantly 

reduce the search space by saving the reasoning efforts at the bit-level for identifying the 

implied relations, thus improves the performance of model checking.   

Furthermore, we used the mined invariants to formulate the over-approximation-based 

program abstraction via relaxing the partial code segment that infers the invariants. We 

took one step beyond the conventional constraint-reduction-based abstraction by further 

confining the state space with the learned invariants to retain the essential correlations 

among the related variables with respect to the property checking. The added invariants 

improved the precision of abstraction such that less refinement iterations were needed 
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before the abstraction to contain enough details to reach a conclusion. In addition, when 

global invariants are not available or sufficiently effective for abstraction and property 

checking, we proposed to apply path-level partitioning scheme to localize the constraint-

reduction-based abstraction over local invariants inferred only in the partition. This 

approach further expanded the applicability and power of invariant-directed CRA 

abstraction and promoted the flexibility of applying various abstractions over different 

partitions. In order to fully utilize the benefits of the partitioned CRA, we also 

strengthened the extent of CPI mining with branch coverage directed input generation for 

mining database construction. Model checking frameworks based on the Counter-

Example Guided Abstraction Refinement (CEGAR) paradigm associated with the above 

mined-invariant-directed abstraction techniques were found strongly effective in 

improving the performance of software model checking, especially for verifying 

properties that hold. 

Last, we integrated the Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) algorithm with under-

approximation based abstraction technique to facilitate the construction of path-level 

code abstraction for software model checking, focusing mainly on property falsification 

during the early design stage. Artificial ant agents were sent out to explore the concrete 

state spaces such that the program execution flows would be led towards traversing the 

promising state space that might refute the property. Centralized daemon actions were 

also conducted periodically in order to prevent the ant solutions from being trapped in 

some local optimum. At the end, we identified quality program traces through the 

pheromone trails laid down by ants during the travelling, and accordingly constructed 

program under-approximation by biasing the control-flow via ignoring less useful 

statements. An abstraction-based software model checking framework was then built to 

search for verification solutions over the reduced program, which was iteratively refined 

until it contained enough details to either find a real counterexample or prove the 

property.  

We conducted extensive experiments on both academic algorithms and real-world 

programs to evaluate the effectiveness of the above hybrid techniques. The experimental 

results further provided strong supports for the following findings:  
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I. Although the lightweight dynamic techniques associated with dynamic program 

execution are considered to be incomplete in terms of software state space 

exploration, they are still able to reveal valuable potential properties regarding 

program control flow structures, variable relations, variable/expression value 

ranges, etc., even running with randomly generated input vectors;  

II. Compared to the conventional static techniques used for invariant discovering, 

dynamic techniques are more straightforward and flexible; 

III. Invariants play critical roles in property checking, however, the effect of an 

invariant may be influenced by its location, variables involved, frequency of use, 

etc.;  

IV. The hybrid between the high-level dynamic technique and the bit-level static 

reasoning clearly exhibits strong power in improving the performance of software 

verification, especially in combination with various abstraction as well as 

partition techniques, which brings promising direction towards enhancing the 

scalability of software model checking.  

8.2 Suggestions for Future Work 

The methods and experimental progress presented in this dissertation also open up new 

research directions that deserve future investigations to improve the current work. We 

will suggest some of the aspects in more detail in the following subsections.  

8.2.1 Partitioning with Non-Uniform Abstraction Techniques 

In Chapter 7, we investigated integrating the path-level partitioning scheme with 

invariant-directed CRA to further enhance the performance of assertion checking by 

localizing the abstraction. Currently, within every partition, a uniform abstraction 

technique, i.e., CRA, is employed. Observations showed that, even within the same 

program, different partitions may vary significantly in complexity, size, control flow and 

data structure, the uniform abstraction may not be optimal for all the partitions. 

According to the feature of current partitioning scheme, where every partition is treated 
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independently, it would be a natural extension to introduce the non-uniform abstractions 

over different partitions based on the specific characteristic of the code in the partition.  

For example, predicate abstraction in one partition and CRA abstraction in another.  

Compared to the existing mechanism, partitioning with non-uniform abstraction (PNUA) 

may present higher flexibility and strength in software model checking. For instance, 

some partition may not have suitable invariants that can be used for abstraction. Hence, it 

can bring none or only limited savings over the original partition with CRA abstraction. 

For example, the partition ¬cond1@λ1∧¬cond2@λ2 in the two-CPI-set example in Section 

7.2.2 does not match any of the condition parts of the two CPIs with the conditional 

branches taken along its path, thus, no CRA abstraction can be applied. However, with 

PNUA, we may apply a different abstraction technique other than CRA, e.g., predicate 

abstraction to the partition, so as to seek for better performance improvement. In addition, 

PNUA enables the break of limitation on applying just over-approximation based 

abstraction, which boosts the power of the current BMC framework in property 

falsification. Under-approximation can also be employed over a partition with already 

reduced state space to quickly identify the counterexample, especially when the code is 

buggy at the early design stage.  

8.2.2 Program Structure Directed Invariant Mining for Abstraction 

In this dissertation, we conducted invariant mining by simply transforming the original 

program into a set of indexed profiling statements without considering how these 

statements are structured in the original code. Therefore, the resulting mining database is 

composed of kind of isolated transaction data which can only be connected with each 

other using line numbers. Although purely from the perspective of invariant mining, 

current strategy can fulfill the task with correct mining results, considering the learned 

invariants are eventually used for program abstraction, and later on model checking, there 

still exists a gap between appropriate invariant mining and the effective utilization of the 

mined invariants.  

As we have shown in Chapter 7, in order to maximize the strength of partitioned CRA, it 

is necessary to apply selected branch-balancing input vectors to run the program so as to 
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expand the range of CPI mining over previously less frequently visited branches. For 

invariant mining used for exact abstraction (Chapter 4) and global invariant directed CRA 

(Chapter 6), which has less strict format regulations than in the partitioned CRAs, it 

would also be valuable to investigate how various underlying mining database 

constructed from different input vectors may influence the subsequent program 

abstraction and the performance of model checking and how can we direct input 

generation process towards the desired goal under the situations when the target assertion 

is either known or unknown.  

One likely research direction could be the program structure directed input generation. 

Program structure analysis helps provide useful information on program complexity 

estimation, data dependency, the relationship between certain code structure and the 

target assertion, if known, etc.  If such information is integrated with the input selection 

process during profile data collection, we would be able to set up potential structural 

targets for the input vector generation. For example, it may be more valuable to discover 

properties right after the execution of some computation intensive statements, since 

abstraction over these statements can usually help reduce the program complexity 

significantly. Thus, it is desirable to cover execution traces of these statements frequently 

enough in the mining database such that they can be eligible for association rule mining. 

In addition to the program complexity, data dependency also helps identify critical 

variables in the case when the target assertion is known or eliminates unnecessary 

redundant mining over unchanged variables. Once we locate the target program structure, 

the goal-oriented input generation algorithm can then be applied to generate valid inputs. 

As a result, invariants with higher quality may be learned in terms of program abstraction 

and assertion verification.  

8.2.3 Reusing the Reasoning Results 

According to the model checking framework proposed in Chapter 5–7, either the design 

under verification is a refined abstract model via restoring the removed statements back, 

or another path-level partition, we performed a new round of bounded model checking on 

the entire design all over again, starting from the high-level code to CNF transformation, 
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with no information about the reasoning process of the previous iteration of model 

checking. By doing this way, we reduce the complexity of applying model checking. 

However, it might also introduce unnecessary overhead due to the repetitive reasoning.  

Intuitively, further work can be directed towards how to reuse the reasoning results in 

previous iterations of abstraction or partition. Since models between adjacent iterations 

abstraction refinement share a majority portions of code other than slight difference 

brought by the restored statements, similarly do the models between partitions, it would 

be valuable to investigate the bit-level proofing process for the shared portions of 

constraints, so as to further reduce the reasoning burden of the model checking in the 

subsequent iterations. Here is a simple example: let A, B, C represent CNF formulas, 

given a UNSAT model A∩B, representing one partition of the program, using the 

resolution-based proof analysis techniques for SAT solvers [98, 99], if the unsatisfiable 

core contains only clauses in A, then the next partition, model A∩C is definitely UNSAT, 

no further model checking is needed.  

Besides the above described suggestions for future work, other directions like integration 

with static analysis techniques, heuristic strategies for invariant selection, etc. can also be 

further explored to improve the current work. In summary, the hybrid methods for 

software verification and experimental results presented in this dissertation have laid a 

solid foundation for continued research.  
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